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THE NEW UNEMPLOYED: LONG-TERM
CONSEQUENCES FOR THEIR FAMILIES

MONDAY, MARCH 5, 1984

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

Washington, DC.
The select committee met pursuant to call at 9:30 a.m., at 26645

West Six Mile Road, Methodist Children's Home Society, Detroit,
MI, Hon. George Miller presiding.

Members present: Representatives Miller, Levin, Rowland, Coats,
Marriott, and Conyers.

Staff present: Alan J. Stone, staff director and counsel; Judy
Weiss, research assistant; Christine Elliott-Groves, minority staff
director; and George Elser, minority counsel.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE MILLER, A REPRESENT-
ATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Chairman MILLER. The select committee will come to order. The
Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families is very pleased
to be here in Detroit.

We want to thank Congressman Levin for the assistance he and
his staff have given to the committee in setting up today's hearing.
Our thanks to the Methodist Children's Home Society for making
this facility available.

We have come to Detroit because with over 100,000 workers still
on indefinite layoff, there is much to learn here. We could have
gone to any number of towns and cities, however. Throughout the
country, there are millions of men and women who never dreamt
they'd be without work, and now they are.

With the help of extended families, friends, and other communi-
ty supports, many families do their best under very trying circum-
stances. But for many newly unemployed families, as we have seen
in our first year of hearings, the effects can be extremely harmful.

Families can lose their health insurance, run out of unemploy-
ment benefits, struggle to pay the rent or the mortgage, each of
which presents a challenge to the continued health and vitality of
the family unit.

As coping becomes more stressful, emotional, and psychological
problems become much more evident. Children, obviously, suffer
with their parents. I think that the witnesses that we will hear
from today will present us with a broad cross section of the prob-
lems confronted by these families, who, after many, many yeas
with steady employment, now find their future prospects in doubt.

(1)
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At this time, the Chair would like to recognize Congressman Marri-
ott from Utah, the ranking minority member.

[Opening statement of Chairman George Miller follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN GLORGE MILLER, A REPRESET.TATIVE IN CONGRWi8
FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA AND CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,
YOUTH, AND FAMILIES

The Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families is very pleased to be in
Detroit.

We have come to Detroit because, with over 100,000 workers still on indefinite
layoff, there is much to learn here. We could have gone to any number of towns and
cities. however. Throughout the country there are millions of men and women who
never dreamt they'd be without work, and now are.

With the help of extended families, friends and other community supports, many
families do their best under very trying circumstances. But for many newly unem-
ployed families, as we have seen in our first year of hearings, the effects can be
extremely harmful. Families loae their health insurance, run out of unemployment
benefits, struggle to pay the rent or mortgage, each of which is essential to the con-
tinued health and viability of the family unit.

As coping becomes more stressful, emotional and psychological problems become
much more evident. Wage earners become depressed, alcoholism, abuse and institu-
tionalization increase, as do the number of divorces and separations. We will hear
today how, in one community, reports of child abuse have increased 450 percent in
four years.

Children, obviously, suffer as their parents suffer. Loss of resources can isolate
them from their friends, hurt their grades, shake their sense of personal security,
and their confidence in the future.

1 believe today's witnesses will give us the range of perspectives we need. First,
we will hear from parents and children and find out what people go through when
parents who have worked for s long time lose their jobs. Then, we will hear from
members of the community who have found successful ways to respond to their
needs. We will learn about programs for job re-training and placement, emergency
assistance, and for providing child care to parents who are in re-training programs.
Finally, we will hear a demographic overview from experts familiar with the rela-
tionship between unemployment and the provision of social services, between unem-
ployment and utilizatioon of other programs, like those treating substance abuse,
and between unemployment and the health of parents and children.

The economy in many states, not just Michigan, is in transition. Because we all
care about families, we have to remember that what may be simply a downward
tt end to an economist or labor market analyst can be a catastrophe for a family. As
millions of middle income families are asked to readjust their expect. Lions, both
public and private institutions will have to respond to enable families to remain
healthy. Today's hearing will be critically important to us as we develop policies for
the future.

STATEMENT OF HON. DAN MARRIOTT, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF UTAH

Mr. MARRIOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is an honor for me
to be here. I have had a very enjoyable night here in Redford; I
have looked around a bit and I am very impressed with what I
have seen.

I also want to congratulate Congressman Levin. He has been a
valuable asset to this committee. He has done a fine job and he
has, I know, your best interest at heart.

I want to just simply say that we have been analyzing over the
last year a lot of statistics. Sometimes we get so bogged down in
statistics, we forget about the human elements that are involved;
and it is valuable to be able to come to these hearings and see the
real world, how things are working, and what problems people are
having.
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I have been very interested in the concept of the extended family
and how when people find themselves in trouble, financially or oth-
erwise, the direct family, the relatives, the community, the neigh-
bors, the churches, and even the Government entities become in-
volved as part of their expanded family, to help people.

I would be very interested if these witnesses today would talk a
bit about how the church, the neighbors, the relatives and others
help solve the problems. Again, I think solving the problems of
.America is going to take a partnership effort; and I am just pleased
to be here today as a part of this hearing to hear how that partner-
ship is working.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Levin.

STATEMENT OF HON. SANDER M. LEVIN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Mr. LEVIN. Thank you very much.
All of us here from Michigan, including Congressman Conyers,

we welcome you; George Miller and Dan Marriott, and Roy Row-
land from Georgia, we welcome all of you to Michigan; and the
staff, the majority and the minority, who have been working so
hard.

We know here that unemployment remains very, very high. We
also know that the statistics show that over 100,000 people moved
out of Michigan last year during the period of the very high unem-
ployment.

In addition to our general concern about Michigan's economy, we
are here today because we have an interest in the personal impact
of unemployment on families. In 1982, I went door to door in neigh-
borhoods here in Redford Township and the communities around
Redford Township, talking with laid-off workers and their families.

I met men and women who were once steadily employed who are
now living through months and even years without work. While
talking with them, I caught glimpses of what life is like for them
and the coerosive effect of joblessness.

I heard stories of families fragmented, either because someone
had moved to another city or State to look for work or because
stresses of being unemployed has caused family frictions that led to
a break.

I heard about children who had dropped out of school activities
and had stopped doing well in school. I sensed the tensions in these
families; but it was not possible to fully understand the problems
that these families were facing. Clearly, by just knocking on the
doors or even talking to the people, one cannot learn the full story.

In this hearing, this is a forum and effort to learn a bit more
about that story.

From select coinmittee testimony of the last year, we have
learned that prevention programs not only save human misery but
are cost effective as well. Unemployment means lost wages; it also
usually means lost opportunities for children and families to flour-
ish. The more we understand the truc cost of unemployment, the
more we will see the importance of working to prevent it.
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So again, we all, here in Michigan, we!come the select committee
to Michigan and we are looking forward to the testimony of various
witnesses.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Opening statement of Congressman Sander Levin follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. SANDER M. LEVIN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGA

I'm pleased to welcome Select Committee Chairman George Miller and Congress-
men Dan Marriott, Dan Coats, and Roy Rowland to Michigan for today's hearing. I
want to thank Congressman Conyers for joining us to bring his prespective as a rep-
resentative of Detroit. I appreciate the fact that the witnesses have agreed to share
with us their own experiences and insights and I thank them for coming. Finally,
I'm glad that you in the audience have demonstrated your interest and concern by
joining us today.

I am especially gratified that the Select Committee has decided to devote this
hearing to a topic of immense :significance in Michigan and in other areas of the
nation. Despite better news from the nation as a whole about lower unemployment
rates, many areas of our country continue in deep recession and many people who
want to work are still unable to find jobs. in Michigan, unemployment continues at
a rate of 11.9 percent and the statistics on emigration reveal that 110,000 people
moved out of the state last year. Because I believe that the economy is Michigan's
moat critical problem, I welcome the efforts of the Select Committee in arranging
'ills hearing and have worked closely with Chairman Miller and the Committee
staff.

But in addition to my concern for Michigan's economy, I have a very personal
interest in the impact of unemployment on families. stemming from my experience
in the 1982 crmpaign. When I was running for office, I went door to door through
neighborhoods in Redford township, where we are meeting today, and in other com-
munities near here, talking with laid-off workers and their families. I met many
men and women who were once steadily employed, but were now living through
months and even years without work. While talking with them I caught glimpses of
what life was like for them, and of the corrosive effects of joblessness. I heard sto-
ries of families fragmented either because someone had moved to another city or
another state to look for work, or because the stress of being unemployed had
caused family frictions that led to a break. I heard about children who had dropped
out of school activities and had stopped doing well in school. I sensed the tensions in
these families, but I didn't fully understand the problems these families were facing.
I didn't feel that I knew the full story. This hearing will provide one forum to hear
that story.

Another reason for my keen interest in this particular hearing is that my wife
Vicki is very much involved in prevention programs. From Select Committee testi-
mony of the last year, I too have learned that prevention programs not only save
human misery, but are cost-effective as well. Unemployment means lost wages; it
may also mean lost opportunities for children and families to flourish. The more we
understand the true human costs of unemployment, the more we will see the impor-
tance of working to prevent it.

Chairman MILLER. Congressman Rowland is here with us today;
he represents Georgia.

STATEMENT OF HON. J. ROY ROWLAND, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF GEORGIA

Mr. Rowt.AND. Thank you.
I'm very pleased to be here today, especially with you and the

staff and my good friend and colleague Sander Levin, and also Mr.
Conyers and Mr. Marriott.

Sander and I have grown to know each other fairly well, I think,
here in the past year that we have served in the Congress; and he
continues to be a very dedicated and hard working Congressman
and represents all of' you very well.
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I come from Georgia, largely, the rural area; and we are having
as much trouble in Georgia as here, that I represent with the prob-
lems. While the situation that brought the problems about may be
different, the end result is still the same, so I am interested in
being here to learn something about just what is taking place in
this area. We do have problems all over the country and I look rqr-
ward, with considerable anticipation, to hearing what you have to
say here in the great State of Michigan.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Now we will hear from Congress-

man Conyers.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN CONYERS, JR., A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I want to welcome you here in joining in with my colleagues and

the Member whose district is adjacent to mine, Sander Levin, in
welcoming you to Michigan.

his is an important subject and this is why I am glad that you
lec me join you, even though I am not a member of the committee.
It is the first importance.

Back in 1978, the Congress passed the Humphrey-Hawkins Full
Employment and Balance Due Act. The notion then, after 4 years
of debate, was that if we could reduce unemployment by a percent-
age a year, telling in advance exactly what we were going to do fis-
cally in terms of programs, that we might get a handle on this a lot
better.

Well, if a law was passed but never enforced; sad now, of course,
unemployment now runs at a rate double that across the country.
Detroit has been hit because of the unilateral nature of our indus-
try, so this hearing is important to me.

It suggests that we might still be able to take, from the experi-
ences that we will hear here today from Detroiters, enough reality
to the Federal legislators so that they will begin to shape some new
ideas, some new lines of departure to deal with this subject.

We are in a serious crisis and I think the depth of it will be more
fully examined here, and I am glad that you are here.

Thank you very much.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Now, the first panel that the committee will hear from is made

up of Mr. Charles Knapp, who is a volunteer with the Southeast
Advisory Committee in Ferndale; Mr. John Morris, who is a coach-
p- rticipant in the Ford-UAW National Development and Retrain-
ing Center in Dearborn; and Artie Morris-Vann, who will be ac-
companied by two youngsters, Dawn and Mignon.

Now, if you would like to come forward to the hearing table, we
will welcome you to the hearing.

Welcome to the committee, and we will hear from you in the
order in which I called your name.

Mr. Knapp, you can go first, and I want you to proceed in the
manner in which you are more comfcrtable. If you have a prepared
written si atement, it will be included in the record in its entirety.
If you want to summarize or add to it, please feel free to do so.

10
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Thank you for your participation.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES KNAPP, VOLUNTEER, SOUTHEAST
ADVISORY COMMITTEE, FERNDALE

Mr. KNAPP. My name is Charles Knapp. I am the father of two
boys, Charlie and Tommy, ages 10 and 8 years old, respectively. I
have worked since 1962 as a heavy duty truck mechanic, both
diesel and gas. I have always made good money and live in a mod-
erate neighborhood of blue-collar workers in Ferndale, MI.

In the fall of 1979, I was hurt at work in an accident, without
workman's compensation; and later, around May of 1980, I was
sent a lay-off notice and couldn't collect unemployment benefits
due to my injuries.

The boys' mother went to work in a bar to help meet the bills. I
took care of the house and took care of the boys, sending them off
to school in the mornings, washing clothes, cooking, et cetera. I got
to be a regular housemother, but not without paying a price.

Role reversals of this type seem to lower the male's self-esteem,
as we are stereotyped into the role of the breadwinner.

I found myself withdrawing from all of my friends and acquaint-
ances, as well as my family. To add insult to injury, bill collectors
tend to play on your sense of responsibility and one makes himself
feel guilty for the predicament that he is in.

Your friends and family insist on paying for luncheon engage-
ments; they want to help, they send food and clothes and offer
money. Your feelings are ambivalent; on the one side, your life is
your family and friends; and on the other hand, you avoid them.
You don't want pity or charity. Withdrawal is now complete, every-
thing is hopeless; depression takes its toll also.

The home becomes a battleground. The minor skirmishes now
become major encounters. The boys run for cover. Their mother
begins to drink more and more. She refuses to come home until the
wee hours of the morning. Reality hits home, we are going to need
State help if we are to survive.

The wounds have healed, but the scars have left their indelible
marks. Charlie my oldest boy, has told me, "When you were fight-
ing, I just wished you and mama would have 'just shut up.' "

Charlie of whom I am both proud of and very sad for, as he has
assumed the role of daddy and tries to take care of mama and
Tommy. Tom has pent up his anger and went through bouts of
combativeness and finds escape by staying away from home and
away from his bossy brother, and a mother whom he constantly
provokes and challenges her authority, the mother who is incapa-
ble of filling the basic emotional needs of the boys, due to her alco-
holism.

Myself, after almost a year of counseling, have been able to pick
up the pieces and find new direction and meaning in my life. I am
still numbed by the feeling of helplessness of not being able to pro-
vide for my children properly, and the hopelessness of he chil-
dren's home environment and lack of direction in th it lives;
numbed by the fact that I am losing my home and there is not a
thing that I can do about it.
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About 2 years ago, I started getting involved in community serv-
ices in a volunteer capacity. I have done work in the Hilton Conva-
lescent Home, delivered ht me-bound meals to the elderly; worked
on surplus food distribution; directed people in need to the differ-
ent human service agencies, as well as providing transportation.

I became acutely aware that my situation wasn't unique, to say
the least. I have seen many businesses and homes in my area
boarded up; people's furnishings out on the street. I have seen a
lady dressed in rags, dirty faced, tears streaming down her face,
thankful for a 5-pound block of cheese.

I know two families personally, one in Dearborn, with four fami-
lies in one house. I call them the Brady Bunch. The basement level
contains a daughter, her husband, and a 3- year -old. The main floor
is the mother, another daughter and the baby. Upstairs, is the
oldest daughter and her husband. Five people are working in this
family, and they are barely keeping their heads above water.

The other family, in Oak Park., has had up to six adults and four
children in a small single-level three-bedroom house.

I have seen the mentally impaired turned loose to fend for them-
selves. Two cases come to mind, both living in squalor and unkept.
One was finally referred to Clinton Valley. The other lives alone in
a house full of cats, that. is so littered and smells of cat feces that it
causes one to retch if you were to go inside of her house.

There is a happy and rewarding side to community work. It
comes in reaching out to another human being and a touching of
the hearts. In the last couple of years, I have been involved in sev-
eral community groups. The Southeast Advisory Committee, of
which I am a member, is a group of persons from Southeast Oak-
land County who act in an advisory capacity to the local communi-
ty action agency, which is the Oakland Livingston Human Service
Agency.

The group is made up of over 30 low-income persons and repre-
sentatives of local organizations and agencies. They meet on a
monthly basis to research and discuss the problems of how the low-
income persons in the community can plan ways of fighting pover-
ty.

The group acts as an advocate for the poor and is concerned with
issues under the areas of health, education, transportation, employ-
ment, energy, and housing. Members of the advisory committee, in
recent months, have attended local hearings and written letters in
regard to several Federal, State, and local issues; a few examples of
some of these issues are included.

Sending letters of support for Federal legislation, House bill,
H.R. 1590; continuing and expanding the surplus commodity food
distribution programs which supply supplemental food to low-
income persons who have seen recent cuts in their grants and food
stamps. Legislation was passed continuing the surplus commodity
food program for 2 years.

Sending letters against a proposed amendment to State regula-
tion No. 553, food establishments, which would have required ex-
pensive modifications of food co-ops which served the low-income
person. Food co-ops were exempted from the amendment.

Attending local SEMTA hearings on proposed transportation re-
ductions that would have affected the poor.
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Attending local hearings on the effects of unemployment on the
children of these unemployed families. Members provide the first-
hand experiences of what. the effects of unemplozment have had on
their children.

Sending letters and providing input into a variety of issues in-
volving the use of community development funds, medical pro-
grams, such as Hill-Burton and prevention of utility rate increase
and shut offs.

In addition to the advocacy role of the advisory committee, the
group is involved in many local projects such as a continuing com-
munity guardian program which involves the low-income to grow
and can their own food; thus, supplementing their diet. The estab-
lishment of local food and clothes closets to help those in need.

Volunteering our time to assist in the surplus commodity food
distributions, Focus: Hope Program, energy assistance programs,
and so forth. Promoting programs throughout workshops such as
energy conservation, stress prevention for the unemployed, clime
prevention for the elderly, and so forth.

These are just a few examples of the projects that the Southeast
Advisory Committee is involved in. By getting together in a group
situation, persons with similar problems can discuss ways of find-
ing solutions to those problems. In addition, when you appi .each a
problem as a group, there is a much better chance of making a real
impact on the problem.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Knapp.
Mr. Morris.
[Prepared statement of Charles Knapp follows:]

PREPARED STA.' p.MENT OF CHARLES KNAPP, VOLUNTEER, SOUTHEAST ADVISORY
COMMITTEE, FERNDALE

My name is Charles Knapp. I am the father of two boys, Charlie and Tommy,
ages ten and eight years respectively. I have worked since 1962 as a heavy duty
truck mechanic both diesel and gas. I have always made good money and live in a
moderate neighborhood of blue collar workers in Ferndale, Michigan.

In the fall of 1969 I was hurt at work in an accident without workman's compen-
sation and later, around May of 1970, I was sent a lay off notice and couldn't collect
unemployment benefits due to my injuries.

The boys' mother went to work in a bar to help meet the bills. I took care of the
house and care of the boys, sending them off to school in the mornings, washing
clothes, cooking, etc. I got to be a regular house mother; but not without paying a
price; role reversals of this type seem to lower the male's self esteem (as we are
stereotyped into the role of "bread winner".)

I found myself withdrawing from all my friends and acquaintances as well as my
family.

To, add insult to injurybill collectors tend to play on your sense of responsibility
and one makes himself feel guilty for the predicament that he is in. Your friends
and family insist on paying for luncheon engagements; they want to help, they send
food and clothes and offer money. Your feelings are ambivalent; on the one side
your life is your family and friends, and on the other hand you avoid them, you
don't want pity or charity. Withdrawal is now complete, everything is hopeless, de-
pression takes its toll also.

The home becomes a battleground, the minor skirmishes now become major en-
counters. The boys run for cover, their mother begins to drink more and more, she
refuses to come home until the wee hours of the morning. Reality hits home, we are
going to need state help if we are to survive.

The wounds have healed kit the scats have left their indelible marks. Charlie, my
oldest boy, has told me, When you were fighting, I just wished you and Mama
would have just shut up." Charlie (of whom I am both proud of and very sad for), as
he has assumed the role of daddy and tries to take care of momma and Tommy.
Tom has pent up his anger and went through bouts of combativeness and finds

.13
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escape by staying away from home and away from his bossy brother and a mother
whom he constantly provokes and challenges her authority. The mother who is in-
capable )f filling the basic emotional needs of the boys due to her alcoholism.

Myself, after almost a year of counseling, have been able to pick up the pieces and
find new direction and meaning in my life. I am still numbed by the feeling of help-
lessness of not being able to provide for my children properly and the hopelessness
of the children's home environment and lack of direction in their lives, numbed by
the fact that I am losing my home and there is not a thing that I can do about it.

About two years ago, I started getting involved in community services in a volun-
teer capacity. I have done work in the Hilton Conval' Home; delivered home
bound meals to the elderly, worked on surplus food distribution, directesi people in
need to the different human service agencies, as well as providing transportation.

I became acutely aware that my situation wasn't unique to my the least. I have
seen many businesses and homes in my area boarded up, people's furnishings out on
the street. I have seen a lady dressed in rags, dirty faced, tears streaming down her
face, thankful for a five pound block of cheese. I know two families personally; one
in Dearborn with four families in one house, I call them the Brady Bunch, the base-
ment level contains a daughter, her husband and three year old; the main floor is
the mother, another dau liter and baby; upstairs is the oldest daughter and her hus-
band. Five people are working in this family and they are barely keeping their
heads above water.

The other family in Oak Park has hi .4 up to six adults and four children in a
small single level three bedroom house. I have seen the mentally impaired turned
loose to fend for themselves. Two cases come to mind, both living in squalor and
unkempt. One was finally referred to Clinton Valley, the other lives alone in a
holm- full of cats that is No littered and smells of cat feces that it causes one to
wretch if you were to go inside of her house.

There is a happy and rewarding side to community work, it comes in reaching out
to another human being and a touching of the hearts. In the last couple of years I
have been involved in several community groups. The Southeast Advisory Commit-
tee (SEAL'.), of which I am a member, is a group of parsons from Southeast Oakland
County who act in an advisory capacity to the local Community Action Agency
which is the Oakland Livingston Human Service Agency (OLHSA). The group,
which is made up of over 30 low income persons and representatives of local organi-
zations and agencies, meets on a monthly bask to research and discuss the problems
of the low income persons in the community and plan ways of fighting poverty. The
group act, i, as an advocate for the poor and is concerned with issues under the areas
of Health, Education, Transportation, Employment, Energy and Housing. Members
of the advisory committee recent months have attended local hearings and writ-
ten letters in regards to several federal, state and local issues, a few examples of
some of these issues include:

(1) Sending letter of support for federal legislation (House Bill H.R. 1590) continu-
ing and expanding the surplus commodity food distribution programs which supplies
supplemental food to low income persons who have seen recent cuts in their grants
and food stanips. Legislation was passed continuing the surplus commodity food pro-
gram for two years.

(2) Sending letters against a proposed amendment to state regulation No. 553 food
establishments which would have required expensive modifications of food co-ops
which serve the low income person. Food Co-ops were exempted from the amend-
ment.

(3) Attending local SFMTA hearings on proposed transportation reduct. 61 that
would have affected the poor.

(4) Attending local hearing on the effects of unemployment on the children of
these unemployed families. Members provided first hand experir aces of what the ef-
fects of unemployment have had on their children.

(5) Sending letters and providing input into a variety of issues involving the use of
community development funds, medical programs such as Hill Burton, and preven-
tion of utility rate increases and shut offs.

In addition to the advocacy role of the advisory committee, the group is involved
in many local projects such as:

(1) A continuing community garden program which allows the low income to grow
and can their own food, thug, supplementing their diet.

(2) The establishment of local food and clothes closets to help those in need.
(3) Volunteering our time to assist in the surplus commodity food distributions,

Focua:Ilope Program, energy assistance programs, etc.
(4) Promoting programs through workshops such as energy conservation, stress

prevei on for the unemployed, crime prevention for the elderly, etc.
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`These are dust a few examples of the projects that the Southeast Advisory Com-
mittee is involved in

fly getting together inn group situation, persons with similar problems can dis-
cuss ways of finding solutions to those problems. In addition, when you approach a
problem as a group, there is a much better chance of making a real impact on the
problem.

STATEMENT OF JOHN MORRIS, FORMER UNEMPLOYED AUTO
WORKER; PARTICIPANT COACH, FORD/UAW NATIONAL DEVEL-
OPMENT AND RETRAINING CENTER, DEARBORN

Mr. MORRIS. My name is John Morris. Until Monday of last
week. I was a laid-off auto worker. I am currently employed by the
UAW and Ford Motor Co. assisting laid-off employees. My job is
largely due to the efforts as a volunteer, helping .'ellow former
workers cope with unemployment.

Of the 5 years that I have been employed with Ford, 3 years
were spent in unemployment lines. This is not to suggest improper
behavior on the part of the company. It is, however, a statement of
fact that can be echoed by thousands of Americans caught between
the high technology, slumping consumer demands, global market-
ing strategy, and corporate competition, unparalleled in Arr.t.,rican
history.

During my most recent layoff, I was asked to join a projdct assist-
ing fellow employees through local 600 of the United Auto Workers
Union.

I did so with some reluctance. My unemployment benefits my
wife, who was our sole support. that rather than to continue look.
ing for a joh, I was going to volunteer my time to helping the un-
employed. I learned later that by sharing my fears, uncertainties
and pain with those whom I would help, I, in fact, would help
myself.

At UAW, local 600, the problems of the displaced auto workers
was met head on, mainly due to the vast number of workers that
had lost their jobs. The greatest impact of job loss, particularly for
those who are long-term unemployed, is a loss of confidence and
feeling of usefulness.

The financial stress of mortgage payments that cannot be met,
automobiles being repossessed, and the pressure of not being able
to provide the basic necessities of life, brings on the pressures that
many times result in alcohol or substance abuse.

Personality changes and violent behavior are not uncommon.
The loss of economic freedom and the lack of skills required to e-
enter the labor market are barriers that are extremely difficult
overcome.

One of our center volunteers, a Mr. Hemingway, documents the
story of a Ms. Y who was married and had two daughters. When
the marriage failed and ended in divorce, Ms. Y. turned to social
services for survival.

For her, it was a degrading -cperience and she detested it.
During the boom years of the auto industry in the middle of the
1970's, she was able to land a job at an auto company and get off
the social services' rolls. The job afforded her the opportunity to
purchase a home, buy a car, and give her daughters some of the
things she could not while she was on welfare.
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When the bottom fell out of the industry, she survived on unem-
ployment benefits and subpay until the,' had been exhausted; and
the fact that she would have to go back on social services to sur-
vive was something that she dreaded.

One night in December of 1982, deeply depressed by her situa-
tion, Ms. Y. telephoned her mother and said that she was sending
her daughters over in a cab. Her father asked the mother who it
was calling at that hour. When he learned that it was their daugh-
ter, he thought that something was wrong and decided t go and
see about her. By the time he arrived at his daughter's home, she
was dead from a gunshot wound to the head.

Another instance involved a laid-off Polish immigrant who had
come to the center for help. He had been in the United States for a
short time and was employed at one of the major auto companies.
After he was laid off and had exhausted all of hi- benefits, he was
only allowed a small amount of aid from social services because of
a part-time job his wife held.

He spoke broken English and had brought his daughter to act as
his interpreter. She related that her father wanted to work and
could not understand why he had been laid off. He had papers to
prove that he was a certified journeyman in a number of different
trades and proof of his education in Poland

The daughter related that since her mother was working part-
time, the social FlJrvice office would only allow the family a partial
allotment of food stamps per month.

I informed them that we had an emergency food program setup
and that they were welcome to it, and that they could share
canned goods donated by hourly employees. When the father
learned this, he broke down and began crying profusely and kept
thanking me over and over.

I told him it wasn't necessary and that he was welcome. He had
come to this country from his native Poland for the economic free-
dom and prosperity that he thought was allowed everyone who was
willing to work. His limited ability to speak and understand our
language, and the complexity of our economy compounded the
problems he faced being laid off. He related to me over and over,
All I want to do is work. How come I cannot?'

The two previous instances are not meant to give the impression
that most auto workers resort to suicide once they lose their jobs.
Nor that their backgrounds are such that becoming productive citi-
zens again is impossible. Thanks to the direction of James Settles,
Jr., a local 600 staff member assigned to head tf project, over
2,000 participants have been helped in one or more of the following
areas: social service referrals, emergency food programs, mortgage
programs, crisis counseling, inancial aid seminars, substance abuse
programs, peer counseling.

The center was staffed by volunteers who had been trained by
different social agencies in providing assistance to the unemployed.
To receive this training, a series of 1-day workshops were held at
local 600 by different agencies.

Some of the agencies that have provided this help were the De-
partment of Social Services, the Salvation Army, Trade Union
Leadership Council, Six Area Coalition, Welfare Rights Organiza-
tion, Wayne State University, and the University of Michigan.

16
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Without the cooperation and concern of these other agencies, the
outreach and assistance we provided to our membership would
have been impossible.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Ms. Morris-Vann.
[Prepared statement of John Morris follows:]

PREpARn STATEMENT Or JOHN MORRIS, FORMER UNEMPLOYED AUTOWORKER; PARTICI-
PANT COACH FORD /UAW NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND RETRAINING CENTER, DEAR-
BORN

My name is John Morris. Until Monday last week, I was a laid off autoworker. I
am currently employed by the U.A.'V. and Ford Motor Company assisting laid off
employees. My job is largely due to my efforts as a volunteer, helping fellow former
workers cope with unemployment.

Of the five years that I had been employed with Ford, three years were spent in
unemployment lines. This is not to suggest improper behavior on the part of the
company. It is, however, a statement of fact that can be echoed by thousands of
Americans caught between hi-technology, slumping consumer demand, global mar-
keting strategy, and corporate competition unparalleled in American history.

During my most recent lay off, I was asked to join a project assisting fellow em-
ployees through Local 600 of the United Auto Workers Union. I did so with some
reluctance. My unemployment benefits had been exhausted, and there were three
good reasons (my sons, Micheal, Ryan and Christen), not to come home and tell my
wife, who was our sole 9iapport, but rather than to continue looking for a job, I was
going to volunteer my tine helping the unemployed. I learned later that by sharing
my fears, uncertainties, and pain with those whom I would help, I in fact would
help myself.

At U.A.W. Local 6(H), the problems of displaced auto workers was met head on,
mainly due to the vast numbers of workers that had lost their jobs. The greatest
impact of job loss, particularly for these who are long term unemployed, is a loss of
confidence and the feeling of usefulness. The financial stress of mortgage payments
that cannot be met, automobiles being repossessed, and the pressure of not being
able to provide the basic necessities of life brings on depression that many times
results in alcohol or substance abuse. Personality changes and violent behavior are
not uncommon. The loss of economic freedom and the lack of skills required to re-
enter the labor market, are barriers that are extremely difficult to overcome. One
volunteer, a Mr. Hemingway, documents the story of a Ms. Y who was married and
had two daughters. When the marriage failed and ended in divorce, Ms. Y turned to
Social Services for survival. For her, it was a degrading experience and she detested
it. During the boom years of the auto industry in the middle 1970'e she was able to
land a job at an auto company. and get off the social services rolls. The job afforded
her the opportunity to purchase a home, buy a car, and to give her daughters some
of the things she could not while she was on welfare. When the bottom fell out of
the industry, she survived on unemployment benefits and sub-pay until they had
been exhausted, and the fact that she would have to go back on social services to
survive was something that she dreaded. One night in December of 1982, deeply de-
pressed about her situation, Ms. Y telephoned her mother and said that she was
sending her daughters over in a cab. Her father asked the mother who it was call-
ing at that hour. When he learned that it was their daughter he thought that some-
thig was wrong and decided to go and see about her. By the time he arrived at his
daughter's home, .The was dead from a gunshot wound to the head.

Another instance involved a laid off Polish immigrant who had come to the
Center for help. He had been in the United States for a short time and was em-
ployed at one of the major auto companies. After he was laid off and had exhausted
all of his benefits, he was only allowed a small amount of aid from social services,
because of a part-time job his wife held. He spoke broken English and had brought
his daughter to act as his interpreter. She related that her father wanted to work
and could not understand why he had been laid off. He had papers to prove flint he
was a certified journeyman, in a number of different trades, and proof of his educa-
tion in Poland. ' he daughter related that since her mother was working part-time,
the social service office would only allow the family a partial allotment of food
stamps per month. I informed them that we had an emergency food program set up
and that they were welcome to it. and that they could share canned goods donated
by hourly employees. When the father learned this he broke down and began crying
Profusely and kept thanking me over and over. I told him it wasn't necessary and
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that he was welcome. He had come to this country from his native Poland for the
economic freedom and prosperity that he thought was allowed to everyone who was
willing to work. His limited ability to speak and understand our language and the
complexity of our economy compounded the problems he faced being laid off. He re-
lated to me over and over "All I want to do is work, how come I can not?"

The two previous instances are not meant to give the impression that most auto
workers resort to suicide once they lose their jobs. Nor that their backgrounds are
such that becoming productive citizens once again is impossible. Thanks to the di-
rection of James Settles, Jr., a local 600 staff member e9s4ped to head the project,
over 2,000 participants have been helped in one or more of the following areas: (A)
Social Service Referrals; (3) Emergency Food Programs; (C) Mortgage Programs; (D)
Crisis Counseling; (E) Financial Aid Seminars; (F) Substance Abuse Programs; (G)
Peer Counseling.

The center was staffed by volunteers who had been trained by different social
agencies in providing assistance to the unemployed. To receive this training a series
of one day workshops were held at Local 600 by different agencies. Some of the
agencies that have provided this help were the Dcpartment of Social Services, The
Salvaion Arm Trade Union Leadership Council, Six Area Coalition, Welfare
Rights Organization, Wayne State University, and the University of Michigan.

Without the co-operation and concern of these and other agencies, the outreach
and assistance we provided to our membership would have been impossible.

STATEMENT OF ARTIE MORRIS-VANN, PH.D.. ELEMENTARY
GUIDANCE COUNSELOR, DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Dr. MORRIS-VANN. I am Dr. Artie Morris-Vann, an elementary
guidance counselor for Detroit Public Schools in Detroit, MI.

I am going to share with you his morning some of my observa-
tions of the children of the unemployed, as I see them in a school
setting. In mid-1979, I began receiving an increasing number of re-
ferrals from classroom teachers. The classroom teachers reported
that suddenly students were beginning to daydream; some were be-
coming more aggressive, some were coming to school crying in the
morning. Teachers also reported that students' grades were declin-
ing"A" students were falling to "C" students; some were even
failing. It was really by accident that I discovered that students'
parents had recently become unemployed.

Basically, this discovery resulted from my initial interview with
the students.

As I counseled the students, I sought guidance counseling reiated
material, that would help me meet their needs.

At that particular time, I was unable to find not only guidance-
related materials, but I was unable to find any research or articles
that dealt with the effects of unemployment on children. So, essen-
tially, what I did, after I was unsuccessful in locating these materi-
als, I involved the students in writing stories and poems about
things that had happened in their own families. What resulted was
a story that we entitled "My Dad is Unemployed, but it is Not The
End of The World."

Students say th'y experience a great deal of confusion resulting
from parental unemployment. One example might be the little girl
who came to school and told us that one day her father came home
from work and was crying. The father asked the mother to come
into another room and the child overheard their conversation.

The father was using these new words that she had never heard
of before: "Unemployed, and laid-off." This was in 1979.

These were really not a part of her regular vocabulary. This
little girl tried to understand what exactly was going on. She knew
it had to be something really traumatic or awful because of her fa-
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ther's tears. She tried to obtain information from her older brother
who was in middle school, in terms of what these new words
meant. he kind of stumbled through and tried to explain what the
words were, but she really didn't understand. She told the group
that she did not develop any insight into these new words until one
day she was in her homeroom classroom and her class was having
a current events discussion. At some point, someone clarified what
these words actually meant.

A number of students experience a tremendous amount of guilt
when they find things that are going on in their homes that were
not the usual. They somehow blame themselves.

An example of this could be possibly a little girl whose mother
bought her some designer jeans because she wanted them, and
when the father found out, he really got angry. An algu:nent fol-
lowed that and, somehow, in her little mind, every argument after
that point she believed was her fault.

It was, again, not until she was involved in the counseling proc-
ess that she soon discovered or developed the insight that's neces-
sary to understand that the parents were having problems beer-)
the mother ever bought the jeans and, really, they may have
argued about the jeans at that particular point, but the rest of the
arguments really were not her fault.

Students have a number of fears. Probably the greatest fear that
I have observed is that associated with their families' furniture
being set out on the street; and that is because the students can go
through their neighborhood and see people's belongings actually
being put out on curbs. People come along in vans, or just walking,
and take people's possessions that they have accumulatel over an
entire lifetimethis is really traumatic for the kids.

They are concerned about lack of food, lack of clothing; they
really feel embarrassed when the other kids at school laugh at
them because their clothes are too small and too short. They are
really concerned about the family having to sell the family's home,
the family's car, and other nissessions.

I even had one child who talked about how she stayed up all
night trying to calculate with a calculator how they were going to
pay the bills. She, evi 3ritly, knew hov much money was corning
in, and how much needed to go out, and she was trying to help the
family solve their financial problems.

Another child talked about the time that she stepped on a nail
and needed medical care, and the family was not able to take her
to the doctor.

The students have said what has helped most is having an oppor-
tunity to talk with other students who are having similar prob-
lems. It has helped them understand that they are not alone.
Group counseling has helped them understand that what is hap-
pening in the home is not their fault. I think that is very impor-
tant.

One of the techniques that I use with tho students in a group is
the technique called bibliotherapy, which is, basically, guidance
through Trading. A story book is read and discussed that deals with
the s ime problems that the child is experiencing. I try to get the
kids to identify with the story-book character, and discuss how his
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or her family is similar or different from the story-book character's
family.

I brought this morning with me two of the students that I have
worked with. I have worked with Mignon about 3 years. Dawn, I
started working with last year. Both are 10 years old and in the
fifth grade.

Before I introduce them, I just want to add that when Dawn
came to me last year, she was an example of a child who came to
s,:hool crying, and her classroom teacher sent her to me because
she was very upset.

As she looked at a book about unemployment, Dawn's response
was, "This is like my whole life story in this book."

Now, I am going to let Mignon proceed first.
Mignon.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Artie Morris-Vann follows:]

PREPARED STATF:MENT OF DR. ARTIE MORRIS-V NN, PH.D., AN ELEMENTARY GUIDANCE
COUNSELOR VOR DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS

I am Dr. Artie Morris-Vann an elementary guidance counselor for Detroit Public
Schools. I am certainly pleas( d to be here this morning to share with you my obser-
vations on the impact of parental unemployment on children. I will, in addition,
share with you techniques I utilize 1.:th the children in the school setting. You may
he interested in knowing that there are approximately ninety-five elementary guid-
ance counselors in Detroit who share some of my observations and utilize similar
guidance and counseling techniques.

In mid 1979 I observed an increasing number of students being referred by their
classroom teachers for counseling services Teachers reported student's attitudes
and behavior seemed to change overnight. They observed students daydreaming, be-
coming aggressive, having sudden mood changes, and having a lot of nervous
energy. Some students came to school crying. Others were observed crying during
the school day. Some teachers reported a sudden decline in academic performance
former "A" students were receiving "C" on tests. While some failed because of day-
dreaming, others seemed to throw themselves totally into their school work seem-
ingly trying to forget their problems. During initial individual interviews with these
newly referred counselees I suddenly realized there was a common thread in their
storiesone parent or in many instances both parents had recently become unem-
ployed. Out of concern for these students I searched for articles, research and guid-
ance related materials on the topic of unemployment as it related to children. I
found nothing available that concerned the children of the unemployed. Since mate-
rials were not available. I developed my own resulting in the storybook "My Dao is
Unemployedbut It's Not the End of the World" and an accompanying group coun-
seling guide. I wove together in the storybook the stories the students shared with
me during counseling sessions.

Often because of lack of communication children experience a great deal of confu-
sion. A fourth grade student, Tasha. was totally confused by the word "unem-
ployed". She told how one day her father came home with tears in his eyes erd
called her mother upstairs to talk. Tasha overheard the conversation 'out did not
understand the words her father used"unemployed" end "laid-or these were
words she had never heard before. Although she was confused she knew something
was wrong because her father was crying. Her older brother tried to explain these
new words to her but she still did not understand. It was not until many weeks
Inter that she developed insight through participation in a current events lesson
where unemployment was being discussed. Tasha's confusion was shared by many
children.

Multiple impacts result from parental unemployment. Many experienced feelings
of guilt. Ann told about the time her mother bought the designer jeans she wanted
and when her father found out a violent argument followed. Ann believed that
every subsequent argument was her fault. The insight she gained through group
counseling helped her realize she was not at fault. Mark believed he had caused his
Father to become unemployed because the day he was laid-off the two of them had
argued Mark just aiNurned his father was in such a bad mood when he arrives at
work that the boss fired him.

au
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Children have many feats associated with unemployment. Having their furnitureset out on the street appears to be the greatest concern and worry of many children.Some of 14kping first hand friends and neighbors being evicted, their possessionsbeing set on the curb and strangers taking whatever they want from the pile of fur-niture, clothing, toys etc. They worry about wearing ragged clothing and other chil-dren laughing at them. They worry about starving because they will not have
money when unemployment benefits run out. They worry about selling such itemsan their home and cars.

Many children tell of frequent arguments and worries about money. A fifth gradechild told how she did not get any sleep one night because she stayed awake tryingto calculate how the family could pay their bills. Another child told about the time
she stepped on a nail and needed to go to the doctor but the family could not affordto take her for the medical care she uaeded, Ridicule is always a concern to thestudents. Other children would laugh at their clothes which were too small. Some
are very self conscious about wearing previously owned clothing. Embarrassment isa common concern too. The children often do not want anyone to know their par-ets are no longer working. One parent told me how her child begged her to let himhave peanut butter sandwiches everyday rather than have to apply for a free lunch.Loneliness is experienced by many. The students often withdraw from associating
with peers because they don't want to be invited to go with them to places that costmoneythe movies, skating etc. Children talk about how they feel bad having to lie
or make up excuses for not being able to go places with friends.

Students have said what has helped them most was having someone to talk to,having someone listen to them, and having someone who understood their concernsand problems. They discovered other children shared their worries and concerns.They found many of the same things happening in other children's homes were happel ng in their home.
Students participate in bibliotherapyguidance through reading. They read anddiscuss the book "My Dad Is Unemployedbut It's Not the End of tht World." Thediscussion focuses first on the storybook character. -his feelings, thoughts, actions

etc. Next, the child is encouraged to verbalize his/her own feelings about the char-
acter and identify similar incidents drawn from the child's experience. Students also
participate in a series of values clarification based activities which focus on security,
acceptance, responsibility, decision making and problem solving. Activities involvewriting, role playing, relaxation, drawing etc. I believe this program has been effec-tive. It has helped kids cupe, offered them hope and believe it's not the end of theworld.

I have brought with me to this hearing two of my students who are affected byparental unemployment. They will tell you how they feel about unemployment, how
their families have been affected and how they have coped. First you will meetMignon Temple. Next you will meet Dawn Davidson. Both are fifth grade studentsat Carver School.

STATEMENT BY MIGNON TEMPLE, FIFTH GRADE STUDENT
Ms. TEMPLE. Good morning, My name is Mignon Temple. I am inthe fifth grade at Carver Elementary School. I would like to sharewith you information on how unemployment affected me.
I can remember when I could have anything I wanted. I could

have new clothes and shoes to match. Then my father was laid offfrom Chrysler where he was a press operator, but it really didn't
affect me because it was fine having him home with us. He wasonly laid off for a short time.

After my father went back to work, it was only a short time
before he was laid off again. At first, my father had unemployment
money coming in; but one day it stopped. My mother was stillworking and my father was babysitting. One day we were all sit-
ting at the dinner table and my father started crying.

I asked my mother what was wrong with my father and she told
me that he was upset because hs; wasn't able to do for us like he
did when he was working and bec-use he felt less of a man.
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My mother was working and it happened again. He was on the
porch crying and couldn't stop. Then he went into the hospital for
a long time. My mother told us that he had a nervous breakdown.

I didn't understand this kind of illness. This is when unemploy-
ment started affecting me. I began daydreaming in class, not
paying attention, and my grades .started slipping.

I was evil at home and school. The school contacted my mother
and she talked to Doctor Vann. Doctor Vann said that she was
going to get a group of children that had the same problems that I
did. At first, I just sat in the counseling group, just listening to ev-
eryone because I didn't believe that anyone else was going through
the same thing I was.

We began talking and helping one another. We were discussing
the things that we can do as a family without paying any money.

It helped us express feelings. We read books about unemploy-
ment and how it wasn't the end of tK world being unemployed.
We talked about how we should have ibmily discussions and not be
afraid to talk to our parents.

The counseling group and the books really helped ine to under-
stand that children can have the same problems that adults go
through. My family and I were looking at television and the people
were talking about unemployment and how it changed their eating
habits; how they had to go from steaks to spaghetti.

I was thinking to myself, "What will the people eat who already
eat spaghetti?" I am glad to know that you are concerned about
the effects of unemployment on families.

Thank you for letting me come to this hearing and share a part
of my life with you.

Chairman MILLER. Dawn Davidson?
[Prepared statement of Mignon Temple follows:]

PRF:PARED STATEMFINT OF MIGNON TEMPLE, Firrm GRADE STUDENT AT CARVER
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Good morning, my name is Mignon Temple. I'm in the 5th grade at Carver Ele-
mentary School. I would like to share with you information on how unemployment
effected Mf..

I can remember when I could have anything I wanted. I could have new clothes,
and shoes to match. Then my father was laid off from Chrysler, where he was a
press-operator, but it really didn't effect me because it was fun having him home
with us. And he was only laid off for a short time. After my father went back to
work, it was only a short time before he was laid off again. At first, my father had
unemployment money coming in, but one day it stopped. My mother was still work-
ing, and my father was babysitting, One day we were all sitting at the dinner table
and my father started crying. I asked my mother, what was wrong with my father,
and she told me that he was upset because he wasn't able to do for us like he did
when he was working, and because he felt less of a man. My mother was working
and it happened again. He was on the porch crying, and couldn't stop. Then he went
in the hospital for a long time. My mother told us that he had a nervous break-
down I didn't understand this kind of illness. This is when unemployment started
effecting my. I began daydreaming in class, not paying attention, and my grades
started slipping. I was evil at home and school. The school contented my mother and
she talked to Dr. Vann. Dr. Vann said that she was going to get a group of children
that had the same problems I did. At first I just sat in the counseling group, just
listening to everyone because I didn't b. lieve that anyone else was going through
the same thing I was. We began talking and helping one another. We were discuss-
ing things that we can do as a family without paying any money. It helped us ex-
press our feelings. We read hooks about unemployment, and how it wasn't the end
of the world being unemployed, we talked about how we should have family discus-
sions and not to he afraid to tr.lk to our parents. The counseling group and books
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really helped me to understand that children can have the same problems that
adults go through. My family and I were looking at television and people were talk-
ing about unemployment, and how it changed their eating habits, how they had to
go from steak to spaghetti. I was thinking to myself what will the people eat who
eat spaghetti? I am glad to know you are concerned about the effects of unemploy
ment on families. Thank you for letting me c'me to this hearing and share a part of
my life with you.

STATEMENT OF DAWN, FIFTH GRADE STUDENT

DAWN. My name is Dawn. I am 10 years old and in the fifth
grade. My dad used to have a job installing sprinklers in big build-
ings and stores. He had been working for the same company for
over 4 years before he was laid off the first time.

He was laid off twice before being called back. He has been laid
off now for more than 2 years. I used to think that I caused prob-
lems for my family. My parents always argued, gave me dirty
looks, ignored me and yelled at me. I felt embarrassed and angry
because I couldn't go skating bet.ouse I didn't have enough money.

I didn't want my friends to know I was poor so I told them I
hadn't gotten my allowance yet. I spent a lot of time thinking
about my probiems. My grades went down and I was grounded for
2 months.

Kids at school laughed at my clothes and because I got free
lunch. I feel real bad.

Before my dad lost his job, we were like one big happy family.
After he lost his job, he started sleeping all day, arguing and stay-
ing out at the bar all night.

My parents got a divorce last September. On Halloween, they
argued and were drunk. My mom ended up in the hospital with
two black eyes ^.nd a concussion.

I am glad that I have people to talk to about my problems. i feel
better even though I still feel sad, mad, and angry sometimes. I
think and hope that things will get better for me and my family
one day.

Thank you for inviting me to this meeting.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much for your testimony, to all of

the panelists and to Mignon and Dawn, especially.
Thank you for sharing your thoughts with us.
Congressman Levin?
[Prepared statement of Dawn follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAWN, FIFTH GRADE STUDENT AT CARVER ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL

My name is Dawn.
I am ten years old and in the fifth grade. My dad used to have a job installing

,prinkers on big buildings and stores. He had been working for the same company
for over four years before he was laid off the first time. HP was laid off twice before
}wing called back. lie has been laid off now for more than two years. I used to think
I caused problems for my family. My parent always argued, gave me dirty looks,
igpored me and yelled at me. I felt embarassed and angry because I couldn't go
,kating because I didn't have enough money. I didn't want my friends to know. I
was poor so I told them I hadn't gotten my allowance yet. I spent a lot of time
thinking about my problems. My grades went down and I was grounded for two
months. Kids at school laughed at my clothes and because I get free lunch. I feel
real had.

Before my dad lost his job we were like one big happy family. Alter ho lost his job
he started sleeping all day, arguing and staying out at the bar all night. On Hallow-
een they argued and were drunk. My mom ended up in the hospital with two black
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eyes and a concussion. I'm glad I have people to talk to about my problems. I feel
better even though I 'it'll feel mad, mad and angry sometimes. I think and hope
things will get better for me and my family one day.

Thank you for inviting me to this meeting.

Mr. LEVIN. Thank you very much for the testimony. Doctor
Morris-Vann, your testimony gave some of the overview of your ex-
periences. Let me ask you if I might, I understand the testimony
from Dawn and from Mignon was put together by themselves on
their own. Now how typical or atypical is their set of experiences
within your experience?

Dr. MORRIS -VAN. Well, their experiences are pretty much typical.
But I have basically found that the families who are going through
unemployment have basically the same reactions. There is a lot of
arguing and interpersonal relationships just start shattering; stu-
dents take on a it of guilt feelings. I would say that they are
really typical, because as I listen to their problems, the stories
sound pretty much the same.

Chairman MILLER. Mr. Morris, you gave us the benefit of the ex-
periences of others and I just wondered if you might, for a moment,
draw upon your own experiences. If you feel like doing so. I think,
they apparently motivated you to try to help others. Was this be-
cause of the severe impact of unemployment on your own life, in
terms of aspirations in terms of your own hopes, and so forth?

Mr. MORRIS. I think they were extentions of those hopes. I had
been in unemployment lines for the full 26 weeks.

Chairman MILLER. Why don't you move the microphone.
Mr. MORRIS. OK.
Now, the first time I was laid offI began my employment in

April 1978. I worked for 13 months and I was laid off sometime in
May, I think, of 1979.

I went through the full 26 weeks of regular unemployment, as
well as the extensions, and I guess it was feelings of hopelessness
and standing in those unemployment lines and feeling like, feeling
guilty, feeling that for some reason I was responsible, at least, in
part, for my being there.

And the second time that I was laid off, there were no mecha-
nisms in place, neither at the company level nor at the union level,
to assist people who were losing their jobs.

It was apparent the second time that we were laid off that it was
going to be a very long term of layoffs. And I remember turning on
my television set, I think, President Reagan at that time was hold-
ing up a Washington Post paper and stated something to the effect
that there are thousands of jobs out there, just thousands of jobs;
and I remember feeling like I was in a vacuum. It was almost as if
I were in another planet because the total opposite of that was
true. but not only for me and my family, but my friends, and the
people that I worked with at the plant.

I just felt that it was incumbent upon me to take the position of
doing something. I guess that is why I went on into the work that I
did.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
Mr. Marriott?
Mr. MARRiorr. I want to congratulate the children for doing an

excellent job of coming before this committee.
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I want to ask one question of Mr. Morris, and that is that there
is a lot of speculation that there are jobs out there.

During the 26 weeks, plus the extension time that you were re-
ceiving some benefits, can you give us some idea of what problems
you encountered? I mean, you were with the automobile business,
and I assume that you were seeking employment outside of auto-
mobiles, looking for anything that you could possibly find to sus-
tain your family. What was the marketplace like out there, rough-
ly?

Mr. MORRIS. Well, it was very tight. I keep hearing things like
although Detroit, this metropolitan area is the manufacturing
Orient, that there is still lots of jobs in the service sector. I found
that not to be necessarily true.

The point was that I didn't have theI spent the 5 years at Ford
Motor Co. working with my hands; and I don't think that I had the
interpersonal skills. First of all, I did not have a good grasp of what
the hidden labor market was like. I didn't know the difference be-
tween reciprocal and frictional layoffs. I didn't know how to go
about seeking a job in a professional manner. I didn't have inter-
viewing skills. I didn't. know much about résumés and things of
that nature.

So I was totally ill equipped to even go out, first of all, to begin
looking for a job. When I did, I did it in a traditional fashion of, I
guess, the old shotgun approach of going out and just throwing out
resumes at random. And, God, I don't know how many résumés I
submitted, but I was not successful in finding a job.

My understanding was that the unemployment money that I had
been receiving was supposed to supplement me while I was out
looking for a job, but none of the things that were required to help
me find a job were given to me by the MESC offices.

Mr. MARRIOTT. I wonder if maybe you could also comment on
this. We have a lot of people who write us letters and say that "We
cannot understand, we look in the newspapers and there are all of
these want ads, day in and day out, in the newspapers."

Do you have any feeling about the nature of these jobsare they
what they are cracked up to be? Did you look in that area; and, if
so, what is the bottom line on the so-called want ads in the newspa-
pers?

Mr. MORRIS. Well, my experience was that many of the want ads
required specific skills. It would be necessary for me to retrain. I
have some college, but not enough college for the ads that were
listed. It would be necessary for me to retrain, maybe spend as
much as 2 or 3 additional years retraining, particularly in the engi-
neering field, because I felt that that might be an extension of the
work that I do in the auto industry.

But the whole point for me was that, for instance, we have what,
we have TVR's in the center, target vocational retraining, designed
to they are accelerated programs of when people go into these
programs, they can go in and acquire the skills they need; and
then, there is a placement process after the training.

The problem is that for a person who has made, say, $10 an hour
in the auto industry, to go into the private sector, to go into the
service sector, making less than half of what he made as an auto
worker, his problems are not over, they are just beginning.

2
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Particularly, if they are like meI have three sons, with one on
the way. It is impossible to support a family on the kinds of wages
that we are talking about entering the job market at.

Mr. NIAitittorr. Just one last question. My time is up, but were
there many people out there that you had experience with that
would not take available jobs at much lower pay than they had
been expecting and, therefore, they would not take work if the pay
was not at a certain level, or did you find people willing to take
jobs at any pay level and then try to improve from there?

Mr. MORRIS. Absolutely. When your back is against the wall, we
are talking aboutsome people, some of the people that I worked
with, long-term layoff people, that have exhausted all of their bene-
fits, some were on welfare, some were not; but when your back is
against the v,all, even though you know that job is not going to
afford you the bare minimums in terms of being able to support
your family, you go on and take the job anyway.

Mr. MARRIOTT. One last question, Mr. Chairman. I would like to
continue this line of questioning.

What is wrong with the present system? If you were 'co make one
recommendation as to what we need to do to assist the unem-
ployed, where would you come from?

Mr. MORRIS. Well, first of all, I am not even a paraprofessional,
and I am not going to sit here and contend that I have expertise in
this. I am a laid-off auto worker, but I would think that unless
there is some sort of a national industrial program or agenda to
address the issue of unemployment at the national level in terms of
imports and exports, keeping jobs here in this countryand I don't
see any of the present candidates doing that.

But unless there is something done in terms of a national indus-
trial program to help us, I just don't see anything coming out of
this.

Mr. MARRIO1T. Thank you very much.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Rowland?
Mr. ROwLAND. I am just interested in your medical care after

you were laid off. While you are working, you have hospitalization
insurance, but once you lose your job and your benefits are ex-
hausted, what type of access do you have to medical care? How is it
provided for you?

Mr. MORRIS. Well. I can respond to that, first of all, by saying
that my wife held a job the entire time that I was laid off; so, in
that respect, I do not represent the typically unemployed. She had
an insurance policy or an insurance program on her job; and as a
consequence, we were able to afford medical care.

At the Center, we refer people to the Hill-Burton Program. Blue
Cross-Blue Shield has just set up a very new program to assist
people who are not able to secure any other kind of medical care
assistance.

Chairman MILLER. Mr. Knapp, what is your situation?
Mr. KNAPP. Oh, my situation, I had to depend on Hill-Burton one

time for one of my boys. Myself, right now, I am on general assist-
ance. The boys mother, she is on ADC; and, of course, she had
medicaid. That sort of helps their problem.

But prior to getting any State aid, I :,ad gone to see about Hill-
Burton after my insurance had been cancelled, then, of course, you
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get y' ur dunning letters that come through the mail when you are
unemployed, there is not too much that anybody can do about it.

Mr. Rowl,A No Mr. Chairman, without taking up too much time,
I would like to know a little bit more about Hill-Burton. How does
that provide care?

Mr. KNAPP. Hill-Burton, as I understand itI had gone to Beau-
mont Hospital, which is in Royal Oak, a suburb of Detroit. The
Federal Government, some years back, had lent the hospital insti-
1 utions a lot of money to build, a large facility; and the stipulation
was that in order to pay this back, they would provide free services
to people that were in need in the community, or discount the serv-
ices, and they would do this over a 10-year period.

Of course, Beaumont, I believe, all of their funds have been ex-
hausted ul, to t!... 3 point and I believe they are past their 10-year
period arid there are no other funds available. I am sure that there
are other Hill-Burton Programs that I am not aware of. I am not
aware of any particular ones.

Mr. ROWLAND. Well, where do you go for your medical care if all
of that is exhausted? Are there clinics here and hospitals that pro-
vide that cal e?

Mr. KNAPP. Well, right. There were clinics up in my area that
are annexed to the larger hospitals; in this case, it would be Beau-
mont. They have, I think, a couple of clinics. That I am aware of
the boys are down in Detroit with their mother. There are some
clinics that are set up, but I think they are private; I am not sure,
but they do accent medicaid and medicare and different programs
like that.

Mr. ROWLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Conyers?
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I want to especially thank Dawn

and Mignon as expert witnesses, starting out at 10 years old.
This is a heart-rendering story that is being told us of what is

happening here. I am worried about the resources that allowed
you, Dr. Morris-Vann, to continue your work, and whether they are
going to continue to be forthcoming.

And from John Morris, I am interested in hearing about how the
United Automobile Workers, local 600, being so large, can probably
provide these extra resources.

I am wondering about ether unions and even smaller locals, if
you can tell ,ne whether you think those kinds of services will con-
tinue to come forward. I would like to hear about that.

Dr. MORRIS-VANN. The elementary school guidance and counsel-
ing program is funded through the 1987-88 school year. I intend to
continue my program as long as I have my present position.

Mr. CONYERS. Well, is there a program that is being contemplat-
ed to be reduced or enlarged or changed in any way?

IL. MORRIS-VANN. No, not to my knowledge. As far as I know,
we are supposed to be funded through the 1987-88 school year.

Mr. CONYERS. Now, do you need more people doing the kind of
work that you are doing?

Dr. MORRIS-VANN. Yes, I really feel we do. Even in Detroit, when
I first started out as an elementary guidance counselor, I was as-
signed to one school where I had to serve approximately 750 stu-
de.dz. About 3 years ago, it was decided they wanted elementary
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counselors at every school; so they assigned most counselors to two
schools.,

So now I know I have a population at 1 school now, around 500;
and the other at 520. So I know that I could be more effective if I
was at one school full time.

Mr. CONYERS. Well, is the need of your service increasing, or are
there more students that need the kind of help that you are provid-
i ng?

Dr. MORRIS-VANN. Well, at my particular schools the unemploy-
ment rate has leveled off. It is really about the same, I would say,
as it was last year.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you.
Mr. MORRIS. In May of 1982, the UAW and Ford Motor Co. sat

down, and because of the UAW's concern about it, about the large
number of people that were being laid off in the industry, it was
agreed upon that 5 cents of every active hourly employee's wages
would be earmarked for a fund to assist the unemployed.

Currently, as I mentioned in my testimony, I currently am work-
ing for the UAW at Ford National Development Training Center.
We are starting to implement programs as a result of money that
was funded through the 5 cents an hour to do basically the same
kind of things that we did through local 600.

I might also add that money was matched by Job Training Part-
nership Act funds through the State. Ford Motor Co. and the UAW
are opening three retraining assistance centers; one in Macomb,
one in Detroit, and one in Washtenaw. The center in Macomb is
scheduled to open, as a matter of fact, this morning. The one in De-
troit will open, I think, the 24th of this month, and the one in
Washtenaw, sometime later.

Now, through those centers, the UAW employed particularly
Ford employees, a laid-off employee will be able to go into those
centers and receive basically the same kinds of assistance referrals
to other agencies, private agencies, depending upon their particular
needs.

We are also operating what we call TVR's, again, which is target
vocational retraining; and if a laid-off employee wants to go to
school, he can do so through the program, a program called Never-
app [phonetic], which is a retraining assistance program, and re-
ceive x number of dollars Ihnd retraining assistance money, depend-
ing upon their seniority.

Mr. CONYFRS. Well, I want to thank you.
It occurs to me, Mr. Chairman, that we are building up, necessar-

ily, a large substructure of assistance programs to help people
through this crisis of unemployment; and thatI suppose that
when we go back, we are examining not only the validity of the
program, but the necessity of the programs.

So what we are trying to do, it seems to me, is maintain what is
going on and help it in every way that we can, but in addition,
move toward as near a full employment society as possible.

I felt that the right to a job is nomething that ought to be provid-
ed for every American that warts to work at 'ieir fullest talents;
and so, I am looking at this from two points of view: one in which
we keep thingswe keep the assistance forthcomingbut that we
also try to figure out 1,, to decrease unemployment.

28
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Otherwise, we become a permanent society with built-in assist-
ance for taking care of all of the people. That, we don't need. Now,
that is another problem, a huge one, that Chairman Miller has ad-
dressed a number of times across the years with me, and I will ap-
preciate your reaction to that.

Yes, Mr. Morris?
Mr. MORRIS. Well, I would like to add that the problem that I see

in terms of this retraining, No. 1, that most of our retraining ef-
forts are geared toward the service sector. And the impression that
I get is that it is almost like trying to pour salt into a glass of
water. I mean, after the salt has reached a certain level, it is going
to remain in solution as only so much salt that you are going to be
able to pour into that water. And by directing our membership to
the service sector, what I I al saying is that at that particular area,
there are only so many service-oriented jobs.

No. 2 is that while they are receiving this retraining, there are
no stipendsthere is nothing in place to support these people
while they are going through the training. They have families;
they have things thatresponsibilities that have to be met. The
biggest cost for the nutrition rate of our program is that these
people don't have those support mechanisms in place and it is diffi-
cult to train, to study when you are worried about your gas being
cut off and how your children are going to eat.

Mr. CONYERS. Well, so there is a small subsidy of it being critical
to keep everybody in the training program?

Mr. MORRIS. Absolutely.
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Morris.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Morris, one of the problems that you have

raised regarding retraining, especially in retraining for the service
sectorwhere the jobs may pay half or a third of what a long-term
employee might be making in heavy industry seems to be that with
yourself, your wife, your mortgage, and three children, all of whom
you are trying to keep afloat, these other jobs won't support you.
That iF_ predicated on your standard of living prior to your unem-
ployment, and try to keep that package afloat.

The mathematics just does not work out. You're not like the new
single guy going out and looking for a job, or a woman, the first-
time job, where you can arrange your living according to your
income.

Now, Mr. Knapp, are you a homeowner?
Mr. KNAPP. I am for a while. I don't know how long I have left,

before foreclosure.
Chairman MILLER. Well, you both have mortgages?
Mr. MORRIS. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. A consideration in job offers, at whatever pay

level, obviously, most have been whether or not you could keep to-
get hpr your ionthly outgo, in terms of your utilities, mortgages,
food, etc. When we talk about retraining somebody, we are talking
about family units, and families must recognize the financial
vspect of keeping that unit together.

Mr. MORRIS. Absolutely. I was just going to recount the story of
an individual who had gone out and he, like myself, was a tool-die-
maker apprentice. We had been making somewhere in the area of
$10 an hour at Ford Motor Co. He reentered the job market atas
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a tool-diernaker apprentice in the private industry. I think his
wage was a bare minimum of $3 and something an hour; and he
received a small subsidy from a program the Federal Government
had set up with that company, but it was not even enough. It was
like pulling out your bills from a hat and you paid one bill one
month and delayed paying the other bills for 2 or 3 months.

I think that sort. of thing brings on the long-term despair and the
feeling that, "Hey, even though I am working now, I am no longer
unemployed, I am no longer an unemployed statistic, but my prob-
lems for me are just starting."

It is not even a question of readjusting one's self to live a differ-
ent kind of lifestyle, because this lifestyle that we are talking about
is so substandard, the bare necessities are not even afforded.

Chairman MILLER. Well, let me ask you this: isn't it natural that
rather than going through the trauma of retraining and accepting
that new job, that pay level, and all of the problems you might
prefer to hang on and get called back with that higher salary. This
is really the solution to your problem.

Hope of that call-back is stronger than thinking that you are
now going to start a new career at $5 an hour.

Mr. MORRIS. We li, I worked with the University of Michigan Em-
ployment Transition Program that some graduate students put in
play there. We performed the workshops on a number of local 600
employees. The biggest problem that we faced was the fact that
most people refused to believe that they were actually going to stay
out in terms of being unemployed.

Eventually, they would be called hack. They didn't know the dif-
ference, and I didn't either, myself, the difference between recipro-
cal and frictional layoff. They felt that, "Well, this was just an-
other manufacturing cycle, to give me a chance to catch up on the
work that I was not able to do at home, and eventually I would be
called back to work."

Because the way they are restructuring the manufacturing pro-
grams in the industry, not only this area, but across the nation,
such that thousands of people will never ever go back to those jobs
again, and that was the barrier that we faced.

A lot of people didn't want to retrain because they didn't want to
face the reality that said, "Hey, I am never going to go back there.
Ten years of my life has been given up."

In my profession as a tool arid diemaker, seniority is back to
1907 --you have to have 17 years of seniority to work as a tool and
diernaker in the Rouge area.

Chairman MILLER. Ms. Morris-Vann, one of the concerns that we
on the select committee looked at earlier in terms of families drift-
ing into poverty, was the structural change of divorce. What
number of children have you worked with who are in families un-
dergoing divorce?

Dr. MORRIS-VANN. Well, I would estimate at least 50 percent of
students' parents are divorced and/or separated. These numbers re-
flect an increase during the last 3 years.

I urn aware of a few children who moved to another State to live
with other relatives.

Chairman MILLF:R. If we can assume for a moment that Mignon
awl Dawn's stories are somewhat typical, the families may start
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intact. Then, as they are referred to you, you already have prob-
lems in the family. Finally, in half of those families, you would es-
timate that they end up in divorce?

Dr. MORRIS-VANN. Right. Over half.
Chairman MILLER. With respect to the parents?
Dr. MORRIS-VAN. Yes, over half.
Chairman MILLER. Dawn, when you talked to your other friends,

were their parents separated or divorced? Do they talk about that?
DAWN. Well, some of them are, but not all of them. I haveone

of my best friend's, that her dad got laid off for 2 weeks and they
almost separated. They started fighting. Just for 2 weeks.

Chairman MILLER. Sometimes it brings out a lot of underlying
problems.

Now, you mentioned that you were embarrassed to talk to your
friends, maybe let them know that you didn't have money to go
skating, that your clothes were not as nice as theirs.

What about now that you have a group of people to talk to? Do
the other kids discuss those kinds of items now, freely? Do you talk
about it?

DAWN. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. Well, how many kids do you meet with from

time to time? Is this a regular group?
Dr. MORRIS -VANN. Yes. In each group, we range from six to eight

kids at a time, depending on the situation; sometimes I even see
them by themselves.

Say, for example, if Dawn comes to me very frequently, just
during the course of a school day, she might just come in and say
that she needs to talk, and I will see her by herself. And sometimes
I will ask if she wants to share anything with the group. Some-
times she says yes and sometimes she says no.

Chairman MILLER. Well, what would be your estimate or your
projection, if you looked at the kids that make up your case loads,
about their future, in terms of whether they are going to bounce
back or whether there has been any scarring? I am not asking you
how serious this is going to be, but just in terms of if you believe
these kids can carry the experience forward.

Dr. MORRIS-VANN. Well, I know parental unemployment would
have to have some effect on them. I am really concerned in the
mental health area. In talking to the kids one day, I even askedI
was kind of curious to find out their perception of their own fu-
tures, what they were going to be like.

I don't know if I would say that I was surprised, but I asked
them how many thought that they would be able to get a job when
they grew up, and about half of them said yes and about half of
them said no. They really didn't think that there were going to be
any jobs for them because there were no jobs for their parents.

Chairman MILLER. Mignon, you have been working in this group
for about 3 years; is that correct?

MS. TEMPLE. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. You now have a lot of experience that you

bring to these sessions. I assume there are kids that come for the
first time to these groups for the first time.

Ms. TEMPLE. Yes.
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Chairman MILLER. What do you tell them? What kind of things
do you think helps them when you talk to them?

Ms. TEMPLE. Well, that things will work out in the group and
they will be OK.

Chairman MILLER. Well, what kinds of things do they tell you?
What bothers them, at first, the most?

Ms. TEMPLE. Well, not having enough money to go to college or
not to be able to get a job.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much for your testimony.
I think Congressman Marriott has one other question.
Mr. MARRIOrr. One thing that I am extremely concerned about is

food and nutrition for the children. I cannot understand anybody
having to go to any school in America hungry these days.

I just read that here in Detroit 150 tons of surplus commodities
were thrown out the door; and I just want to know, in your schools
if anybody comes hungry. I was quite alarmed about one of the
children who said that they were ridiculed because they took a free
lunch.

Now, whywho would know their school Pinch was free? How
does that work in your schools? What is the situation with the chil-
dren here coming to school hungry or going through school
hungry?

Dr. MORRIS-VANN. Essentially, what happens in our school is the
students receive lunch tickets. But, you know, it is hard to camou-
flage in a school who is paying, when kids see one child with
money and one without money in the morning.

I really cannot speak to the fact of the number of kids who come
to school hungry in the morning; however, I do recall an incident
where a little girl was telling me that, her brother was sick and
wanted to stay home and she told him, "Well, you have to come to
school so we can get our free lunch."

And I might add, too, that over half the students receive free
lunch at Carver School.

Mr. Mitiotiorr. Well-
Dr. MORRIS-VANN. We don't have a breakfast program.
Mr. MARRIOTT. Well, there is no reason why they should not

have free lunch.
Is there some way that you can set this up where it is not quite

so obvious that this is the free-lunch crowd, and this is the paid-
lunch crowd? Maybe it is not a big thing, but in their testimony, it
seemed to be something that they were most embarrassed about.
Unemployment is bad enoughand to have to be singled out, it
seems to me to be wrong.

Dr. MORRIS-VANN. Well, the only thing that I can think of to
;olving that is to have the kids' parents mail the checks to school.
This would require additional staff (and funds) to handle this proce-
dure.

Mr. MARRIOTT. Well, could you not give them coins to put their
pockets and let them pay for the ticket, and then you get the
money back.

Chairman MILLI:11. Well, this is a major problem. ri he subcommit-
tee for elementary- secondary education has struggled with this
problem for 10 years before I came to Congress, and the law is very
specific about not segregating nonpaying, reduced priced children
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out. Yet, we have never, even in the schools with the best inten-
tions, never have been able to fool the kids. You can fool everybody
else involved in the program, except the kids. So we are still work-
ing on it, but the law requires that you not segregate these chil-
dren.

Thank you again very much for your testimony.
I would like to welcome Congressman Coats from Indiana who

has joined us this morning.
Dawn and Mignon, I thank you very much for your help.
The next panel that the committee will hear from will be made

up of Mary Wehking, who is the administrative director of Child
Care Coordination and Referral Services; Nancy N2gle, who is the
client services program manager, Downriver Community Confer-
ence of Southgate; Dick Buss, who is the director of economic devel-
opment department; Reverend Michael Dana, who is from Joy
Christian Fellowship of Southgate; and Reverend Oscar Carter,
who is the administrative assistant to the Pastor of Tabernacle
Missionary Baptist Church in Detroit.

I believe, Reverend Carter, you said that your pastor (Rev. Dr.
Frederick G. Sampson) provided the prayer for Congress sometime
late last year; is that correct?

Rev. CARTER. Yes. Congressman John Conyers, speaking as a
matter of fact, I introduced him.

Chairman MILLER. Fine.
Now, welcome to the committee, and I will ask you to testify in

the order in which I have recognized you. Again, if you have a com-
pleted written statement, it will be placed in this record in its en-
tirety. To the extent to which you can summarize it, it will be ap-
preciated. To the extent where you might want to respond to some-
thing that you heard from the previous panel, it would also be
helpful for the members of the committee.

Ms. Wehking?

STATEMENT OF MARY WEHKING, ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOP,
CHILD CARE COORDINATING AND REFERRAL SER"ICE, WASH-
TENAW COUNTY, MI

Ms. WEHKING. I am Mary Wehking, the director of Child Care
Coordinating and Referral Service, which is in Washtenaw County.
It is a 4-C organization, which stands for Comn-Anity Coordinated
Child Care. There is a network of about 11 4-C's throughout Michi-
gan, and they are predominately funded by title XX block grants
through the Michigan Department of Social Services.

There are also 4-C groups throughou the Nation, as well. I
happen to serve also as the current president of the Washtenaw
County affiliate of the National Association for the Education of
Young Children, and I was a child care center dire,tor in Ypsilanti
for 7 years, where our population was comprised of 50 percent of
low-income children who were very definitely impacted by the
problems of unemployment in the community.

I am pleased to speak with you today regarding the impact of the
accessibility and availability of child care on employment and un-
employment; and, specifically, about our chid care scholarship pro-
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grams, and our family day care as a small business training
project.

With the dramatic increase in the number of single-parent fami-
lies and two wage-earner families, we are seeing corresponding in-
creases in the number of children in child care situations.

Research, such as that of David Weikart, Ph.D., of the High
Scope Educational Research Foundation in Ypsilanti, as well as
common sense, I think, we have to couple those two things togeth-
. r, indicate that the child care environment, the environment that
thousands of our children are in 10 hours per day, 5 days per week,
50 weeks per year, and from the age of 2 weeks and up, is directly
and dramatically related to the type of adult into which the child
will develop.

Children who are cared for in safe, healthy, and stimulating en-
vironments by consistent, caring adults who understand and meet
their changing needs, will generally develop into socially compe-
tent and self-motivated and productive adults.

Conversely, children who spend most of their waking hours in
unsafe, unstimulating environments with inconsistent, over-bur-
dened and apathetic adults, are likely to develop into antisocial,
uncreative, and dull adults.

In the search for quality child care, it is our agency's primary
purpose to provide information and referrals to parents regarding
child care options and how to choose quality care.

This is done through over-the-phone counseling by a trained staff
or volunteer. We also work with child care providers, child care
centers, family day care centers, group day care homes, by provid-
ing training, technical assistance, advocacy, toys, living libraries,
services, service coordination, and a recycling center to make these
otherwise unusable materials.

One of the things I would like to make you aware of, and I'm
sure you are aware of, that pointed outthat the unemployment
figures in Washtenaw County are lower than some of our neighbor-
ing counties. But we do, in fact, have significant numbers of unem-
ployed people in our county; and, therefore, people living in pover-
ty.

As the seat for five colleges and universities, we are often
thought of as young, liberal, well educated and rich. Unfortunately,
that perceptionand it is an incorrect perceptiondoes nothing to
alleviate the problems that the nearly 18 percent of the unem-
ployed people in our county have, particularly people who live in
the eastern sector of our county.

Cost is a major factor in choosing child care. It is simply expen-
sive. For example, high quality programs in the Washtenaw area
typically charge about $60 a week, with ranges of $40 to $100 per
week for child care. Infant and childhood care is often more expen-
sive.

Obviously, most parents .annot afford to pay $60 to $100 per
week per child for child care. A parent who makes $10,000 per year
simply cannot pay $3,500 to $4,000 per year to care for one child,
no matter how desperately he or she wants to provide quality care
for that child. Gwen Morgan of Wheelock College has identified 10
percent of family income as a reasonable rate for the cost of care.
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For many low-income families and laid-off families, that figure is
closer to 25 to 50 percent of the family income.

In the city of Ann Arbor, we have been very fortunate to have
approximately 30 percent of our comraunity development funds al-
located to human services. A small portion of these funds, $50,000,
have been used to create the entitlement scholarship program
which we have administered for the past 6 years.

The scholarship program uses HUD income - eligible guidelines
and the child care scholarships are provided, based on specific pri-
orities: single, female, head of household, at work or in training.
These parents fall into the low income, very low or low-income cat-
egory. We use the same scholarship model and funds were sought
to provide child care scholarships through the Emergency Jobs Bill
Act.

Beginning this past September, we have been administered
$39,000 in the Emergency Jobs Bill Scholarship Program, in con-
junction with the other scholarship programs that I just men-
tioned. Unfortunately, the jobs bill is only a 1-year program, and it
ends on August 31. While it is very helpful to the families eligible
for the services, it can only be considered as a band-aid for families
still in need. The severe cuts in title XX child care funds of 1981
represents dollars that will never be returned to families.

Fewer and fewer people are eligible for the Department of Social
Services child care assistance because of those cuts, therefore, in-
creasing the number of persons eligible for jobs bill or entitlement
scholarships.

To determine eligibility for scholarships, we use the 1981 guide-
lines. The 1983 guidelines increased the income levels by approxi-
mately $2,000, thus increasing the number of persons eligible.

The decision to use the old guidelines was made in order to pro-
vide the scholarships from the jobs bill and entitlement programs
to the most needy people who applied. The low-income people who
applied are the new poor, most recently laid-off auto workers and
construction workers.

I would like you to think back to the percentage of the income a
parent can reasonably be expected to pay for child care that I
spoke of earlier, as I share the next, information with you. Also
keep in mind that only $100 a week that it costs to care.

Now, for both programs, families can receive $37.50 per week for
full-time care, and $25 a week for part-time care, toward the cost of
the care for 6 months, so that the parents still have to pay half of
the child care cost.

During 1983, we were able to provide the entitlement scholar-
ships to 145 students: 51 in the very low-income guidelines catego-
ry, and 94 in the low-moderate income guideline characters.

The goal has been to serve 30 or 40 children, but by allocating
each scholarship at $25 instead of $37.50, and receiving an extra
$10,000 emergency scholarship fund, we were able to provide a bit
more help to a larger number of families.

From September through the end of this past month, we have
been able to provide 99 scholarships with the jobs bill money, with
an approximate even distribution between very low and low-income
levels. We were alsoduring the first quarter, through December,
310 applications were sent out to people who requested the infor-
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mation and met the eligibility guidelines during over-the-phone
screening. Hut all of the funds that were available had already
been allocated, spent.

A child care scholarship program is very cost effective and cost
efficient use of tax dollars. For parents, the seeking or holding onto
the job is difficult, if not impossible, without child care, which must
be available and accessible.

Our entitlement programs shows that the child care allows the
parents working at the minimum wage in such jobs as a secretary,
bowling alley attendants, stock keeper, assistant cook, allows them
to pursue career goals in areas such as accounting.

The Jobs Bill Scholarship Program shows that parents are
moving from underunemployment to training in auto repair, elec-
tronics, computers, GED, going back to school, learning trucking
and one of our families is simply learning to read; going into nurs-
ing or going into similar types of opportunities.

These opportunities were previously unavailable and are now
within the realm of possibility.

Since the Jobs Bill Program has only been in place for 6 months,
we are not really that able to speculate about the success rate of
the parents, that they are going to have at getting and keeping
these jobs. In addition to the scholarship programs that we have,
we have another program that is responding to the unemployment
program. It is called the Family Day Care as a Small Business
Project, and is funded for $24,000.

The purpose of the Family Day Care Training Project is to create
employment for people who wish to work in their own homes as
family day-care providers, which is building on the concept of cot-
tage industries, and to improve employment by upgrading the child
development and entrepreneurial skills of underemployed existing
family day-care providers.

We have also intended to increase the number of slots available
for child care. Through four series of training work shops, coupled
with peer training and field instruction, trainees gain the skills
necessary to successfully operate a family day care home or to
work as an aide or a substitute in someone elses business.

One of the things thatthe good news is that this does create
employment opportunities; the bad news is that it does not create
the level of income that is always going to be necessary to sustain
a family.

Many of the trainees are parents who have children. We build
child care into the model, and child care has been provided in each
training session. To date, child care has been provided for 30 chil-
dren throughout the series.

One thing that has been very pleasing to us is that the response
to the project has exceeded our expectations. Attendax e at the
current sessions is almost double of what we had anticipated.
Eleven new family day care homes have opened, and six more may
be opening, as I speak to you, now that their licensing process is
completed.

According to a recent study in the Michigan Department of
Social Services, comparing employment records of two groups of
AFDC parents, we found that mothers with children aged 6 and
under were more successful. at getting jobs and getting off welfare
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than those with children aged 6 and over. It appears that having
child care available may have a positive impact on reducing the
need for welfare services.

While we are extremely pleased with the results of these two
emergency projects, there are a couple of restraints that concern
us: One is that in the areas ofin Washtenaw County, we have
higher unemployment, such as Ypsilanti, Ypsilanti Township,
Willow Run.

These areas do not have access to this type of program because of
the development money that is exclusively available in our county
and the city of Ann Arbor; and that programs of this type are
needed, even when Michigan is not in an economic crisis.

Some suggestions that I would like tc make is simply to continue
the support for community development block grants as a vehicle
for important human service delivery; that people's training and
needs are not going to end with Jobs Bill Act funding; that alterna-
tives are needed; the congressional support of programs for work-
ing parents, such as scholarships, be more visible; and that our
country make programs for young children and their families an
important component of our national public policy.

And that is the end of my prepared remarks, but I'd like to add a
footnote, if I might. And I may get a little emotional on this part
because I am strictly speaking from the heart here.

When Dawn and Mignon were up here speaking, and Artie was
talking about the impact of unemployment on families, it very defi-
nitely reminded me that this is not a new problem that we are
facingthat 20 or so years ago, I was like Mignon and Dawn, and
that we still have a long way to go in solving these problems.

My own father was a press operator with the Ford Motor Co, and
experienced lengthy and numerous layoffs during the recession in
the late fifties. The impact and effect of self-worth on the human
being, who are parents, have far reaching impact on children.

I always remember the hurt look in my father's eyes when he
took us with him to the unemployment office. He had us wait in
thy car while he went to get his check, but he also had to have his
pride and be able to demonstrate it to us. So after picking up his
check, we always went to a store where he gave us 5 cents each for
a Dum-Dum sucker.

This happened month after month after month. And I would not
he the advocate that I am today without having had that experi-
ence. But I would like the children of the future not to have those
experiences; and I call upon you to do what you can, as our leaders,
to impact the problem.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you for your testimony.
Nancy Nagle?
[Prepared statement of Mary Wehking follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARY WEHKING, DIRECTOR OF CHILD CARE COORDINATING
AND REFERRAL SERVICE, WASHTENAW COUNTY

I am Maly E. Wehking, director of child care coordinating and referral service
which is the Washtenaw County 4-C (community coordinated child care). The net-
work of eleven (11) 4-Cs in Michigan is predominately funded by title XX block
grants through the Michigan Department of Social Services. There are 4-C groups
throughout the Nation as well. I am currently president of the Washtenaw County
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affiliate of the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC)
and was a child care center director for seven (7) years.

I am pleased to speak with you today regarding the impact of the accessibility and
availability of child care on employment and unemployment; specifically about our
child care scholarship programs and our family day care as a small business train-
ing project.

With the dramatic increase in the numbers of single parent families and two
wage earner families, we are seeing corresponding increases in the number of chil-
dren in child care situations. Research, such as that of David Weikart, Ph.D., of
High/Scope Educational Research Foundation in Ypsilanti as well as common sense
indicates that the child care environmentthe environment thousands of our chil-
dren are in 10 hours per day, 5 days per week, 50 weeks per year from the age of six
weeks and upis directly and dramatically related to the type of adult into which
the child will develop. Children who are cared for in safe, healthy and stimulating
environments by consistent, caring adults who understand and meet their changing
needs, will generally develop into socially competent, self-motivated and productive
adults. Conversely, children who spend most of their waking hours in unsafe, unsti-
mutating environments with inconsistent, overburdened and apathetic adults are
likely to develop into anti-social, uncreative and dull adults. In the search for qual-
ity child care, it is our agency's primary purpooe to provide information and refer-
rals to parents regarding child care options and how to choose quality care. This is
done through over-the-phone counseling by a trained staff member or volunteer. Ad-
ditionally, we work with child care providers (child care centers, family day care
homes, group day care homes) by providing training, technical assistance, advocacy;
toy book and resource libraries; service coordination, and a recycling center.

It in important to point out that even though the unemployment figures for Wash-
tenaw County are lower than for some of our neighboring counties, we do, in fact,
have significant numbers of unemployed people, and therefore, poverty in our
county. As the seat for several colleges and universities, we are often thought of as
young, liberal, well educated and rich. Unfortunately, that perception does nothing
to alleviate the problems of the record high percentages of unemployed persons in
the eastern part of the county, particularly, the Ypsilanti area.

Cost is a major factor in choosing quality child care. It is simply expensive. For
example, ,ugh quality programs in the Washtenaw area typically charge about
$55.00 to $60.00 per week with ranges of $40.00 to $100.00 per week. The cost of care
for infants and toddlers is almost always at the high end of the scale.

Obviously, most parents cannot afford to pay $60.00 to $100.00 per week per child
for child care. A parent who makes $10,000 per year simply cannot pay $4,000 per
year for care for one child no matter how desperately he or she wishes to provide
quality child care for that child. Gwen Morgan of Wheelock College has identified
ten (10) per cent of family income as a reasonable rate for the cost of care. For
many low income families, this figure is closer to fifty (50) per cent of the family
income.

In the city of Ann Arbor, we have been very fortunate to have approximately 30
per cent of our community development (CDBG) funds allocated to human services.
A small portion of these funds ($50,000) have been used to create the entitlement
scholarship program which we have administered for the past six years. The schol-
arship program uses H.U.D. income eligible guidelines and the child care scholar-
ships are provided based on specific priorities: single, female, head of household, at
work or in training. Parents are ia the very low or low income category. Using the
same scholarship model, funds were sought to provide child care scholarships
through the emergency jobs bill act.

Beginning September 1, 1983, the emergency jobs bill scholarship program in the
amount of $39,000 was launched in conjunction with the entitlement scholarship
program. The Emergency jobs bill is a one year only program which will end on
August 31, 1984 (this year). While it is very helpful to the families eligible for serv-
ices, it can only be considered as a band-aid for families still in need. The severe
cuts in title XX child care funds of 1981 represent dollars that will never be re-
turned to families. Fewer and fewer people are eligible for department of social
services (D.S.S.) child care assistance, therefore increasing the number of persons el-
igible for jobs bill or entitlement scholarships. To determine eligilbity, we use the
1981 H.U.D. income guidelines. The 1983 guidelines increase the income levels by
approximately $2000.00 thus increasing the number of persons eligible. This decision
to use the old guidelines was made in order to provide the scholarships from the
jobs bill and the entitlement programs to the most needy people who apply. The low
income level people are the "New Poor"; recently laid off auto workers, construction
workers. etc.
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1 would like you to think back to the percentage of income a patent can be rea-
sonably expected to pay for child care that I spoke of earlier (10%) as I share this
next intOranition with you For both programs. families can receive $37.50 per week
for full time and $25 (H) pet' week for part time care toward the total cost of care for
six months. Scholarships are renewable for a second six month period. So even with
help, parents must pay a hefty portion of the child care costs.

During the 1982-83 year, we were able to provide entitlement scholarships to 145
children: 51 very low income and 94 low/moderate income levels.

The goal had been to serve 30 or 40 children but by allocating each scholarship at
$2500 and receiving an extra $10,000 emergency scholarship fund, we were able to
provide a little help to a larger number of families.

From the end of September 1983 through the end of February 1984, 99 scholar-
ships have been provided with an approximately even distribution between very low
and low income levels. During the first quarter, :no applications were sent out to
people who requested information and met the eligibility requirements during the
telephone screening. All of the funds available for that period had been allocated.

Child care scholarship programs are a very cost effective and cost efficient use of
tax dollars. For parents the seek4.ag and/or holding onto to a job is difficult, if not
impossible, without child care which must oe available and accessible. Our entitle-
ment program shows that child care allows parents working at minimum wage in
such jobs as secretary, bowling lanes attendent, stockkeeper, assistant cook, etc., to
porsue career goals in areas such as accounting. The jobs bill program shows par-
ents moving from under or unemployment to training in auto repair, electronics,
computers. G.E.D., trucking, learning to read, and nursing. Opportunities previously
unavailable are now within the realm of possibility.

Since the jobs bill program has been in place for only six months, data is not yet
available for us to speculate on the success rate of these parents for getting and
keeping a job.

In addition to the scholarship programs, we have one other jobs bill program that
is responding to the unemployment problem. It is called the family day care as a
small business training project and is funded for $24,500.00. The purpose of the
family day care training project is to create new employment for people who wish to
work in their own homes as family day care providers (building on the concept of
cottage industries) and to improve employment by upgrading the child development
and business skills of underemployed existing family day care providers. Through
four (4) series of training workshops, coupled with peer training and field instruc-
tion, trainees gain the skills necessary to successfully operate a registered family
day care home and/or to work as an aide or substitute in someone else's business.
Many of the trainees are the pare.nts of young children. Therefore, child care was
built into the model in the early planning stages. It has been provided for each
training session at or near the training site. To date child care has been provided
for thirty (30) children throughout the series.

Response to the project has far exceeded our expectations. Attendance at the cur-
rent series is running at almost double of what was proposed. Eleven new family
day care homes have opened and six (8) more will open as soon as their licensing/
registration process is completed.

According to a recent study in the Michigan Department of Social Services, com-
parison of the employment records of two groups of AFDC parents was made. It was
found that mothers with children aged six and under were more successful at get-
ting jobs and getting off welfare than those with children aged six and over. It ap-
pears that having child care available may have positive impact on reducing the
need for welfare services.

While we are extremely pleased with the results of these two emergency jobs bill
projects. there are several constraints that concern us:

(1) Areas of higher unemployment in our county such as Ypsilanti, Ypsilanti
Township and Willow Run do not have access to opportunities this type.

11 Scholarship and training programs serving this population are needed even
when Michigan in not in economic crisis.

SLIGGPSTIONS

(11 Continued support of community development block grants is important for
human service delivery.

(21 People's training needs are not going to end with the jobs bill funding. Alter-
natives are needed.

131 That congressional support of programs for working parents such as scholar-
ships be more visible.
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(4) That the United States make programs for young children an important com
ponent of our national public policy.

STATEMENT OF NANCY NAGLE, CLIENT SERVICES PROGRAM
MANAGER, DOWNRIVER COMMUNITY CONFERENCE, SOUTHGATE

Ms. NAGLE. I am Nancy Nagle from the Downriver Community
Conference. The Downriver Community Conference is a public cor-
sortium of 16 communities that are south of the city of Detroit,
downriver; that is why it has that name.

It was created in 1976 to help solve some of the economic and
social problems that cut across the boundries of all 16 communities,
which are small communities that did not have a lot of people by
themselves.

We started into the employment training area in 1980 when one
of our mayors approached our board and notified us that one of the
employers in the area, BASF, Southworks, a chemical company,
was going to close its doors, laying off 870 workers.

We applied for employment training funds from Wayne County
Employment Training Act at that time to help retrain those dis-
placed workers. And while we were starting that program, we
found out that another major employer, Dana Corp., in Ecorse, was
also going to shut its e.

The Department of Labor, at that time, was looking for some
sites to pilot a displaced workers program and, luckily, we were
able to secure those funds, because almost as soon as we got that
funding, we found out that Ford Casting in Flatrock, and Firestone,
a corporation in Wyandotte, were also closing their doors. So
within a little more than a year, we were facing 3,500 layoffs from
four major plant shutdowns.

We were really looking to get into the area of retraining and job
placement, but what we found out is that you cannot retrain work-
ers who were having their basic needs left unmet.

We started, then, an information referral hot line that started as
a rumor-control center because many of these people coming out of
plants had never faced a layoff. They had worked there for 30 or 35
years and thought they were going to retire from there. They did
not know that they had to go down to the MESC office to file for
unemployment benefits; they thought it was going to come to their
homes. They couldn't figure out why they didn't have any money
coming through the mail, and we had to tell them what the process
was, and also give them information about our employment train-
ing programs.

As we were talking to some of these people, trying to encourage
them to come in to be retrainedbecause many of them did not
I.ave skills that were marketable in this economy, we did find out
that they were experiencing many other problems, with no food in
4,he house, with the health care.

Many of the workers, especially the older workers, who were dis-
placed, thought, "Nobody is going to hire me. I am 55 years old,"
were potentially suicidal, and we had to work with them and the
mental health counseling services in the aria, to try and provide
help for them.

So we saw or heard over the phone just about every type of prob-
lem that could be associated with the people who were unem-
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pioyed. And it ran the whole gamut. Many families, of course, had
multiple problenis, including potential divorces in the family.

We used to kind of joke with them because, of course, people who
were unemployed could not afford a private attorney, and the legal
aid offices just would not accept divorce cases, so we would say,
"Why don't you go and get some marriage counseling, because
unless you can afford a private attorney you cannot get a divorce,
so you had better make it work." That seemed to help a lot of
people. They needed that type of humor and that type of realism,
too.

What we found out were that for many of these people, they did
not know that there were community resources available to help
them oirough some of the rough times. They had not experienced
layoff , before; they did not know where to go to receive help. If
they needed emergency food, for one thing, they were afraid to ask
for it; and for a second thing, they didn't know where to go to ask
for it.

So o.r hot line provided those types of referral systems, using
churches in the area, the Salvation Army, other employment train-
ing programs, mental health help centers, credit counseling cen-
ters, and financial budget counseling, and working real strongly
with the utility companies to try and prevent shutoffs.

We have given, to date, about 38,000 referrals to people to help
them meet their needs when they told us that they needed some
type of assistance. And to further help the unemployed, we also
became involved in the surplus chee,:e distribution until it really
blossomed. Then we turned it over to the churches in the communi-
ty.

We have a clothing room on site, and we get donations from vari-
ous exclusive retail shops in Birmingham that provide us with
clothing. They are for women, children, infants, and men. We
found that that has been really helpful to the people who are going
out on job interviews and have been out of work for 2 or 3 years
and don't have proper suit t' wear to the job interview, to make a
gcod imprc ,3ion; and we were ably to provide that type of service
to them.

We also hsve a rush on baby clothes because there seemed to be
a lot of pregnant people when they are unemployed, and they don't
have any thing to put on their children, so we give away a lot of
layettes, too.

We also set up one program that was kind of unique with the
Wayne County Health Department, a preemployment physical for
people who were or are enrolled in our employment training pro-
gram.

One problem that we found was, that because of unemployment,
blood pressure skyrocketed and, because blood pressure skyrocket-
ed, they got skin rashes. Many of them had existing conditions
when they were laid off from the plant. When they were going to
he hired for a new plant, they had to take a company physical and
many of the;n did not pass.

So we set up the preemployment physicals, and the llth prob-
lems were detected, and they were treated before th- re, ple got a
job interview, and then they were successful in kee, 3 jobs in
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many cases. So that was another program that we started to assist
them.

We also had two communities who used their municipal tax cred-
its from the local bus transportation system who donated their
share of the municipal tax credit back to us to provide the bus tick-
ets to the unemployed, or to the needy, or to the senior citizens, or
handicapped Downriver.

We also developed a small emergency fund for private citizens
where they could donate money, and we used that money to con-
vert into food certificates for people to go to the grocery stores and
buy their own food. Vie find it's better sometimes than giving out
the food baskets because people do have their likes and dislikes,
even when they are unemployed and hungry, and they are free to
buy the food of their choosing.

This question might address a couple of questions that the panel
had before. One of our biggest projects that we piloted, because we
found out there was none, was in the need of the health care area.

In 1981, we piloted the Health Care Referral Network under
Project Health Care, and this would benefit those who didn't know
where to go and get health care.

Using volunteer physicians in the area, and Downriverwe have
110 volunteer physicians and all seven hospitalswe were able to
refer people who were screened by the hot line for eligibility to the
physicians who will treat them for free or low-cost service for an
in- office visit.

This has been really successful. We have referred, just Down-
river, about 3,200 people in the last 21/2 years, and they are able to
get the primary health care. Most of the physicians do not charge
at all as long as they are screened by our hot line.

That was very successful, and within a year, it was expanded and
is now in the City of Detroit, Oakland County, St. Clair, and Wash -
tenaw County and also in Macomb County.

In addition to that, we found that after going to the physicians,
getting the free health Pare, they were not able to fill the prescrip-
tions that were prescriued. So using some jo!,s bill money that
came into the area in November, we were able to divert some of
those funds into prescription programs. Perry Drug Stores and
some local pharmacies have been very instrumental in picking up
some extra paper work where people on a sliding scale, that is de-
termined when they call in to the networks, are given the prescrip-
tions. So that has been very useful also.

That was one of our first involvemer. ts with the public-private
partnership, and it has worked out very well.

Now, to editorialize a little: even though we realize and see on a
day-by-day basis, the devastating effects of unemployment on fami-
lies, we also see some benefits from it in the community.

Community resources have drawn together to help the total
person. They are no longer territorial, saying, "Yes, I will take care
of the mental health needs," or, "I will give the marriage counsel-
ing," but that is where it ended. When they find out there is a
marriage problem hecause of unemployment, they will say, "Have
you gone down to DCC to see if you can be retrained or get a job?"

That type of sharing is going ,,n in the communities. We have
always known that the churches help out the needy, but we have
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also found they have also been more instrumental and involved in
finding out what types of services that they can tell their people in
their congregation who might be unemployed about, and also work-
ing with us if we need to call them to say, "This family needs some
food. Can you provide some?"

So that type of sharing in the network has increased in this
period of unemployment, and we are very grateful for that.

Now, Dick is going to talk a little bit more about our success
with the public-private partnership that has resulted because of
unemployment in our area.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Buss.
[Prepared statement of Nancy Nagle follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF NANCY NAGLE, CLIENT SERVICES PROGRAM MANAGER,
DOWNRIVER COMMUNITY CONFERENCE

The Downriver Community Conference is a public consortium of 16 small commu-
nities that literally follow down the Detroit River from the city of Detroit. It was
created in 1976 to address common economic and social problems that cut across the
community houndries. The Downriver conference became actively involved in em-
ployment and training in 1980, when one of our mayors informed us that BASF
Southworks, a multi-national chemical company, would be closing its plant in Wy-
andotte and laying off 870 workers.

Within weeks, we started to design a training program and received Wayne
County CETA funds to run our provam. As we started to work with BASF, the
Dana Corporation plant, an automotive subsidiary in Ecorse, Michigan, announced
its shutdown. At, about that time, the U.S. Department of Labor, which was interest-
ed in evaluating programs to retrain displaced workers, designated the Downriver
Conference a national demonstration program.

The following year we were faced with two more major closings: Michigan Cast-
ing, a Fold subsidiary and the most modern engine casting facility in the country,
and Firestone Steel Products, another automotive subsidiary. Thus in little over a
year, Downriver was handling four plant shutdowns.

MOBILIZING COMMUNITY RESOURCES

We did not start out with any intention except to run a retraining program. How-
ever, what Downriver turned out to be was a catalyst in the community, mobilizing
the resources of business, labor, bankers, local organizations, and whatever exper-
tit*, there might be in our community to help design a program.

We established organized classroom training, on-the-job training and in some
cases, arranged for relocation of laid off workers. As one of the first communities
responsive to unemployment, we also established an unemployment information and
referral hotline in Jele of 1980. It began as a rumor control center and program
information center for displaced workers who wanted to know if they were eligible
for the employment and training programs.

We soon learned that we could not entice applicants into training programs when
their basic nee& were unmet. Therefore, the hotline evolved into a generic informa-
tion and referral line. Linking with other community agencies such as credit coun-
s-ling centers, local mental health and substance abuse agencies, churches, the Sal-
vation Army, etc. We were able to match requests for help with existing resources.
Resides employment and training referrals, other types of linkages and referrals for
problems are in the areas of health care, prescription drug and alcohol abuse, do-
mestic assault and child abuse, housing, emergency shelter, dental and vision care,
transportation, food, clothing, utility bill assistance and all other problems associat-
ed with unemployment. This was and is an important service as many new unem-
ployed knew nothing of community resources that were available to help them.

To date, we have given referrals to over 38,000 unemployed workers primarily
from the Downriver area who were in need of assistance.

To further help the unemployed, we also became involved in the surplus cheese
distribution, we lune a clothing room on site where the needy can receive good qual-
ity donated clothes free, we offered pre-employment physicals free to program par -
ticipants with the assistance of the Wayne County Heelth Department and bus tick-
ets were donated from two communities to us to dispense to the unemployed. The
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Downriver Community Conference also has a small emergency fund available
through private donations with the money usually converted to food gift certificates
to distribute to callers in need ()I' emergency food.

When we determined there were unmet needs due to lack of appropriate re-
sources, Look the initiative in finding new sources of help and piloted new
projects.

The largest and most successful project is the Health Care Referral Network,
which we piloted under the direction of Project Health Care. With the volunteer ef-
forts of 110 local plysicians and 7 hospitals in the dcwnriver area, the DCC Hotline
staff has been able to refer over 3200 unemployed persons without health insurance
coverage and who were ineligible for Medicaid for free or very low cost primary
health care. Because of the success of our project, it now has been expanded into
Detroit and outWayne County, Oakland, Macomb, St. Clair and Washtenaw coun-
ties.

To fill a gap, we were also instrumental in directing Jobs Bill money available in
our area for health care to cover prescription drugs on a sliding scale with the coop-
eration of Perry Drugs and some independent pharmacies.

This was our first and very fruitful involvement with public/private partnership
and it encouraged the Downriver Community Conference to reach out for other
public/private endeavors to assist the unemployed and the depressed labor market
downriver,

The families of the unemployed have experienced major upheavals and adjust-
me,,b) in their life styles. Many family structures have disintegrated; many have
pulled together and been strengthened, but all have been deeply affected by unem-
ployment. However, without the assistance of community resources, and helping
professionals and volunteers, the devastation would be much greater.

STATEMENT OF DICK BUSS, DIRECTOR, ECONOMIC DEVELOP-
MENT DEPARTMENT, DOWN RIVER COMMUNITY CONFERENCE,
SOUTHGATE

Mr. Buss. Thank you.
Members of the committee, while the initial operation of our re-

training program was seeing us being able to get people back to
work within about $1 an hour of their previous wage and 72 per-
cent were getting replaced in the first year of our training pro-
gram, we started to look at 1982. We didn't. see any of the problems
of displaying in the Downriver community.

In fact, when we decided to take a look at what a group of com-
munities could do to do job creation, unfortunately, the only
market we saw increasing for us was the Federal budget. Particu-
larly, the Defense Department budget.

We initiated our job creation business assistance efforts by re-
searching some of the tricks of the trade, tools of thy, trade that
large prime military contractors had at their disposal; and we de-
cided to focus in on assisting small businesses where wt expected to
see the majority of the job increases occurring.

We decided to follow sort of a Social Services model of one-stop
shopping center, but this time, for small businesses that are inter-
ested in diversifying, finding new markets for their products.

In particular, because of thewhen wein the industrialized
area, we were operating in, we decided to focus in on small metal
working machine shop type operations; and we did a lot of market
research on the defense budget.

Now, since its opening in 1982, over 870 Michigan firms have
used our operation and particularly, looking at defense work.
Ninety-six of these firms have obtained 266 Government contracts,
worth a little over $59 million, and most of that, again, are auto-
related firms, now selling the products that they used to sell to the
auto industry, now selling them to the Department of Defense.
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Now, one of the things that we learned, though, is that a local
effort trying to impact job creation, that there are no quick-fix,
short-term solutions; and in the first 2 years of our efforts, we
found that we were getting people back to work who were on layoff
from small businesses, but we were not creating yet, new jobs for
which we were retraining people.

Now, in about the last 6 months of our business development, ef-
forts were beginning now to place people from our retraining pro-
gram in businesses in Michigan that are expanding now, adding
new employees.

One of the things that we found that we had an opportunity to
do was to lever each State and Federal dollars to do a substantial
creative business development for our participating firms. We were
fortunate to receive U.S. Small Business Administration grants to
develop our procurement assistance project and we took that dem-
onstration statewide.

We worked with our local private industry council, a public-pri-
vate partnership corporation put together in our area to administer
job training funds.

They provided us CETA funding to establish our small business
assistance center, which was funded also through the State Depart-
ment of Commerce. We opened a full service business development
office right across the hall from the resource center where the un-
employed were retraining, developing and looking for jobs, we
opened our office for businesses looking for new markets. We were
also able to look to the private sector to make additional resources
available to job creations.

We have just closed over $2,000,000 loans with the Ford Founda-
tion, which is going to make the Downrivrar Community Conference
a limited partner in the Michigan investment fund a venture cap-
itol fund operation in Michigan, just starting this year.

We have just received tentative approval from the U.S. Economic
Development Administration for our proposal to establish a revolv-
ing loan fund and support for the expansion of ourwhat we call
our venture center. Now in the school where we locate our retrain-
ing programs and business development activities, we also have a
small business incubator facility; so we are doing direct job cre-
ations right down the hall from the people that are looking for
work and are going through retraining.

One of the things that we found that was encouraging is that
major Michigan corporations were really willing to take a look at
some of their purchasing practices to see if while stPl. using the
profit and low-price as their guidelines, taking a look at what they
could do in their purchasing to increase job opportunities in Michi-
gan.

Four firms of the leadership of Michigan Consolidated Gas, in-
cluding Marathon Oil, Great Lakes Steel, and McCloud Steel, sat
down with us with the purchasing director, and us, and rebidded
everything they bought outside of the State of Michigan. We then
put out a statewide effort to bring Michigan firms to meet with
these corporations to look at what Michigan firms could supply to
another market that might not have been aware of it and to date,
those four firms have redirected an additional $1,000,000 in sales
back to the Michigan firms that were previously going out of State.
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What we are seeing is an opportunity for communities in the pri-
vate sector to work together to focus on reemployment needs of our
area of Michigan.

We thank you for your interest and your coming here to Michi-
gan. Thank you.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
Reverend Dana.
[Prepared statement of Dick Bus:: follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DICK Buss, DIRECTOR, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,
DOWNRIVER COMMUNITY CONFERENCE

While the first year of the Downriver Community Conference's retraining pro-
gram for dislocated workers was seeing 72 percent being re-employed and within
about one dollar an hour of their previous wage, 1982 didn't hold out any improve-
ment for the Downriver economy.

What we needed to do was intervene not only on the supply side of the labor
market, by retraining dislocated workers, but also on the demand side.

The only growth sector of our economy that we could identify was the federal
budget and, in particular, military expenditures. But, what could a small group of
communities do to assist businesses in such a complex area.

It took seven months of staff research, after participating in a congressional pro-
curement conference and surveying attending firms to identify some of the "tricks
and tools of the trade" that large firms use to obtain defense contracts. We decided
to adopt the social services model of the "one-stop service center," but this time for
business people, firms looking to increase sales and diversify into new markets. And
we located our new Business Assistance Center down the hall from our resource
center for the. unemployed!

Now, two years after its opening, over 870 Michigan firms have used our services.
And 96 of these firms have obtained 266 contracts worth over 59 million dollars,
mostly from the Department of Defense. But we have found no quick solutions to re-
employment. Only after two years are we seeing new job creation through these ef-
forts. After the first year, the successful firms had an average employment of 16
with an additional eight on layoff. Now o a. clients have an average of 35 employees
with only three on layoff. We have no, z placed fifty people in jobs through the
Center in the last six months,

The impact of this effort brought the Center to the attention of the U.S. Small
Business Administration and the Michigan Department of Commerce. Our three or-
ganizations have entered into a cooperative agreement for procurement assistance
which continues today.

This local effort in one market has led the DCC and its Private Industry Council
into a number of development and job-creation activities. The DCC Business Center
was established as one of Michigan 9 first Small Business Development Centers and
now is a participant in the SBA's statewide program of assistance centerti through
Wayne State University. The Michigan Department of Commerce supported an in-
dustrial development component to help the communities attract new business and
retain existing ones. The new offices of the DCC have been located in an abandoned
high school complex which now houses the DCC "Venture Center," a new business
incubator facility providing entrepreneurs with reasonable lease space and a variety
of business support services. (There are now six tenants and one is a new firm estab-
lished through the obtaining of a $250,000 defense contract!) Through a two million
dollar loan from the Ford Foundation, the DCC just last month became a limited
partner in the Michigan Investment Fund a venture capital corporation created for
Michigan. (And , aey will open an office in the Business Center.) The U.S. Economic
Development Administration has just approved expansion of the Venture Center
and creation of a $500,000 revolving loan fund for the area.

The private sector is directly assisting in the area's struggle to diversify and
obtain new markets. Four major Downriver firms, Mich Con, Great Lakes Steel,
Marathon Oil and Mc Louth Steel Products, worked with the DCC to rebid every-
thing they buy out-of-state. In just six months, over a million dollars in purchases
are now going to new Michigan suppliers. And the State is now working to expand
the program throughout Michigan.

What have seen in just three short, but trying years, is that there really can
be a public private partnershipone directed toward creating jobs while maintain-
ing families during economic transition. The adjustments have been as difficult for
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bustrkpsses as they have been for families. The support of the State and federal gov-
ernment to Michigan is paying off as workers retrain and firms retool.

A real working whit H being forged Downriver. Social Service agencies
mid community resources are ()illy a phone call away for the unemployed. Down-
river businesses are creating jobs and they're turning to the Downriver Community
Conference to help meet their expansion needs. The public and private sectors,
labor, finance and industry are all sitting at the same table and pooling their efforts
and resources.

Mr Chairman, we appreciate the interest of the Select. Committee in Michigan
and I would be pleased to try and answer any questions you may have.

STATEMENT OF' REV. MIOIAEL DANA, JOY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP, SOUTHGATE

Reverend DANA. Good morning. My name is Michael Dana, I am
pastor of a church in the Downriver area, also I think you al-

ready know a little bit of where the Downriver area is now from a
couple of the people who have just spoken from the same area.

What we have been doing in oor church is, about 9 months ago
we started to take a look at and address the area of unemployment.

First of all, looking within our own body and members of our
congregation that were unemployedwe had one brother who was
in our church that I believe God had really given a vision to work
in the area of unemployment. What we started with was a very
simple plan: knowing that there were jobs available out there, and
that it was just a matter of finding them.

So what we began to do was to make calls to various employers
throughout the metropolitan area, starting in the Downriver area,
developing some rapport with them.

From that little seed, 9 months ago, we have been able to find
permanent employment for over 240 people. It is not just within
our area now; we have people that come from as far away as Troy,
and various other parts of the metropolitan area. I believe God has
provided for us a lot of free publicity in a number of newspapers,
radio programs, etc., which has helped.

Starting out, we just worked with our own congregation, and now
we don't have any people that are unemployed. From there, we
made it available to ,...;ve,i t ther churches. We did not receive a
whole lot of support from thet.t, though.

As we kept talking to the employers, the number of opportuni-
ties for employment became greater than the number of people
that we had to send out on referrals. That is basically what we are
doing: we send people out on referrals; we contact employersand
now employers are contacting us.

Starting out most jobs were in the minimum wage category, but
that is not the case now. If I were to give you some rough percent-
ages, the salaries or hourly rates would probably range from: $4 or
$5 an hour jobs, 40 percent; $6 to $9 an hour jobs, 30 percent; and
$10 an hour and upwards, around in the 20-percent area.

A number of large corporations and most all of the major banks
in the Detroit metropolitan area are utilizing our, service; major
hotels are also calling us.

What we try to do is to send the ' orporations people that are,
first of all, qualified. That is, we do a lot of prescreening. We have
people fill out what we call a job history. It is very much like an
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application. It gives us background about what kind of work they
can do.

We also ask enough questions to find out what their economic
needs are so that we don't send them out on a job interview that is
not going to even come close to meeting their needs.

Over the course of 9 months, I think, the program has been very
successful. We believe that God delights in the prosperity of His
children, and that God wants people employed. All churches should
become actively involved in doing something like this to bencfit
their own congregations in their own communities.

That is about all that I have to say right now. I think you have a
little brief outlining most of the information 1 have presented. I
also have a small listing that does not even come close to the
number of companies that are utilizing our ministry. You also have
a copy of the job history form, so you can glance at that. If you
have any questions, I would be happy to share more with you.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much, Reverend Dana.
Reverend Carter?
[Prepared statement of Rev. Michael G. Dana follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REV. MICHAEL G. DANA, PASTOR OF JOY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP, SOUTHGATE, MI

Name: Reverend Michael G. Dana, Pastor of Joy Christian Fellowship.
Located: Southgate, Michigan.
Objective: The objective of the Job Assistance Ministry, a ministry of Joy Chris-

tian Fellowship, is to provide Christian-oriented guidance to persons who need jobs
or who want to change the type of work they do. J.A.M. exists solely for the purpose
of guidance and it has no obligations or functions other than counseling end refer-
rals. Not an employment agency, either by definition or operation, J.A.M. does not
guarantee the offer of a job to persons who register with us, nor dces J.A.M. place
anyone under obligation to accept any position to which he or she may be referred.

The Job Assistance Ministry, therefore, makes no recommendations, only refer-
rals.

History: J.A.M. vim started approximately nine months ago. Since that time some
five hundred people have registered with us and we have been able to refer approxi-
mately two hundred forty people to permanent employment. We have followed a
simple plan of contacting potential employers and referring qualified potential em-
ployees.

One local employer likes what we are doing, because we do a certain amount of
screening. lie stated to us that out of uixty people stmt to them through a state
agency only three qualified, therefore, they are no longer inclined to use the state
agency. This company is looking to hire some forty employees over the next couple
of months.

Potential employees like what we are doing as a whole, because we don't give
them a false hope. We send them on referrals where they have a good opportunity
of being hired. We also give them some instruction on how to prerly interview.

Staffing and funding: To date we have a seven person volunteer staff. Funding for
the ministry has come primarily from Joy Christian Fellowship's general operating
budget. Approximately 15% has come from outside contributions. In the future we
are hoping to have an increase in outside contributions, particularly from major em-
ployers using the te:rvice to help defray costs.

References mai forms; A partial list of employers who have used the ministry will
be provided along with the job history form that we use.

LIST OF F.MI 1.0YERS WHO HAVE USED THE MINISTRY

Aetna Indtistries:
Westin HotelRenaissance CenterDetroit;
Freddrick & I lerrud Meats;
For-You, Incorporated;
First of Amer;:a;
Wackenhut Security;
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Guardsmark, Incorporated;
First Federal of Michigan;
Modern Carn & Tool;
Pleasant Valley Farms;
Best Wrecking, Incorporated;
International Telephone & Telegraph;
Fontana Forest Products;
University of Detroit; and
Federal Mugul.

STATEMENT OF REV. OSCAR CARTER, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIST-
ANT TO PASTOR, TABERNACLE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH,
DETROIT, MI

Reverend CARTER. The Chairman, Representative Levin, and
members of the Special Select Committee of the U.S. Congress,
John Conyers, a member of our district and of our church, speak-
ing for the pastor and members of the Tabernacle Missionary Bap-
tist Church, as well as the community, I thank you for the opportu-
nity to appear before you.

Unemployment has affected the Detroit community in every neg-
ative way: emotionally, psychologically, and physically. Crime in
the city and in the Detroit metropolitan community has reached
record levels. Wife abuse, child abuse, rapes, separations, and di-
vorce are issues that are constantly revealing high statistics in the
Detroit Free Press and the Detroit News, as well as radio and tele-
vision statements.

Watching the long unemployment lines and hearing and feeling
the tension of people who have been laid off or being threatened to
be laid off has provided an overwhelming amount of stress in the
community.

When mothers and fathers have both been laid off from their
jobs, and their 16-, 17-, and 18-year-old youngsters cannot find a
job, but feel that he or she needs to help bring home some food for
the family, or money to pay the rent, mortgage, or utility bills,
these youngsters then turn to armed robbery, purse snatching, and
prostitution as a means of bringing money home.

Tabernacle Missionary Baptist Church began developing pro-
grams to meet the needs in the cor munity over 10 years ago. Some
of these programs are the Child Development Center, which re-
ceives children from ages 2 to 5 years old; and from 6 to 12 years
old, before and after school; and a professional counseling program
that has two components.

One phase is an individual counseling and group counseling pro-
gram where we have psychiatrists, psychologists, and licensed
counselors. This program is called the Tabernacle Center for Prob-
lems in Daily Living. It specifically works with persons who have
alcohol and drug abuse problems. Persons do not have to be alco-
holic and drug abusers to be in the program; for we realize that
persons end up depending on these substances because of other
problems that they feel they are unable to solve.

In the past 6 years we have found that alcohol and drug abuse
has tripled. We receive clients who are white collar employees from
major industries in and around Detroit; blue collar employees, hus-
bands, mothers, and fathers. Drug abusers are not only the teen-
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agers and young adults, but persons in their forties, fifties, and six-
ties, that i'eol the threat of losing their jobs.

For the first time in their lives they cannot support their fami-
lies and their children have to drop out of college.

Another phase of the counseling program is the Center of
Human Concerns, which is a group of professionals who are specifi-
cally trained in the behavioral sciences.

We offer community workshops every other month to help the
community cope with stress and crisis. These are workshops on
marriage enrichment, and financial counseling where parents were
relying on both salaries and one of the two are laid off. We have
been providing workshops on nutrition economy, as well as parent-
ing adolescent youngsters during periods of stress and tension due
to unemployment.

We have found the community response to be overwhelming in
support of these kinds of workshops which have been helpful to
them. Seven years ago the community response was very good;
however, the Center of Human Concerns has doubled its size in
terms of workshop preparation due to the greater demand for these
kinds of programs.

Another program under the umbrella of Tabernacle Missionary
Baptist Church is a Job Placement Program. This program is
staffed by volunteers within the church in an office within the ad-
ministrative section of the church.

These volunteers contact employers in and around Detroit. In
return we invite members of Tabernacle Missionary Baptist
Church, as well as members of the total community, to come to the
church and apply for the jobs. We teach persons how to fill out ap-
plications if we find that they don't know how.

We review with every applicant the importance of being on time
for an interview and proper grooming for an interview.

Our success rate of placement and retention has been very high.
We have found that the requests for jobs have increased 4 to 1 in
just 6 years. The frustration is that the jobs that are now coming
in are requests for skilled and experienced workers. Many who
come and apply for jobs are those who are not skilled in the area
where the job is requested. There is no program where these people
can go and receive training to be prepared for the special skills.

The unemployed do not have money to go back to school to be
trained. Those who come to our job placement program with high
school, college, or trade school training, do not have the experience
that would assure the employer that this person knows how to do
certain tasks.

These programs within the Tabernacle Missionary Baptist
Church are not funded by any Federal, State, or private agency.
These programs are funded by the cnurch.

The desire to work is very strong in the community, but the frus-
tration of not having the skills have reached a point where many
men and women have given up on the system because they only
have a 10th grade education.

Many high school graduates see how their brothers and sisters
finish college and receive their degrees, and are home without a
job. These youngsters give up on going to get a better education or
training.
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Another program we htp.re at the Tabernacle Missionary Baptist
Church is a food and clothing pantry program. Members of the
Tabernacle donate canned goods every week to the church. Once a
month. the community is invited to the church to come for food
and used clothing. Seven years ago, the food and clothing pantry
program would stay open for 4 hours, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., with
the people coming sparingly over the 4-hour period.

During 1983-1984, there are now lines outside the door with 25
persons waiting in the cold to receive food and clothing from the
church even before the doors open. Persons who have emergency
food or clothing needs can have these needs met upon arriving at
the church.

We feel that the increase of the food and clothing line has oc-
curred because of high unemployment in the community. Seven
years ago, most of the persons coming for food and clothing were
single-family mothers. We have seen a dramatic increase of fathers
and husbands coming to the church asking for food and clothing
for his family.

Pride and self-esteem have reached a very low mark for very fine
citizens in our community. We are seeing an increase in families
moving from homes which they were purchasing but now cannot
affbrd. Persons who were renting homes and apartments, but
cannot afford to live in these places, now double and triple-up with
other relatives just to survive.

When I share these kinds of problems, I am not only referring to
the poorly educated, but individuals who would be expected to be
successful, based on education, but has lost his or her job and
cannot survive without help from relatives and friends.

The request for counseling has tripled as people seek and need to
talk, cry, and let out these emotions that are growing from within
them. Unemployment has had a drastic effect upon the family, and
specifically children.

For the United States to continue to be the strongest Nation in
the world, we cannot afford to allow our leaders of tomorrow to
suffer educationally, emotionally, and/or physically because their
parents were laid off with no means available to be retrained for
skilled jobs without suffering economically.

The community needs programs where the unskilled can be
trained to fill these skilled positions where employers are looking
for persons who want to work.

America needs to reduce the unemployment lines, the soup
kitchen lines, the food stamp lines, and the food subsidies line by
providing incentives for employers to hire and train the unem-
ployed person.

Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Rev. Oscar R. Carter follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT or REv. OSCAR R. CARTER. ADMINISTRATIVL ASSISTANT TO THE
PASTOR. TABERNACLE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH, DETROIT, MI

To the Chairman. Representative Levin, and Members of the Special Select Com-
mittee of the United States regarding The Effects of Unemployment on the Family
and Children:

Speaking for the Pastor and Members of the Tabernacle Missionary Baptist
Church as well as the Detroit community, I thank you for the opportunity to appear
before you.
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Unemployment has affected the Detroit community in every negative way: emo-
tionally, psychologically, and physically. Crime in the City and in the Detroit Metro-
politan Community has reached record levels. Wife abuse, child abuse, rapes, sepa-
ration, and divorce are issues that are constantly revealing high statistics in the De-
troit Free Press and the Detroit News, as well as radio and television stations.
Watching the long unemployment lines, and hearing and feeling the tension of
people who have been laid-off or being threatened to be laid-off has provided an
overwhelming amount of stress in the community.

When mothers and fathers have both been laid-off from their jobs, and their six-
teen, seventeen, and eighteen year old youngsters cannot find a job, but feel that he
or she needs to he ing home some food for the family or money to pay the rent, mort-
gage. or utility bills these youngsters then turn to armed robbery, purse-snatching,
and prostitution as a means of bringing money home.

Tabernacle Missionary Baptist Church began developing programs to meet the
needs in the community over ten ye: .rs ago. Some of these programs are the Child
Development Center which receives children from age two to five years old and
from six to twelve years old before and after school, and a professional counseling
program that has two components. One phase is an individual counseling and group
counseling program; we have psychiatrists, psychologists, and licensed counsellors.
This program is called the Tabernacle Center for Problems in Daily Living. It specif-
icIlly works with persons who have alcohol and drug abuse problems, Persons do
n^+. have to be alcohol and drug abusers to be in the program for we realize that
persons end up depending on these substances because of other problems that they
feel they are unable to solve.

In the past six years we have found that alcohol and drug abuse have tripled. We
receive clients who are white collar employees from major industries in and around
Detroit, blue collar employees, husbands, mothers, and fathers. Drug abusers are
not only the teenagers, and young adults, but persons in their forties, fifties, and
sixties that fed the threat of losing their jobs. For the first time in their lives they
cannot support their families, and their children have to drop out of college,

Another phase of the counseling program is the Center for Human Concerns
which is a group of professionals in our congregation who are specifically trained in
the Behavioral Sciences. We offer community workshops every other month to help
the community cope with stress and crises. There are workshops on Marriage En-
richment, and Financial Counseling where parents were relying on both salaries,
and one of the two are laid-off. We have provided workshops on Nutrition Economy,
Parenting Adolescence during periods of stress and tension due to unemployment.

We have found the community response to be overwhelming in support of these
kinds of workshops which have been helpful to them. Seven years ago the communi-
ty response was very good, however, the Center of Human Concerns has doubled its
size in terms of workshop preparation due to greater demand for these kinds of pro-
grams.

Another porgram under the umbrella of the Tabernacle Missionary Baptist
Church is a Job Placement Program. This program is staffed by volunteers within
the Church in an office within the Administrative section of the Church. These vol-
unteers cont.-tct employers in ana and Detroit. In return, we invite members of
Tabernacle Missionary Baptist Chai.:h as well as members of the total community
to come to the Church and apply for the jobs. We teach persons how to fill out appli-
cations if we find that they don't know how. We review with every applicant the
importune.' of being on time for an interview, and proper grooming for an interview.
Our succt is rate of placement and retention has been very high. We have found
that the request for jobs has increased four to one in just six years. The frustration
is that the jobs that are now coming in are requests for skilled and experienced
workers. Many who come and apply for jobs are those who are not skilled in the
area where the job is requested. Theta is no program where these people can go and
receive training to be prepared for the special skills. The unemployed do not have
money to go back to school to be trained. Those who come to our Job Placement
Program with high school, college, or trade school training do not have the experi-
ence that would asswe the employer that this person knows how to do certain
tasks.

The desire to work is very strong in the community, but the frustration of not
having the skills have reached a point where many men and women have given up
on the system because they only have a tenth grade education. Many high school
graduates see how their brothers and sisters finish college and receive their degrees,
and :ire home without a job. These youngsters give up on going to get a better edu-
cation or training.
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Another program we have a he Tabernacle Missionary Baptist Church is a Food
arid Clothing Pantry Program 'Ambers of Tabernacle donate canned goods every
week to the Church Once a month the. community is invited to the Church to come
for food and used clothing. SI'Voll years ago the Food and Clothing Pantry Program
would stay open for four hour, from 10:00 a.m to 2:00 p.m. with people coming in
sparingly over the four hour period. During 1983-1984 there are now lines outside
the door with twenty-five persons waiting in the cold to receive food and clothing
from the Church even before the doors open. Persons who have emergency food or
clothing needs can have these needs met upon arriving at the Church.

We feel that the increase of the food and clothing line hae occurred because of
high unemployment in the community. Seven years ago most of the persons coming
for food and clothing were single family mothers. We have seen a dramatic increase
of fathers and husbands coming to the Church asking for food and clothing for his
family.

Pride and self-esteem have reached a very low mark for very fine citizens in our
community. We are seeing an increase of families moving from homes which they
were purchasing, but now cannot afford. Persons who were renting homes and
apartments, but cannot afford to live in these places now double and triple up with
other relatives just to survive. When I share these kinds of problems I am not only
referring to the poorly educated, but individuals who would be epxected to be suc-
cessful based on education, but has lost his or her job and cannot survive without
help from relatives and friends.

The request for counseling has tripled as people seek and need to talk, cry, and
let out these emotions that are grown from Rhin them. Unemployment has had a
drastic affect upon the family, and specifical:v children. For the United States to
continue to b the strongest nation in the world, we cannot afford to allow our lead-
ers of tomorrow to suffer educationally, emotionally, and/or physically because
their parents were laid-off with no means available to be retrained for skilled jobs
without suffering economically.

The community needs programs where the unskilled can be trained to fill these
skilled txmitions where employers are looking for persons who want to work.

America needs to reduce the umemployment lines, the soup kitchen lines, the
f'ocx1 stamp lines, and the food subsidies lines by providing incentives for employers
to hire and train the unemployed person.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
Mr. LEVIN. Thank you very much for the excellent testimony.

Thank you to all of you.
If I might ask, Mr. Buss, in your testimony, when you referred to

it in your presentation, would you say, after describing the services
of the Conference, and it is an organization that has become a
model, and not only within Michigan, but throughout the country,
you concluded, "But we have found no quick solution to reemploy-
ment." And then a little later, you indicate that you placed 50
people in jobs through the center in the last 6 months.

If you would expand, when you say you found no quick solution
to reemployment, what has it been like in a facility that hasn't
real ly developed its skills to such a high degree?

Mr. Buss. Well, I was specifically referring to our really trying to
do the job creation, economic development with the job openings,
targeted to our dislocated workers in retraining.

What we found was, though, we were having a good placement
rate from the retraining program in the first year; the economy
was really going downhill in Michigan.

What we learned is, as far as business and sales were concerned,
was that the firms that we were assisting, wno were successfully
expanding their sales, ,ind in this new market area, selling to the
Government; when we, through the first year of the program
these were very small firms with about 50 percent of their work
force on layoff. What we were able to do was help those firms
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recall people from layoff, so that is a positive employment impact
as far as the State of Michigan is concerned.

What it was not. doing yet was creating real new jobs for the
people in our program who were being retrained. It is only now,
and I can give you an example, where actual job creations that
come and go. One of our Downriver firms was successful in selling
a product to the Air Force, and he used to sell it commercially.
Tow-tractors, large aircraft, that is a $15 million contract Down-
river that is going to create 21 new jobs.

We had initially looked at some of the J.A.O. averages that say
that one job is supported by earning $50,000, or $30,000 to $50,000
in a defense contract. And, frankly, for us, we had higher hopes,
based on those averages, but it turns out that in the manufacturing
environment, like Michigan, it probably takes $120,000 or $130,000
in the Government contract to really create one job because half of
the order goes to some other supplier somewhere else in the econo-
my or even out of State. That is what is taking us so long.

Now, we have enough new firms capably competing in this
market that we expect the real growth in job creation to start
really now.

Mr. liEviN. Well, if I might, thank you very much.
A brief' question to Ms. Wehking. Now, you heard, I think, testi-

mony this morning earlier from the 10-year olds on the way that
unemployment impacted on their lives.

Your testimony related in substantial measure to the school chil-
dren?

Ms. WEHKING. Correct.
Mr. LEVIN. In your experiences, have you seen any distinct

impact on younger children?
Ms. WEHKING. Yes. One of the things that I think is important to

talk about is that children under the age of 6, specifically pre-
schoolers, really don't :lave the language development to under-
stand all about what is going on. The children who were testifying
earlier and Doctor Vann were talking about children to be unfamil-
iar with vocabulary and wanting to figure out what is going on or
having explanations that they found among their friends that sort
of thing.

With children under 5, 3 or 4 year olds, 2 year olds, even babies
are responding to circumstances in their homes; even though they
don't understand what it is. They are only dealing with the fact
that there is pressure and that there is havoc in their lives that
has to be coped with. They don't have coping mechanisms or under-
standings about why what is happening is happening; and they also
feel very powerless and at fault that they have done something in
their short time on Earth that has caused this problem to be in
their family.

Mr. Id EvIN. Thank you.
Mr. MARRIorr. Thank you very much.
First of all, to Reverend Dana and to Reverend Carter, I am very

impressed with what your churches are doing. I think this is just
tremendous. Now I am wondering, as you look around the commu-
nity to all of the churches, are churches doing enough in these
areas and in assistance with job applications. That referral pro-
gram? Is this new? Can you give me some of your feelings on where
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the churches are going and what they are doing to solve some of
these problems?

Reverend CAwriot. Well, let me, if I may. The churches have
always assisted families. That is what the church is all about, a
family situation; and the people have always come to the minister
for counseling and the ministers will counsel them and refer them
to wherever agencies that are available that will be able to help
them.

So to say this is something new that the church is doing, no, i` is
not neiv. Some churches, because of their size, may be capable of
haling more structured programs, that you have seen today, than
some other sm.3ller churches, that maybe cannot afford to have it
as a structure.' program; but churches have always been involved
in regards to the size, as far as helping people.

And if ministers or any community and someone says that we
have several jobs here and if you have members of your church
who are looking for a job, please send them to me, ministers will
send them. They might not have a program called job placement
program in their church, but that is what the church is really all
about.

Mr. MAtunorr. Well, what about the idea of, I guess, Reverend
Dana's testimony that they just established their job assistance
ministry and they went from 0 to 240 referrals? Did you say that
you found 2.I0 jobs or you refer red 240 people to

Reverend DANA. We were able to assist people into 240 perma-
nent positions of employment.

Mr. MAssiorr. Did this come on as a result of the recession that
you got involved, or has this been an ongoing program with the
church?

Reverend DANA. Well, really, with us, it has only been in the last
9 months that we have actually put effort into this.

Mr. MAaatorr. Well, my question was not so much are churches
providing assistance if somebody comes and asks them for help; but
do they have an aggressive program of job search in the communi-
ty? Are all of the churches getting behind this concept in doing
what Reverend Dana's church is doing? And if so, how optimistic
are they about the results?

Reverend DANA. Well, as far as I know, no; most churches are
not getting involved. In fact, I didn't even know that your church,
Reverend Carter, had a program. It has been our experience that
most of the churches that we contacted, for one reason or another,
were very reluctant to even work with us.

There are various reasons that I won't address now, but to my
knowledge, I only know one other church that was addressing
the area of unemployment as we are, and that was a church in
Georgia. We received some training for the people that are in-
vol'. "d on our staff, from what they were doing down there.

The brother in J u r church, who coordinates our efforts, went
there and was traiied there. But in our area, particularly the

Downriver area, we didn't know of any other church that was ad-
dressing uneuiploytnent. We have greater cooperation now, since
what e are doing is proving to be successful. But, starting out, it
was just a matter of us sitting down with a telephone and contact-
ing employers and putting that kind of basic effort into it.
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As the ministry grew, we began to do a certain amount of testing
and counseling. We even refer some people to other agencies for as-
sistance. The ministry has expanded a lot, even to the extent of
doing job workshops for those that seem to be having greater diffi-
culty in getting employment.

We have approximately 500 people registered with us, and they
have all been out on referrals. Some of them have been out five,
six, and seven times, and, for one reason or another were not able
to get hired.

Because of this, we started doing workshops, looking at the do's
and don't's of interviewing and teaching them interviewing tech-
niques.

Reverend CARTER. Well, I would like to say that it is difficult to
respond specifically on other churches, as far as what they are
doing, because you are dealing in so many denominations, and that
is the reason that I was a little hesitant in saying, "Yes, this is
what is happening and this is a new trend," because the Baptists
might be doing "ne thing and the Methodists might be doing an-
other; Presby'-erians might be doing something else, but all of
them, in one way or the other, are assisting in this need that we
have.

Mr. MAitaioirr. I have another quick question. This business of
States trying to develop markets and jobs, and educating small
business people to know how to find Federal contracts, defense or
otherwisecould you just comment on that?

The reason that I bring this up is I will be leaving Congress this
year and I am running for Governor in Utah and I will be more
involved in what States can do.

Rut are States doing enough in this area?
Chairman MILLER. Don't tell him any secrets.
Mr. MARRIOTT. What about the State of Michigan? How are they

(Icing in terms of business market promotion?
Mr. Buss. Well, I think it is a little too early to tell in Michigan.

Unfortunately, or fortunately, we have not had to be as aggressive
in Michigan in business development until really just recently.

The State has accomplished a number of things in a short period
of time that will improve its competitive position in development.
One is putt ng together direct investment vehicles that are now
available, g od we have gone from a period, where 5 years ago there
were three venture capital firms controlling approximately $80
million, to now, a point where we have investment funds approach-
ing $1 billion available for business ventures in Michigan.

Really, it is just too early to say. We have the same kind of
target industry approaches that other States have. We have as-
sessed where some of our strengths are in business developments,
compared to foreign comp& "tion in other States, and we will try
and develop our comparative. advancements.

Mr. MARRIOTT. My last short question has to do with day care.
The scholarship program appeals to me because I think we need

to put as much emphasis as we can on K through nine and the
(early years- -when we talk about education reform and limited tax
dollars.

But what do you know about the quality of day care? We are get-
ting a lot of people saying that it is toe easy to get a license; that
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thcsii p:.00le who are day care provider are not as qualified as
they should i,; and we know birth to age is so critical in terms of
whether they are really excited about learning and achieving.

Can you comment just briefly about the quality of our day care
centers, and whether or not we need to be tougher in the licensing
area?

Ms. WEHKING. Sure; I think that in Michigan we are very fortu-
nate that we have licensing regulations that providers encourage
other providers to adhere to and to use. There is heavy peer pres-
sure among providers to be licensed.

I think child care nters provide one of the few groups of people
who lobby for regulations of their own, and that, as with any serv-
ice or business, there is going to be a range of quality from very
high quality to people who definitely need improvement in their
service delivery.

One of the reasons why you would want to find training in the
area of child development entrepreneurial is that the day care pro-
vidersthis development money that we want is to precisely ad-
dress the idea that you brought up that there is a variety of quality
available that we can improve on it.

I think that there is definitely a commitment, at least in Michi-
gan, to quality care; and then organizations, such as ours, help edu-
cate parents on choosing the care, so that it is really important
that parents know what to look for and how to make those deci-
sions, and that allows us to keep quality moving forward.

Reverend CARTER. May I make a response to that also?
We have a child development center at our church, and as an ad-

ministrative assistant to the pastor, I am conscious of the child
care, as I have to sign the papers.

Onewe talk about quality care and child care. We have to also
look at this child care program's need for money so that they can
hire quality people, so that we can have degreed persons, and so
forth, so that they can literally train these people.

We don't have the money in the area of preschool where we have
persons who have college bachelor's degrees and master's degrees.
Many people with college bachelor's, master's degrees, and doctor-
ate degrees, go on to the higher levels because, economically, they
can afford it. Mos+, of the people who work in preschool are almost
working at minimum wage. The director of Tabernacle Child De-
velopment Center has a master's degree in education but the State
requirement for a director is only two years of college experience.

Ms. WEHKING. They are working at minimum wage. People with
master's degrees, and Ph.D's, who were looking for jobs working
with children, and are glad to get a job that pays $4 an hour be-
cause they believe in the importance of early education, because
they believe that this is the most critical time of life.

Hut that also contributes to a very difficult problem in the area
of two areas: poverty andthrown out on the part of the people
who represent children. You can only give your heart and soul for
so long for $8 an hour before you say, 'I am working with children.
I have a college degree. Why am I on food stamps?'

Mr. Rowf.ANni. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for your
test i mony.

I have just two questions that I want to ask Reverend Dana.
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Now, you talked about one person that was looking for employ-
ees and reference was made to the State agency--that Out of 60
people sent, only 3 were qualified, and the individual was no longer
using the State agency.

Is that the Department of Labor? Is that the State department
that we are talking about here?

Reverend DANA. Michigan Unemployment Security Commission.
Mr. ROWLAND. Is it your perception, then, that the Unemploy-

ment Security Agency and the Department of Labor is not fulfill-
ing its responsibilities and finding jobs for people?

Reverend DANA. Well, I think that 1 can only address it on a lim-
ited basis. In this particular instance and a few others, that was
the case. They were, from our observations, just randomly sending
people to an opportunity, whether they were qualified 0.. not for
those types of positions.

And as a consequence, the employer would have to refuse them.
All that would do is produce a greater attitude of defeat for the in-
dividual looking for employment. So one of the things we try to do
in screening our people that register with us is to send them out to
referrals at which they have a higher probability of being em-
ployed.

Looking at it just from our vantage point, it would seem, that
that's an area where the State agency seem, to be, at least in our
area, a little bit negligent.

Mr. ROWLAND. Does anyone else on the panel have any thoughts
about how well the Unemployment Security Agency is functioning
in this State?

Ms. NACI.E. Well, mine are very similar to the Reverend Dana's
here. Of course, we have service delivery areas for Job Training
Partnership Acts and we have to work with MESC, but we don't
see them doing a lot of job placement.

We get most of the referrals from MESC to work with our unem-
ployment training programs.

Mr. ROWI.AND. Well, I have a question for yuu, Ms. Nagle, about
medical care.

You said that the program was very successful, that volunteer
physicians provided, in seven hospitals that was, the primary care,
principally.

Suppose a person needed something more than primary care,
that you had to ip further than that; how is that handled?

Ms. NAGLE. Well with the seven hospitals Downriver, and that is
what I know the best, they have committed themselves to this
project, too. And previously, on the other panel, you heard about
the Hill Burton funds. If that person iias to go to the hospital for
tests or for hospitalization, and they are eligible for Hill Burton,
and that hospital does have that available, they will be taken care
of under the Hill Burton.

However, if there are no Hill Burton funds available, and that
person is not eligible but they still need that care, the hospital will
absorb the cost.

Mr. llowi,ANn. And are these hospitals community supported
hospitals?

Ms. NAGLE. Yes, they are.
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Mr. ROWLAND. And have you found that to cover the treatment
adequately? Are there people going without medical care?

MS. NAGLE. Well, I am sure that there are people going without
medical care, but they should not have to, not in our area, at least.

Mr. R()WLAND. So it is available?
Ms. NAGLE. Yes, it is available in our area; people just need to

know about it.
Mr. ROWLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CONYERS. Well, I want to commend the panel for bringing to

the attention of the select committee the tremendous initiatives
that are going on out there. I think the economic development and
job creation plans that were forced on the Downriver area is a
model for many of us to look at, and I will be anxious to see how
that fits into the Detroit initiatives that are going on.

I also hope that the MESC will have an opportunity to testify so
that we understand exactly where their role fits in becaus their
major operation is to pay benefits and retrain and reassign ..ieople.

So I don't think we should get too many people woi king off at a
different angle. And if it is true that they need to be re:isseFted, we
ought to be doing that because that is what the Federal n:o 'ay that
that State project is going on.

I would also like to comment that it was determined by one of
the witnesses that the defense sector does not provide as many jobs
as you thought that it might. You thought $130,000 might be re-
quired for jobs. We found the same thing to apply at the Federal
level, that more jobs can be created out of the nonmilitary sector
than can be in the military sector. And we have also been im-
pressed by the fact that it is the small businesses that are often
creating more employrwnt opportunities than the large corpora-
tions. It seems contradictory to people, but it is absolutely true.

And, finally, to Reverend Carter and the Tabernacle Baptist ini-
tiative, I think it really has to be put in a little bit more careful
perspective. I only wish that that were going on in many other
churches. The fact is, as one of the larger churches, one of the
more successful outreach programs will be found there, but I think,
if we really thought about this, all of the small churches, store-
front churches, churches who are experiencing economic problems
themselves, there are precious few resources on many of their
parts; some of them don't have the luxury of having the experts
and professionals around to make that kind of delivery system.

If that were so, we would have a huge network, almost of the
churches alone, that would be supporting Government enterprises,
which would be fantastic. But what I hear out of this, and tell me
if I am wrong, is that the public-private mix has to go on, indeed,
far more than it has this far.

In the private sector, the public sectorand then that breaks
clown into Government operations at the state and local levels, but
must also be another component which is the community, citizens'
groups that are created at their own initiative. So we really have
only four levels of interplay going on here, and I think that your
testimony has been very helpful in that direction.

Reverend CARTER. Well, thank you very much.
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I agree with you. We are talking about the problems listening to
each other. We need the politicians and preachers, and the people
getting together am' working together toward the same goals.

Mr. CoAs. I appreciate the comments of my colleague Congress-
man Conyers, because I agree very much with him. I am very im-
pressed with the model that the Downriver project can serve. Being
from Fort Wayne, IN, and that area is part of the same region as De-
troit, when the automobile factories are humming in Detroit they
are humming in Fort Wayne. When they are not, we are not
either.

So we share a lot of the same problems, and I am going to take
back to my area much of what you are trying to do in the Down-
river project, and see how we can apply it in Fort Wayne, and the
surrounding areas. I think it is obviously a successful program
here, and you are to be commended for your efforts.

I also was struck, as were other members of the panel, with the
tremendous differences that seem to exist in terms of the success of
the privately-initiated referral job services that the Tabernacle
Church, Joy Christian Fellowship, and the Downriver project have
initiated, and the apparent failures of the Employment Security Di-
vision.

I don't know that we have all of the answers for that, but cer-
tainly it is something that we ought to consider. We ought ti look
at why you are successful and why they are not. I hear the same
complaints in Indiana about the La that the Employment Security
Commission is not successful in locating people, just pushing paper.
They are discouraging people and sending them out without proper
screening. The referrals are not the correct referrals. It just seems
like it is a mechanical process.

You, obviously, are doing something that is successful, so I agree
with Congressman Conyers that we should to reassess that agency
and see how we can transfer some of your success to them.

I had a question for Ms. Nagle. In your testimony, you indicated
that families of unemployed have experienced major periods of ad-
justments, which I don't think anyboey will dispute. But you also
said that many family structures have disintegrated, and many
have pulled together and have been strengthened.

I wonder if you could elaborate on that and give the panel some
indications or at least tell us, in your experiences, what factors
have caused the difference? Why have some families been, as you
say, pulled together and strengthened? What did they possess that
the others did not; and maybe we can use some of this to help
counsel others.

Ms. NAGLE. I think the bottom line is that they got into early
intervention when they started experiencing problems, and we
tried to encourage that with the unemployed that we see walking
into our building.

We tell them that these are things that you are going to experi-
ence, and here are some suggestions to ward off some of these prob-
lems.

For instance, "Notify your creditors right away," and they will
reduce the payments, rather than, as somebody mentioned here
this morning, paying one bill one month and hold'.ng off for some-
thing else.



We have had tremendous cooperation with all of the mortgage
companies, the banks, the utility companies in our area, as long as
people notify them that they are unemployed and cannot pay the
$60 gas bill but that you can pay $10. As long as you are consistent
on that bill, even though it is very little, they are not going to shut
you off.

So these people who heeded those words and got early interven-
tion for financial problems seemed to fare a little better.

We also, for a period of time, as kind of an experiment, ran what
we call a spouse support group," but since most of the people
coming into our program happen to be men, it was mostly the
wives of those unemployed. They come in for some peer counseling
and some specialized workshop on how to rebudget their money.
But they also hear from trained staff and from each other that
these are problems that you are going to experience, and even
though it might not help a lot when your husband comes home and
is screaming at you, as long as you know that it is not you that it is
directed at, but it is the anger from the unemployment, it makes it
a little easier to handle. And they have some peer counseling-type
things on ways to approach that problem and be supportive.

0th .r suggestions were if somebody is going back to school and
hasn't been in school in 20 years, these are some things that you
might want to do to make their job easier: to make sure that the
kids are somewhere quiet so that they can study a little bit at
night; things like that. We felt that people who availed themselves
of help that was out there in the community to help them, and
through our program, they came out a lot better. They knew some-
body was there; they were encouraged to talk about problems with
some of our staff when they did come in; and encouraged to use the
hot line for referrals to community resources, and those are the
ones that we saw that fared a lot better.

Mr. COATS. You advertised and got some publicity, I think?
Ms. NAGLE. Yes.
Mr. COATS. And do you also have a liaison with various compa-

nies and businesses so that if they are anticipating the layoff, they
can refer names to you if that happens, or before?

Ms. NAGLE. Yes, we have developed that. Unfortunately, our first
major program was the BASF, and that plant closed before we got
in there.

Now, if we know that there are major layoffs, we do have a staff
that will go into that company and tell them a little bit about what
they are going to experience and what sources of help are out there
in the community.

Mr. COATS. Have you felt that some of the companies cooperated
in this?

Ms. NAGLE. Yes, they are getting really r lore attuned to the
human factors that are involved with unemployment.

Mr. Cokrs. Well, you apparently found a willingness on their
part to help contribute and support financially, or with some of
their personnel and counseling.

Ms. Nnui.x. Well, we had a lot of support, like in our emergency
fund, from some local compans. They donate a couple of hundred
dollars to help the needy families, especially if they know they are
going to have some layoffs coming out of their plant. It is not as
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much as I would like to see, but it is happening. It is a slow proc-
ess; they are not used to working .'ith us in that capacity, but it is
starting to happen.

Mr. COATS. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER, Thank you very much.
I would like to thank all of the members of the panel for your

testimony and your help, and we will contemplate this problem
more.

Thank you very much.
The committee is going to take about a 5- to 10-minute recess for

the court reporter, so that she can have a rest, and then we will
hear from the third panel.

I Recess.]
Chairman MILLER. The committee will reconvene.
At this point, I would like to say to those that are interested in

submitting statements to the select committee, we will hold this
record open so that written statements can be sent to the commit-
tee. You either send them directly to the committee in Washington,
DC, or through Congressman Levin's office or Congressman Con-
yers' office, and we will make sure that ti ey are a part of the per-
manent record of this committee.

Obviously, we had many, many more requests to testify than we
were able to accommodate, so we would hope that you will feel free
to do that if you would like to.

Also, I am informed that the Michigan Employment Security
Commission was asked to testify, and the two people who were able
to respond to some of the concerns are in Washington, so we will
cross in the air later this evening. But we hope they will be submit-
ting a statement for the record.

I would hope that if there is somebody else here from the Depart-
ment, that they would address the questions that were raised by
members of the committee, and the previous panel that discussed
some of the issues of concern about job placement and training.

Now, this panel will be made up of Shirley Tate, Dr. James Ro-
senfeld, and Ann Sheldon. We welcome you to the committee and
look forward to your testimony.

Now, again, your written statements will be placed in the record
in their entirety. Feel free to proceed in th' manner in which you
are most comfortable.

Ms. Tate is the executive director of the Office of Children and
Youth Services for the Michigan Department of Social Services.

Welcome.

STATEMENT OF SHIRLEY TATE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, OFFICE
OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH SERVICES, MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL SERVICES

Ms. TATE. Thank you.
Representative Miller, Representative Conyers, and Representa-

tive Levin, and members of the select committee, I am Shirley
Tate, director of the Office of Children and Youth Services of the
Michigan Department of Social Services.

I welcome you to Michigan and I appreciate your invitation to
testify on behalf of the children and families in this State who are
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distressed because of unemployment, and the failure of public
policy to adequately meet their growing needs.

Before I go into my spech, I would like to introduce Mr. Lee
Khronenberg who is standing on the stage and who will be assist-
ing me with the charts. He aiso assisted me in pulling much of the
data together.

The charts that I have brought with me today vividly underscore
what has happened to Michigan's benefit program s during 50
months of double-digit unemployment. I will also outline the policy
practice and caseload trends which will shape programs during the
next decade.

Further, I will share with you the impact we have documented of
the economy on services to children and families, and the economic
down-turn's lirect link to increased domestic violence and sub-
stance abuse.

This situation requires your immediate attention and action as
you prepare for the budget battle of 1985. Bold and decisive actions
are required now by you and all advocates of children, youth and
families.

Unemployment in Mi'higan has been devastating for the past 4
years. It has grown by 81.5 percent since 1979, when 335,000 were
unemployed, to double the figure in 1982, when 661,000, or 15.5
percent of the work force became unemployed.

In 1983, we began to experience a small decrease in the percent-
age of unemployment to 14.2 percent. It was bolstered by the
modest economic recovery the Nation is now experiencing, analysts
project a further decrease to 12.3 percent in 1984.

However, when unemployment is compared with total public as-
sistance recipients, th1/41 need in 1984 does not -effect the decrease in
unemployment. Many fear that the number of recipients and the
requests for assistance will continue to rise in some program areas,
despite forecasts to the contrary.

Our department has been struggling with the 52 percent increase
in program and service demand over the past 4 years, while our
staff has decreased by 15 percent. Throughout those 50 months of a
major recession, DSS has truly experienced a caseload driven by
the economy.

An example is a comparison of the increase in numbers of the 2-
parent families receiving public assistance because of unemploy-
ment, and that is reflected in our ADC-U programs; those families
deprived of care because of the absence of a parent is reflected in
chart 4, which is our regular ADC caseload.

Caseloads for regular recipients, while indicating a substantial
total number reflecting on-going need, have been nearly stable. It
has only been a 3.6 percent increase in that particular program,
when compared with the need documented in the ADC-U that is
experiencing a 247 percent increase.

The dramatic increase in caseloads can be noted in chart 5,
which compares Michigan's years of unemployment and its impact
on general assistance programs. These programs experienced 192
percent increase in 4 years. It helps primarily single people or
childless couples who are unable or cannot find employment.

This State-funded program, with an average payment of $157 per
month per person, hardly provides the basic essentials of life, and
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it is obviously the last stop for single adults who have exhausted
all other benefits.

In general, ADC-U and GA caseloads are the two most sensitive
to changes in the economy. Despite at overall projected increase
this year, in both ADC-U and GA, in the first quarter of this cur-
rent fiscal year, ADC-U began to fall, reflecting, perhaps, the
better chances for success of a two-parent family to find employ-
ment.

The young single adult may be less skilled and undereducated,
and, consequently, suffers more in a tight labor market.

As we see it, while there are many persons who have suffered
permanent displacement from manufacturing positions, they often
are experienced persons in the job market and may possess other
skills or abilities which can be utilized in finding and retaining em-
ployment.

Many young, single adults, on the other hand, are the high
school graduates or dropouts of the early eighties who were largely
unsuccessful as they attempted to enter a double-digit employment
market.

Their fundamental adjustment to the world of work was nearly
impossible. They have never had the opportunity to explore the dif-
ferent fields of employment, much less have job experience or
pursue skills, or additional educational development, which would
enhance and secure their employability.

Many Michigan citizens are experiencing unemployment for the
first time after productive years of earning middle income in jobs
that no longer exist. These new poor often entered the job market
with minimal educations and marginal skills. They responded to
the industrial market's need for mass production a.nd assembly,
and developed a dependency on industry for an income in parity
with the cost of living.

When the recession claimed their jobs, many individuals had no
i.ransferable skills and were forced into long-term unemployment,
and subsequent dependence on public assistance.

The Michigan labor market figures show that over 306,000 per-
sons were considered as lon:4-term unemployed in July 1983; the
majority were production, machinery, and assembly workers, and
their professional/managerial counterparts. Also hard hit were
construction employees who reflected the unemployment in the in-
dustrial market.

The majority of longterm unemployed were between the ages of
2: and 44 years of age. One-third were female, and 84.8 percent
were white. They reflect the number of middle-income families who
were forced into the lower-income population. They also (..,uld
remain there unless they are rescued by access to new job markets
and the skills to go with them.

Demographics and the economy set the context for, and the
limits to, caseloads, which is what our department is exper ,ing;
but in many instances they do not adequately account for all of the
dynamic forces which shapes them.

A recent long-range forecast, completed by the Department of
Social Services, presents stronki; evidence that ca.se!oad trends often
appear to he more immediately driven by the policies and practices
of Federal, State and local governments and their agencies.
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The report further indicates that the 1980's and the early 1990's
are likely to be characterized by a dominant public opinion and
social values significantly different from those experienced in the
1960's and early 1970's.

A call for reduced government size and less regulation will not
fade. At the same time, we see a continuing polarity between the
upper and lower economic classes; a continuing, perhaps growing
resentment, by the low-income working classes not eligible for gov-
ernment-sponsored assistance, who see themselves as having less
than those who receive assistance; and, finally, emphasis on indi-
vidual responsibility and self support by those receiving welfare.

Changes in Federal Government policies and practices are also
expected to affect the programs and services in Michigan during
the coming decade. It seems apparent that the activism and liberal-
ism of the sixties and into the seventies has been modified.

We expect a continued reduced rate of Federal dollars to States
for human services, along with tightened eligibility standards for
benefits.

Coupled with the continued down-sizing of State government and
consolidation and preoccupation with resurrecting the job market,
we expect local governments will continue to experience an in-
creasing pinch caused by reduced State and Federal dollars.

Local capacity to increase revenues, the impact of caseloads, and
cost of the State department's programs and services will be signifi-
cant. Publicly supported, tax-funded programs will not be all com-
prehensive and services may be limited.

From this, it follows that to reduce caseloads, other self-support-
ing options must be developed. Perhaps more importantly, options
for women must improve, as 80 percent of the poor in this country
today are women -,nd children.

Throughout the United States, 90 percent of the single-parent
families are headed by women, half living in or on the borders of
poverty. These figures also reflect the facts in Michigan where
women, especially minority women, and children are disproportion-
ately poor, compared to the rest of Michigan's population. Indeed,
90 percent of single-parent black families in Michigan are receiving
ADC.

Children and their families face far greater challenges and bar-
riers today than they have in the past. It seems evident that the
barriers will continue to grow in the future. Too many of our
young people today live in poverty, are ill-fed, inadequately housed,
under-educated, and without the opportunity to work.

Too many of our young people are without strong, supportive
homes. The burden of poverty is falling disproportionately on fami-
lies headed by women, especially minority women. And as the facts
and figures specifically related to minorities and all the child care
systems, black children are far over represented, often captives
who stay longer in the courts and institutional systems than should
be neceosary.

While child maltreatment occurs equally in stable and unstable
families, most parent perpetrators have less than a high school
education and are either unemrloyed or unskilled. Further, over
half of the maltreating families receive income supplements from
ADC.
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Finally, family discord and family breakdowns are more often as-
sociated with child maltreatment than any other factor. My office
has closely tracked the child welfare trends over the past 36
months, and our overall figures reveal some significant facts. Of
the 10,843 children in foster care in Michigan today, 7,303 are in
out-of-home placements.

The typical foster child is likely to come from a female-headed,
single parent household. Of these homes, 63 percent of the female
parents had less than a high school education, and 71 percent were
unemployed at the time of their child's removal.

While there has been a gradual statistically significant drop in
our total welfare caseload since January 1981, the drop is the
result of fewer white children being served due to the deinstitution-
alization and greater emphasis on permanency planning.

Yet, in spite of the overall drop, significantly, black children are
in the system in every age group. Black children are also in care
longer, but have less placement changes, largely due to the utiliza-
tion of relatives to care for children, as well as fewer resources for
placement of black children.

Our figures also show that for handicapped children in place-
ment, there is a distinct, racial bias. Black children with handicaps
are more likely to be classified as mentally retarded, while white
children are more likely to be classified as having learning disabil-
ities. Black children are also more likely to be handicapped as a
result of health conditions, while white children as a result of emo-
tional illnesses.

These figures clearly demonstrate the need to recognize that the
problems of families who are underskilled, unemployed, female,
disproportionately minority, are interconnected with the caseload
trends we anticipate in the future.

Increasing numbers of single parents must learn to cope with the
stress of their environment which is disproportionately affected by
their age, education, income, sex, and minority characteristics.

I would like to spend a few moments on domestic violence, do-
mestic violence victim assistance and shelter programs to highlight
the broad and deep effect of unemployment on "Emily life. My fig-
ures are taken from a recent analysis of Michigan's publicly sup-
ported domestic violence services.

They include a demographic profile of both the victims and as-
sailants who are in a wide range of age, educational level, and
income categories. The data supports our belief that assailants
have often had past exposure to violence in their family, and are
twice as likely to have been abused as children themselves.

Drug and alcoholic usage by assailants is also common in domes-
tic violence. In as many as 60 percent of the cases, assailants were
substance abusers at the time of the assault. Our data also indi-
cates that there is a relationship between income access and both
victims and assailants in domestic violence. In Michigan's highest
year of unemployment, 1981, 55 percent of the victims of domestic
violence had an annual income of less than $7,000. Further, tile
percentage of assailants without any income at all was 15 percent.

Moreover, the highest concentration of assailants have been at
the lower income levels during the fiscal years of high unemploy-
ment. In addition, the percentage of both victims and assailants
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who were employed has fallen during the same period. This is prob-
ably due to the worsening economic conditions in the State at that
time, rather than to any real changes in the victim and the assail-
ant population or policies.

Employment is an important factor in substance data, as well.
Figures taken from a drug abuse trend in the Detroit-southeastern
Michigan area, where 44 percent of the State's population resides,
demonstrate that budget reductions in substance abuse programs
have resulted in considerable disruption in treatment.

While admissions to treatment programs in the Detroit-south-
eastern Michigan area have accounted for 37 percent of the State's
total admissions for 1982 and 1983, 44 percent of whom were black,
the proportion of cases working full time at the time of the admis-
sion has continued to decline. Indeed, from fiscal year 1980 through
1983, less than 19 percent of the substance abusers were working
full time at the time of admission.

Recent improvements in employment and subsequent reductions
in unemployment levels, at both the State and local levels, have
not been reflected in the substance abuse population.

If anything, it appears that things are getting worse, with an
overall increase in alcohol admissions, and a 51-percent increase in
cocaine admissions in fiscal 1982-83.

Also, the users, especially for heroin, are younger. Virtualiy all,
which is 90 percent, of heroin first-time users, are before the age of
25. It seems apparent, but appalling, that many young people who
have been frustrated by the socioeconomic hard times, are increas-
ingly seeking relief or escape through substance abuse. The long-
term result of denied access and entrance into the job market, es-
pecially for young persons with a high school degree or less, can
have long-term consequences in the choice of lifestyles which are
drug or alcohol dependent.

In conclusion, I do have some recommendations that I would like
to share with the committee. Michigan recently tied with New
Jersey for last place in the amount of Federal dollars returned to
the State, or 69 cents returned for each tax dollar. In 1982, Michi-
gan citizens pai,i a little bit over 4 percent of the Federal budget,
but only got back 2.98 percent of the total Federal expenditures
and benefits. These figures, against the backdrop of Michigan's
economy, do not make very good sense, despite our gradual recov-
ery.

This State still has double-digit unemployment and will likely
retain a lowered rate of employment throughout the anticipated re-
covery of the mideighties, but will not, within this decade, return
to prerecession levels of personal income and employment.

Michigan, therefore, needs to look to itself and to you for the
Federal Government to help it prepare for change from an indus-
trial, product-oriented society to a service and information-based
society.

As the number and percentage of women in the work force con-
tinues to increase, there is a need to prepare women and men and
their families for the changing social and economic structure. The
select committee needs to represent women and children at the
Federal level by restoring and increasing support for services
which will enhance the female, single-parent household. Day care,
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family planning, programs for adolescent parents, and money man-
agement are vitally necessary.

The select committee and Congress also need to consider sup-
ports which will enable parents to move from the dependency on
public assistance to self-sufficiency. Government policies need to
provide and plan for the initial investment and increased cost in-
curred by that first step.

Programs for the unemployed will continur to be a major factor
in reducing the number of related caseloads at the State level. Pro-
grams are needed that promote employment through participation
in work experience, job training, educational, and skill-building
programs that provide increased employment opportunities or en-
hance employability.

Prevention programs that promote self-help for a problem before
it becomes overpowering is the only effective way to tackle the
long-term problem of child abuse and neglect, and its residual pro-
grams of foster care, adoptions and delinquency. Prevention does
not only stop child abuse and neglect; it stops domestic violence
and criminal activity and the problems in interpersonal relation-
ships.

Michigan has had to learn to accept the hard reality that its gov-
ernment cannot be all things to all people. So much of Michigan's
population no longer looks to the economic present or the future.
Before Michigan is left with a larger number of unskilled, harder
to employ citizens, Federal, State and local government's policies
need to move together to help provide alternatives that will allow
the population to survive and change.

We need the help of the select committee and the Congress to
communicate this to the Federal Administration. We need it now.
The recovery of 1984 must not falter and push Michigan back to
the paralysis of another recession. The next time that happens, we
may never quite recover, and it will be America's loss.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Dr. Rosenfeld.
[Prepared statement of Shirley Tate follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SHIRLEY TATE, DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE OF CHILDREN AND
YOUTH SERVICES OF THE MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES

Representative Miller, Representative Marriott, Representative Levin and Mem-
bers of the Select Committee, I am Shirley Tate, Director of the Office of Children
and Youth Services of the Michigan Department of Social Services. I welcome you to
Michigan and I appreciate your invitation to testify on behalf of the children and
families in this state who are distressed because of unemployment, and the failure
of puhlic policy to adequately meet their growing needs.

The charts I have brought with me today vividly underscore what has happened
to Mi.-higan's benefit programs during 50 months of double-digit unemployment. I
will also outline the policy, practice and caseload trends which will shape programs
during the next decade. Further, I will share with you the impact we have docu-
mented of the economy on services to children and families, and the economic down-
turn's direct link to increased domestic violence, and substance abuse.

This situation requires your immediate attention and action as you prepare for
the budget battle of 198:"). Bold and decisive actions are required now by you and all
advocates of children, youth and families.
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KroNoMY AND rrs lote.OT oN ItENKFIT l'ittx"titMH

Unemployment ua Maingun has been devastating for four years. It has grown by
xl :,'; since 1979 when :1:4;),010 were unemployed, (7.87 of workforce) to double the
figure in 1982, when 061,000 or 17).5% of workforce became unemployed (Chart H.

In 1983, we began to experience a small decrease in the percentage of unemployed
to 11 2ci, Bolstered by the modest economic recovery the nation is now experienc-
ing. analysts project a further decrease to 12.3% in 1984. However, when unemploy-
ment is compared with total public assistance recipients (Chart II), the need in 1984
does not reflect the decrease in unemployment. Many fear that the number of re-
cipients and requests for assistance will continue to rise in some program areas, de-
spite forecasts to Lie contrary. Governor Blanch,:rd in his $5.38 billion spending
plan for FY 8.1 85, proposes shifting about $92 million e, environmental and educa-
tion programs due to an expected reduced need for social service programs. Gover-
nor Blancher(' -1,.nds that a smaller DSS budget would not mean lower benefit
levels because ,roving economy is expected to decrease the number of welfare
cases

(her department has been struggling with a 52% increased program and service
demand over the past four years, while our staff has been decreased by 15%.
Throughout these 50 mouths of major recession, DSS has truly experienced a case-
load driven by the economy.

An example is a comparison of the increase in numbers of two-parent families re-
ceiving public assistance because of unemployment 'AFDC -U, Chart 1111 and those
families deprived of care because of the absence of a parent (AFDC-R, Chart IV).
Caseloads for regular recipients, while indicating a substantial total number reflect-
ing ongoing need, hove been nearly stable (3,0% increase 1979-831 when compared
with the need documented in the AFDC-U (247.2% increase) caseloads. The dramat-
ic increase in caseloads can also be noted in Chart V which compares Michigan's
year's of unemployment and its impact on General Assistance programs. These pro-
grams experienced a 1929r!, increase in four years. It helps primarily single persons
or childlew couples who are unable or cannot find employment. This state funded
program. with an average payment of .:;157 per month per person, hardly provides
the basic essentials of life and is obviously the last stop for single adults who have
exhaust«i all other benefits.

In general, MIX' If and GA caseloads are the two most sensitive to changes in
the economy Despite the overall projected increase this year in both AFDC-U and
GA, in the first quarter of this curent fiscal year, AFI)C,-U began to fall reflecting
perhaps the better chances for success of a two-parent family to find employment.
Thy young sinle adult may be less skilled and under-educated and consequently
suffers more in a tight labor market.

As we see it, while there are many persons who have suffered permanent dis-
placement from manufacturing positions, they often are experienced persons in the
job market and may possess other skills or abilities which can be utilized in finding
and retaining employment. Many young, single adults, on the other hand, are the
high school graduates or drop-outs of the early 80's, who were largely unsuccessful
as they attempt to enter a double-digit ur mployment market. Their fundamental
acljustnwnt to the world of worli was nearly imposs;ble. They have never had the
opportunity to explore different fields of employment, much less bank job experi-
ence or pursue skills or additional education development which would enhance and
'enure their employability.

The New York Times published an opinion last month on the disappearing
middle.class The reasons, they found. are both economic and very political. The or
tick, stated that a "bipolar inoome distribution composed of rich and poor is replac
mg the wide expanse of the middle class." The reason for this, the article suggested,
is caused by political decisions designed to disarm the mediating power of the
middle class a group which traditionally demands political and economic democra-
cy Cytautly, this view a factor when we consider Michigan's recession and the
number of persons who may never again be gainfully envloyed.

The growth of numbers of upper income and lower income families and individ-
uals could I irce more middle income persons/families into I--car incomes, despite
the recovering vconottly The improving economy could reu.,._e public assistance
caseloads, but in Michigan. demographic lac:tins and the state's changing job market
will am re- e caseloads f( r ci,rtion categories of clients such as female/single-parent
households. and tyclinulai. lly:Indumtrially displaced workers.

Mahy Mulligan citizvtis i exi.nening unemployment fur the rir,:t tone afier
prodis tire voars yarning "middle inomie in jobs that no longer oil At st, "new
po, often entered 'he job market with minimal educations and margi;m1 skills.
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they responded to ate industrial market's need for mass production and assembly,
and developed a dependency on industry for gn income in parity with the cost of
living. When the recension claimed their jobs, many individuals had no traasferra-
ble skills, and were forted into long-term unemployment, and subsequent depend-
ence on public assistance.

Michigan Labor Market figures show that of the 306,467 persons considered as
"long -term unemployed" in July, 1983, the majority were production, machinery,
and assembly workers, and their professional/managerial counterparts. Also hard
hit were construction employees who reflected the unemployment in the industrial
market The majority of long-term unemployed were between 25 and 44 years of age,
one-third were female, and 64.8% were White. They reflect the numbers of middle-
income families who were forced into the lower-income population. They also could
remain there unleus they are rescaed by access to new job markets and the skills to
go with them.

TRkND8 OF POLICY AND PRACTICE

lkiniographics and the economy set the context, and the limits to, caseload trends.
But, in many instances they do not adequately account for all the dynamic forces
which shape them.

A recent lung -range forecast completed by the Department of Social Services pre-
sents strong evidence that "caseload trends often appear to be more immediately
driven by the policies and practices of federal, state, and local governments and
their agencies.' The report further indicates that the 1980's and early 1990's are
likely to be characterized by dominant public opinions and social values significant-
ly different from those experienced in the 1960's and early 1970's. A call for reduced
government size and less regulation will not fade. At the same time, we see a con-
tinuing polarity between the upper and lower economic classes, a
continuing . . perhaps growing . . . resentment by the low-income working class-
es not eligible for government-sponsored assistance who see themselves as having
less than those wno receive assistance, and finally an emphasis on individual re-
sponsibility and self - support by those receiving "welfare."

Changes in federal government policies and practices are also expected to affect
the programs and services in Michigan during the coming decade. It seems apparent
that the activism and liberal' .m of the 60's and into the 70's has been modified. We
expect a continued reduced rate of federal &liars to states for human services,
along with tightened eligibility standards for benefits. Coupled with the continued
down-sizing of state government, and consolidation, and preoccupation with resur-
recting the job market, we expect local governments will continue to experience an
increasing ''pinch" caused by reduced state and federal dollars. Local capacity to in-
crease tax revenues, the impact of caseloads and costs of the state department's pro-
grams will not be all comprehensive and services may be limited.

From this, it follows that to reduce caseloads, other self-support options must be
develoixid. l'erhap, more importantly, options for women must improve, as 80% of
the poor in this country today are women and children.

Throughout the United States, 90% of single-parent families are headed by
women, half living in or on the borders of poverty. These figures also reflect the
facts in Michigan where womenespecially minority women and childrenare dis-
proportionately poor compared to the rest of Michigan's population. Indeed, 94'70 of
single-parent Black families in Michigan are receiving AFDC.

SP:RVICES TO CHILDR5N AND FAMILIFS

Children and their families face far greater challenges and barriers today then
they have in the past. It seems evident that the barriers will continue to grow in
the future. Too many Of our young people today live in poverty, are ill-fed, inad-
equately housed, undereducated, and without the opportunity to work. Too many of
our young people are without strong, supportive homes. They are poorly cared for,
neglected, abused. The burden of poverty is falling disproportionately on families
headed by women, especially minority women, and as facts and figures specifically
related to min() ,,ies in all the child care systems, Black children are far over-repre-
sented, often captives who stay longer in the court and institutional systems.

In Michigan, statewide child protection and child welfare programs reflect the
frustration and helplessness of them! times. While the? has not been an increase in
substvnt rated referrals of abuse and neglect over the past four years, there has been
an increase in numbers of referrals, number of victims, severity of abuse and ne-
glect, and degree of family dysfunctioning. Our analysis also reveals that the severi-
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sty of injury th disproportionately high when the perpetrator is a teenager or is
fack, or when the victim is less than two years of age and is Black.

While child maltreatment occurs equally in stable and unstable families, most
parent perpetrators have less than et high school education, and are either unem-
ployed or unskilled. Further, over half of maltreating families receive income sup-
plements from AFDC. Arid, while most parent perpetrators have an annual income
ur,,Ler $9,000, that income group is decreasing, while the group with income over
$20,000 is increasing at the same rate. Finally, family discord and fa..aily breakdown
are more often associated with child maltreatment than any other factor.

My office has closely tracked the child welfare trends over the past 36 months
and our overall figures reveal some significant facts. Of the 10,843 children in foster
care in Michigan today, '7,303 are in out-of-home placements. The typical foster child
is likely to come from a female headed, single-parent household. Of these homes,
63% of the female parents had less than a high school education and '71% were un-
employed at the time of their child's removal.

While there has been a gradual and statistically significant drop in our total child
welfare caseload since January, 1981, the drop is the result of fewer White children
being Nerved due to de-institutionalization and greater emphasis cm permanency
planning. Yet, in spite of the overall drop, significantly more Black children are in
the system i every age group (49% of 0-6 year olds, 57% of 7-11 year olds, 43% of
12 and up). Black children are also in care longer but have less placement changes,
largely due to utilization of relatives to care for children, as well as fewer resources
for placement of Black children. Our figures also show that for handicapped chil-
dren in placement, there is a distinct racial bias. Black children wits handicaps are
more likely classified mentally retarded, while White children are more likely
rlammified as having le)..ning disabilities. Black children are also more likely to be
handicapped as a result of health conditions; White children as a result of emotional

Theme figures clearly demonstrate the need to recognize that the problems of fam-
ilies who are underskilled, unemployed, female, disproportionately minority, are
interconnected with the caseload trends we anticipate in the future.

Child welfare caseloads are expected to increase despite the Michigs" and nation-
al trend towards a decreasing youth population. The highest demand for services we
anticipate 61 in the area of preventive services for children in high-risk families. In-
creteng numbers of single parents must learn to cope with the stress of their envi
ronment which is disproportionately affected by their age, education, income, sex
and minority characteristics. The highest costs for services will continuo to be in
fader care because of the rapid rise in per-child cost of services necessary to meet
the need of the child for intensive, speciay.:ed care; and due to the increased use of
purchased services as government agencies continue to downsize staff and recede
from the area of direct delivery of services.

DOMESTIC! VIOLENCE

I would like to spend a few moments on domestic violence victim assistance and
shelter programs to highlight the broad and deep effect of unemployment on family
life. My figures are taken from a recent analysis of Michigan's pubucally supported
doinestic violence services. They include a demographic profile of both victims and
assailants who are in a wide range of age, educational level, and income categories.
'The data supports our belief that assailants have often had past exposure to vio-
lence in their family and are twice as likely to have been abused children them-
selves. Drug and alcohol usage by assailants is also common in domestic 1.;olence
incidents. In IIH ninny as CAVY, of the cases, assailants were substance abusers at the
time of the assault

Our data also indicates that there is a relationship between income access and
both victims and assailants in domestic violence In Michigan's highest year of un-
employment, 1;182, 50% of the victims of domestic violence had an annual income of
less than $7,206, further, the percentage of assailants without any income was 15%.

Moreover, the highest concntr,tion of assailants have been at the lower income
levels during the fiscal years Of high unemployment. In addition, the percertage of
both victims and assailants who were employed has fallen during this same period
This is probably due to the wornening economic conditions in the state at that time,
rather than to any real changes in the victim and assailant population or policies.

mita; Antisr

Employment is an important fact9r in substance abuse data. Figures taken from a
drug abuse trend report in the Detroit /Southeastern Michigan area where 44% of
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the state's population resides, demonstrate that budget reductions in substance
abuse programs have resulted in considerable disruption in treatment. While admis-
sions to treatment programs in Detroit/Southeastern Michigan have accounted for
:17% of the total state wide admission in FY 8243, 44% whom were Black, the pro-
portion of cases working full time at time of admission has continued to decline.
Indeed, from FY 80 through 83, less than 19% of substance abusers were working
full time at time of admission

Recent improvements in employment and subsequent reductions in unemploy-
ment levels at both state and local levels have not been reflected in the substance
abusi ig population. If anything, it appears things are getting worse with an overall
incre Ise in alcohol admissions and a 51% increase in cocaine admissions in FY 82-
S3 of r the prior year. Also, the utters, especially for heroin, are younger. Virtually
all 1!") heroin first use is before age 25 years. It seems apparent but appalling
that many young people who have been frustrated by the socio-economic hard times,
are increasingly seeking relief or escape through substance abuse. The long-term
result of denied access and entrance into the job market, especially for young per-
sons with a high school degree or less, can have long-term consequences in the
choice of life styles which are drug or alcohol dependent.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Michigan recently tied with New Jersey for last place in the amount of federal
taxes returned to the state, or 69 cents returned for each tax dollar. In 1982, Michi-
gan citizens paid 4.02% of the federal burden, but got only 2.98% of the total federal
expenditures and benefits. These figures against the backdrop of Michigan's econo-
my do not make very good sense, despite our gradual recovery.

This state still has .:ruble -digit unemployment and will likely retain a lowered
rate of employment through the anticipated tecovery of the mid-80's, but will not
within this decade return to pre-recession levels of personal income and employ-
ment. Michigan, therefore, needs to look to itself and to you and the federal govern-
ment to help it prepare for change from an industrial, product-oriented society to a
service and information -) :melt society.

As the number and percentage of women in the workforce continues to increase,
there is a need to prepare women and their families for the changing social and
economic structure. The Select Committee needs to represent women bind children
at the federal level by restoring and increasing support for services which will en-
hance the female, single-parent household. Day care, family planning, programs for
adolescent parents, and money management are vitally necessary.

The Select Committee and the Congress also need to consider supports which will
enable parents to move from the dependency on public assistance to self-sufficiency.
Government policy needs to provide and plan for the initial investment and in-
creased costs incured by that first step.

Programs for the unemployed will continue to be a major factor in reducing the
number of related caseloads at the state level. Programs are needed that promote
employment through participation in work experience, job training, educational and
skill building programs that provide increased employment opportunities or en-
hance employability.

Prevention programs that promote self-help for a problem before it becomes over-
powering is the only effective way to tackle the long-term problem of child abuse
and neglect, and its residual programs of foster care, adoptions and delinquency.
Pre, tntion does not only stop child abuse and neglect; it stops domestic violence and
criminal activity and the problems in interpersonal relations.

Michigan has had to learn to accept the hard reality that its government cannot
he all things to all people. So much of Michigan's population no longer looks to the
economic present, or the future. Before Michigan is left with a larger number of
unskilled, hardertoemploy citizens, federal, state, and local governments' policy
rived to move together to help provide alternatives that will allow the population to
survive and change.

We need the help of the Select Committee and the Congress to communicate this
to the federal administration. We need it now. The recovery of 1984 tnust not falter
end push Michigan hack into the paralysis of another recession. The next time that
happens, we may never quite recover, and America will lose.
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STATEMENT OF' JAMES ROSENFELD, PH.D., CLINIC ADMINISTRA-
TOR, OAKLAND COUNTY CHILI) AND ADOLESCENT CLINIC,
PONTIAC, MI

Dr. ROSENFELD. Mr. Chairman, members of the select committee,
I want to thank you for the opportunity to meet with you today. I
would like to introduce myself. My name is Dr. Jim Rosenfeld and
I am the administrator of the Oakland County Child and Adoles-
cent Clinic in Pontiac, MI. Basically, the clinic is a mental health
outpatient service for children and youths in families in Oakland
County.

One thing that I should point out about the clinic is that it sits
midway between Pontiac Motors and GM Truck & Coach. It sits
right in the center of downtown Pontiac, and in many respects, I
think that the location of our clinic represents an opportunity for
people to see that eveu in a county like Oakland, which seems be a
substantially affluent county, that we have many of the issues that
are being addressed here today present.

And that, maybe they are not so much in terms of the size, but I
believe that we represent more than just a microcosm of the issues
that are being reflected today primarily in the Wayne County area.
The title of this hearing, as I understand it, is the issue )f long-
term impact of unemployment on the children and their families.

In addressing these issues, I would like to share with you several
views that come from the staff of our programs relative to today's
problems and tomorrow's problems.

First of all, in reference to information presented by Ms. Tate,
we have seen similar trends and are deeply troubled by them. I
should point out that our numbers are small and the reason that
our numbers are small is that our experience comes from that of a
mental health clinic; one clinic and one city. And information just
presented relates to Statewide larger statistics.

I think that from the data that I have supplied to the committee,
this issue is not the numbers that count; the issue is the trends
that are indicated by these relative changes and in the percentages
that we have experienced.

The first concern relates to juvenile neglect. We have experi-
enced in our agency a 100-percent increase in referrals from the
Oakland County Juvenile Court, and a 270-percent increase in re-
ferrals from protective services to our office, meaning to provide
mental health care for youngsters who are troubled, who have been
abused or neglected.

At the same time, we ourselves have experienced, by virtue of
our regal responsibilities of the Michigan Child Abuse and Neglect
Act by the same token, we have increased, by 450 percent, our re-
ferrals to protective services regarding the youngsters who have
come to us, not previously reported, who have been abused or ne-
glected.

Now, it becomes very difficult to say specifically that unemploy-
ment causes the child abuse. As many people have pointed out this
morning, we are dealing with a highly complex problem. And as we
look at what we are trying to find solutions to, the problems and
their complexities, we can only infer that problems in the economy,
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problems of unemployment, have to be a substantially important
cause al variable and what, we believe are the major increases.

We do not believe that the increases are an effect of tighter re-
wiling regulations because, quite frankly, abuse and neglect re-
porting takes place on the part of the individual clinician, percep-
tion of the problems, and responsibilities that are not administra-
tively governed. They really come from within the heart of clini-
cians, as well as from a clinician's understanding of the law.

We believe that the increase in incidence only reflects an in-
crease in incidence, and that alone. We have, in our clinic, despite
the fact that our clinic has served in the entire Oakland County
area, a cross-section of the social-demographic variables that one
would look toour clinic serves the community at large. However,
over the past 5 years, we have had a substantial increase in single-
parent families, coming to our clinic for assistance, substantial in-
crease in families that are single parent by virtue of becoming
broken homes; and beyond that, we have noticed substantially
more ADC families coming to the clinic.

Now, at the time that we have had increased demand on our
clinic for services, we have suffered our own internal problems, and
that fells under the unpleasant title of "cutback management." In
the past 5 years, our clinic has been reduced by 25 percentin
terms of our staff.

At the :wrap time, we have, because of increased demands on us
for service, had to figure out, how to increase our outreach to
people, and we are now serving approximately 54 percent more
people than we were 5 years ago.

Now, that is not tricky arithmatic. What it means, quite simply,
is that we are serving more people with less service. The whole
issue of increasing the number of people that we serve can only be
affected by us cutting some people out of service and cutting other
people down. It really means that, inevitably, not just in our
agency but in the whole human service system that we, unfortu-
nately, affect the quality of services because we turn out people
from our system before we feel that we have effectively dealt with
their problems and concerns.

On top of it, the other present picture that we see is a worsening
set of variables. We see many circumstances where we are con-
cerned simultaneously within the same family with child abuse,
spouse abuse, substance abuse, as well sac. the internal emotional
problems felt by all parties as a result of these issues, coupled with
unemployment and a lack of hope for what. the future might bring.

All of our staff believe that things just are not as simple as they
seem, as they were a number of years ago, and the older child guid-
ance clinic movement, where we had youngsters brought to clinics,
such as ours, primarily because they had mental heaiih problems.
Our belief is that many of the mental health problems that we see
in youngsters in our clinic are basically the result of these more
socioeconomic problems that exist in the community, so that we
treat the casualties; we don't treat the cause of the problem.

In n,any respects, the information that I have presented to you
i:hould be sufficient enough to give someone cause for alarm; and
certainly sufficient that we should all have great concern. But as
we were thinking about these issues, we developed a,, even greater
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concern about issues of long-term impact. The problems that we
are dealing with now will become, we believe, the problems that we
will be dealing with in the future decades.

First of all, with the families that we see, we are dealing with
many people whose unemployment is chronic. Second, we are deal-
ing now with many people who are referred to as the new-chron-
ically unemployed. We see casualties of our economy, casualties of
our new high-technology society. We see parents who are being re-
placed by the advances of a roboticized industrial base; and at the
same time, we see children who are being inappropriately, ineffec-
tively prepared to try to enter into that economic mainstream.

Thus, with this in mind, one of our first concerns is how families
can view positive attitudes towards future prosperity, given today's
adversity. Many of the families that we see, quite frankly, seem to
be only alienated directionalists and defeated. They are not sure
where they are going to go from here.

We are concerned that, in many respects, these problems will
have a long-term effect on children; that the effect will be alien-
ation, a lack of belief that the system can live up to its responsibil-
ities.

We are concerned that there will be an acculturation to poverty,
that youngsters who are not being equipped through the education-
al system with adequate job skills, who are not being equipped,
based upon their own experiences as children, to be the most ade-
quate parents; that these young ters will, when faced with the re-
alilies of the adult world, find themselves alienated, and that that
alienation will go in one of two directions: It will either be toward
themselves, tantamount to feeling depression and despair; or
toward others in terms of aggression toward community, family
members, and society in general.

We have been finding, by the way, an increased weakening
within many families, their capacities to cope with their parenting
responsibilities. Unemployed parents ha,e major difficulties coping
with educational problems of their kids, whether it is bringing
home a report card with poor grades, or hearing a report from the
school counselor that there are behavioral problems in the class-
room.

Parents just don't have the energy to eve with all of these
issues and coping with their own problems and their own fears
about how to put food on the table for their children.

In relation to the issue of food on the table, our clinic, as a
mental health clinicbasically an outpatient clinic where people
come to uswe cannot speak first-hand of the problem of hunger.
But on the other hand, we have some very strong suspicions that
many of the youngsters who come to see us are hungry, that they
are malnourished, that if we just look at the economic consider-
ations that we do, and adjusting client needs to servirq, because
they are unable to pay the full fee established by the State of
Michigan, if we look at the family budget, and we are not sure how
they can afford to eat very well either.

In many respects, we feel that this whole issue is quite sad, be-
cause a couple of decades ago, we referred to the other Americans,
and it seems in many respects that someone in our society has for-
gotten that the other America has always been our America.
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In addition, we are concerned about the continuing debate about
the role of Government and its responsibilities to do something in
terms of public policy relative to these problems.

If children are neglected, if they are abused, if they are locked
up, if they are so-called latch-key children, children who are kept
at home while their parents are out scurrying for work, if they are
children who are nutritionally deficient or hungry, if they are chil-
dren who are fearful of both their parents and of the community
and the system, then we have to ask ourselves, "How many minds
are going to be wasted? What are we going to lose, in the long run,
as a result of these effects?"

It is incredible that we focus, in our society, a substantial
amount of concern on the ecology of soil in the air, but seem to lose
track of our priorities for the ecology of the mind; our most pre-
cious resource in this society being our children.

Now, if we look in the long run, if we look in terms of long-term
consequences of these issues, the question might be "Where do we
go from here?"

Our staff would say that our human service system now is analo-
gous to expecting an anorexic patient to run a marathon. We are
continuing to do more with less, and it is not magic, because it is
more in terms of frequency context, and it is not more in terms of
quality of service or the effectiveness of service.

We have serious concerns that, heretofore, the existing services
system that was put together piece-by-piece, is now becoming sys-
tematically dismantled. Even though there is a concern about the
upswing of voluntarism and, cei tainly, there are some indications
that voluntary efforts work, we are concerned that the scope of the
problem that we are dealing with surpasses the scope of the capac-
ity of any voluntary approach to these problems.

We also are concerned about the issue of a minimum baseline to
services. We have heard examples, for instance, of the proverbial
safety net, that people would not drop below the level of the net.

We know, in our adult services, that, unfortunately, given the de-
crease in the size of patient loads in State hospitals, that our adult
service clinics are focusing on the most severely mentally ill, so
that people who are dealing with life-crisis problems, as we have
been discussing today, are either put on a lengthy waiting list or
are turned away from clinics because they are not presenting prob-
lems that are diagnosed as being bonafide mental illnesses.

In many respects, our view of the safety net is that it is filled
with more holes than netting. Our concern is that the problem
very complex, and that we can get trapped, in many respects, to
looking at the problem in its complexity and be baffled for solu-
tions.

In terms of the concern and problems about th role of Govern-
ment, we are reminded that it is our Constitution, the basic law of
the land, that our laws start by referring to the general welfare of
people. We seem to be living in a society where "All people are cre-
ated equal," is only that the "only some are more equal than
others,' who prevail. How unfortunate a commentary on our socie-
ty.

If we look toward the long-term future and we look at the conse-
quences of the problem, our goal, it seems, simply, is that people
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that have the opportunity to be the best self they could, to be the
most productive worker that they could be, to be the most effective
parent that they could be, and be the most effective citizen that
they could be.

Now, in order to arrive at that, it seems to us that we would
have to have a system in existence that uses effective methods and
equitable means of' distribution, coupled with several things that
would come from individuals themselves: One is sufficient skills
and abilities to master the responsibilities in life; Second, knowl-
edge and understanding of what is necessary to do that; and, Third,
attitude and belief's; a belief in a hope for the future; and that all
of this could add up to a person being a successful and productive
person in all ways.

The people that we have been talking about today, we are not
very hopeful; and the equation that I just went through would
apply to their lives, and that 5 years, 10 years, or 20 years down
the line, we might again be meeting and looking back in retrospect,
in terms of the effect of these problems on people.

Mental health and well being are simply based on several things:
A safe and secure and emotionally warm home; nutrition and nur-
turance; positive experience and faith in the possible; love from
and love to others; love of one's self; trust in family and social in-
stitutions; positive, rewarding engraining of societal norms within
one's psyche and soul.

Unemployment, particularly chronic unemployment of parents,
decays everyone of these variables. The problem is not new.
Today's hearing is just a present reminder of that fact. The prob-
lem, perhaps, is only more insidious.

Perhaps, for many in our society, their vision of this painful re-
ality has only become more dim. We don't feel that we can safely
and consciously predict the outcome of these problems.

On the other hand, we are concerned about errors if we don't try
to prevent this.

As a postscript, I should add one thing: The most despairing in-
ference of all, and that is that all of that which I have shared with
you today has related to the people that we serve.

We are, perhaps, more substantially concerned about the people
that we don't serve, people who don't have transportation capacity
to even access our clinic; the Hispanic population who finds cultur-
al and language barriers to our services; and on top of that, the
people who are already sufficiently alienated from our human serv-
ices system that they don't have faith that we could make any dif-
ference in their lives.

We are concerned that many parents and many children have,
unfortunately, turned themselves away from us and away from
ihemselves.

Thank you very much.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
MS. Sheldon.
Prepared statement of James E. Rosenfeld, Ph.D., follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMEN1 or ,JAMKs E. ROSENFELD, PH.D., CLINIC ADMINISTRATOR,
OAKLAND CooNTY ('I111.1) AND Iknoi.ESCENT CLINIC, PONTIAC, MI

NIr Chairman, Mimilxbril ol the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Fami-
lies, and ladies and gentlemen Thank you very much for the opportunity to appear
before you today to present our views on problems of children of the unemployed. I
alt. here today representing the Oakland County Community ;dental Health Serv-
icee Board eau ,aore specifically, the agency which I administer, the Oakland
r.aitity °had and Adolescent Clinic in Pontiac, Michigan. This Clinic has provided
public, nut patient mental health services to youngsters and their family since 1973.
Through assuming the responsibilities of our predecessor agency, the Oakland
Count. Child Guidance Clinic, we have provided a continuity of child and adolescent
mental health services in this county that is now into its fourth decade. Through
this continuity, we have been able to see and reflect upon changes in the field of
mental health as well as changes in stresaors from the environment that affect the
yetingsters and the families who we serve.

As we 1111 know, the past several years have been times of severe economic dis-
tress Our Chinn: which serves the northern half of Oakland County has witnessed
several troubling developments in the lives of youngsters and their families. These
development/4 we see as being intrinsically related to problems of the economy and
specific family experienced prohleins 0) unemployment.

For the most part, the views that I share with you today are reflective of events of
the past five years. During this time, we have noted:

II) A substantial increase in the number of neglected and/or abused children who
are being seen by the Clinic. For example, comparing the year 1983 with the has
year of 1979, we have seen a 100% increase in referrals to us from the Juvenile
('hurt We have seen a 27II% increase in referrals from our local Protective Services
office I am providing you with a written presentation of the full scope of this data.
While the total numbers, to some readers may not seem substantial, we believe that
the pereetitges themselves are particularly revealing. We think that they are indica-
tive of firoblerim !Mind in ;mats that are economically hard - pressed. As you know,
this area 9f our county, as well as our whole metropolitan area have been particu-
larly hard-hit by the state of our economy and the past several years' struggles of
the automobile industry.

At the snore time that we have experienced such increases in referrals, we have
likewise had a substantial growth (relative to our total caseload) of reports that we
have made (under inundate of law) to our local Protective Services office. Using 1980
as a base year, we have found a 45()% increase in such reports. Again, while the
actual numberA nmy seem small, we are particularly distressed by the trend indicat-
ed Aimee and neglect are certainly on the increase. We do not believe that this is a
function of tighter reporting requirements or increases in staff member sensitivity
to the problem Incidence itself has increased.

<21 The number proportion to our caseload of single parent families accessing our
Clinic for services has increased. Now, more than one -halt' of our clients are ADC
limilies This Clinic has always served the community-at-large. Many of our pa-
tient:4 have been funded for service from us by employee insurance benefits, This
agency has never been seen as focusing solely nor primarily for medically indigent
families However, given our local trends of unemployment, of marital dissolution,
and socio-economic distress, we do see more single parents, more unemployed par-
ents, and parents who ere both single and unemployed.

(3) An IIICTV1181' in the total demand for' services at a time that for us, and the
public/pre/ale human seat ices sector. is a new era of "cutback management," an
era of doing more with less In the past five years, we have experienced staffing
cutback of 255; . In the meantime, our 1983 requests for service are 1 2 c'e higher than
five years ago. On the otherhand, through a number of administrative and elinical
attempts at maximizing our productivity in "lean times," we were able to actually
serve :-)1r: more clients than five years behre. These figures, however, should not.
1:.;1 one lo consider that we have excelled it, the art of making our operations more
efficient (even though we would all contend that the one positive aspect of this com-
plex socio-political.economic problem is that we have improv I efficiency). In effect,
we serve more people by serving more with less. Patients who heretofore were seen
in opproprutte continuous therapy are now fri. re rapidly disengaged from service to
make rolan for !hose people with acute problems who are waiting to enter our pro-
grams We do riot claim t hut we have found the way to make people better taster.
Instead, we harp shifted our focus to servii.g nullity with more dente and more
severe problems Never:helees. those people whom we have have shifted from have
real. painful presenting problems. Given the state of our fis:al circumstances cou-
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pled with increased demand fur services, the latter people will have to either wait or
not be seen at all

t4 Our staff report that the aggregate picture of patients and families whom we
serve indicates a worsening set of individerd and family problems. We now see more
youngsters and families with multiple and complex problems. We see families with
youngsters with emotional problems, parents with emotional problems, severe eco-
nomic distress, marital discord, substance abuse, and people abuse. Not all of those
we serve have all of the problems. But, our staff believe that we have seen more
and more multi-problem families within the past five years.

These clinical/quasi-statistical statements, unfortunately only portray a part of
the picture. I would ienture to say that moat comparable service agencies would be
able to point to similar statistics and perceptions. I think that it is important here
to look at several concerns from the perspective of child and parent experiences rel-
ative to these problems. Such experiences are salient not only because of today's
pain and frustration, but we believe, because of the long-term impact that they may
have on the development of children and adolescents terms of their capacities to
assume healthy, happy, and productive roles and respo, 'bilities in adulthood.

We see in the Clinic a substantial number of parents who are unemployed. For
many their unemployment is chronic. For many both their unemployment and its
chronicity an. new. We are seeing parents who are the casualities of our economy
and of the new "high tech" society. We are seeing youngsters who we believe are
walking in the footsteps of their parents. If parents are displaced by the advances of
roboticized industry then their children may be industrially obsolete before even at-
tempting to join the ranks of the workforce.

We lx.lieve that for many families there is little hope that today's adversity will
be replaced with prosperity. We see parents who feel directionless, alienated, and
defeated. We see hmiliea where frustration is contributory to despair, disillusion-
ment, and self denigration. We see families who have shifted from hopeful, positive,
nurturing parenting to pessimistic, negative, and damaging relationships with their
children The exacerbation of flintily crises that we notice seems to be directly relat
ed to a displacement of parental frustration. Parenting, instead of being a joy, be-
:lanes an adversity. Chi Idliots1 pleas for attentionChildhood demands for direction
become another source of stress another source of irritation. Some parents whom
we see either detach from their children or attack ,hem.

We are seriously concerned that parental alienation will become child alientation.
Alientation from each other. Alientation from community and society. We are con-
cerned that the new, chronic unemployed will fast become the new poor. We are
fearful that our society may be moving up for some but moving down for others.
Acculturatioe to isiverty causes a diminishment of self-valuation. We believe that
the mental health and over-all well-being of children, adolescents, and adults is sub-
stantially dependent upon one's ability to see oneself as valued, respectable, trust -
worth, omr.tent. caring and cared for. We see brewing the development of a vi
emus cycle t tat will eventually lead to a turning of one alienation either outward
in aggression towards a perceived unfeeling society, or inward towards one's de-
valued self. If one finds that no person nor any social agency provides for viable
solutions to problems, then where does one next turn? We would contend that some
people turn on themselves and some turn on others. Social isolation and its related
pain only deepens the wound. If one perceives his or her plight as being unheeded
us being n turning from the "general welfare of the people' ethic of our constituted
society. then such n ps.rson and members of his or her gamily will only conclude
that they 111M1e must cope. In (Asher days, we talked about a "war on poverty."
Now, in some Hectors of our society, the conventional stance is to deny, or in fact,
ignore poverty

In many respects, in these 1 -narks I have stressed our views on the effect of un-
employment on parents and its concomitant effects on their children. As parents are
weakened by stressors from ,hronic unemployment, we believe that their efficacy to
parent is unpaired. Discouraged parents have diminished sympathy with
and involvement in problems of their hddren's education. We frequently net as
parted 'cluld advocates in assisting families to mediate t,n increasingly complex edu-
cational system We do not believe that we can substantially bolster parents dimin-
ihed belief in the viability of education to provide for personal well-being and pros-
perity when iliev feel alientated towards a social institution that they believe "let
them down

We are concerned about hunger We have little direct evidence to substantiate
(sir concerns However, 1111 of us in human services know clearly that there is a
direct relationship bete.i.en the economic condition of a family and its ability to pro-
vide fur quality nutrition. We SUSI)PC't that many youngsters seen at this Clinic are
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inelulliciently now gilled Hunger provides the painful somatic reminder to children
and their parents that they are "the unfortunate." All of these reminders juxta-
posed to last tood rest J111111Itti, VI(11.0 arcades, and designer clothes experienced by
their cemtemporaries only several miles or several houses away. Television commer-
cials and a simple walk down the street tell children that someone in our society
eats well. hungry children and parents, too presumably say to themselveswhy me?

It is interesting that today we are concerned with the unemployment of the eight-
ies, the consequential feelings of alienation, decreased self-efficacy, isolation, and
malialaptive coping with the vicissitudes of life; the problems of diminished well-
being and its impact on children and adolescents which in an holistic sense reduce
everyone parent, child, community, society, you and me.

It is iriteeriesting to note that today we are discussing issues that were the theme
nearly two decades ago when we were discussing the "other America." flow quickly
that we forget that the "other America" is "our Amelica." We talk too frequently
about what our "system' is going to do about the problem. There are apparently
some within our society who question whether it is the role of government to do
much if anything about the problem

If a child is neglected or abused, if a child is locked-up for the day (a "latch-key"
child' whose parent is out scurrying for a job, if a child is nutritionally deficient or
hungry, if a Held is fearful of the present/hopeless for the future, if a child is dis-
trustful of paren teacher, or of the world, then what havoc will these pains play on
t hp view of that child of himself or his world. How many such children are we going
to LISP.' 110W Mali% winds are to be wasted? Many times we have heard that this
ountrv's most precious natural resource is its children? We need to focus on an

ecology of the nand as on an ecology of the soil and the air.
Where do we go from here? The perennial question. We seem always to be going

somewhere but never really getting there. Our human service system is analogus to
expecting an anorexic patient to run a marathon. The result of the systematic dis-
reantheing of a federalized human services network has been a desystematization
that while opting for an upswing on "volunteerism" has instead forced conventional
services to become crisis oriented and crisis oriented only. People have inherent. dig-
nity that siivs that seeking help should come well before cris' With diminished
qtaff resources within our human service agencies we are fora I to make people
wat; until they present a bonafide crisis. What risks do we create by such actions.
The pi overbial safety net seems neither safe nor made of netting. It is made mostly
of holes!

At the Child and Adolescent ClinicPontiac, we are concerned. We see the direct
as well as the indirect consequences of parent unemployment. Like any complex
problem, in a scientific sense, the causal relationships between the variables of the
problem are closely interwoven like the snakes in the head of the hydra. Neverthe-
less, we see this problem as I, ,nfully serious and patently inexcusable. We have
known for many years that unemployment and its related problems are both subject
to solution and that such solution is congruent win' the overall values of our socie-
ty Our 'onstitution states in its opening words that this nation INEu3 conceived and
formed to promote "the general welfare." As long as we continue to see problems
such as those that I have touched upon today, we must assume the validity of the
adage all people are created equalit's only that some people are created more
equal than others How unfortunate a commentary on our society.

Nlental health and well hieing are based on many thingsa safe, secure, and emo-
tionally warm home; nurturance and nutrition; positive experience and faith in the
possible, low., from Lind 'ove to others; love of one's self; trust in family and social
institutions; positive, rewarding engraining of societal norms within one's psyche
and soul, and trust Unemployment, particularly chronic unemployment of parents,
decays everyone of these variables. The problem is not rew. Today's hearing is just
a present reminder of that fact. The problem is perhaps only more insidious. Our
perhaps for many in our society their vision of this pain \II reality has only become
more dim. ('an we safely and with conscience predict the outcomes from the perpet-
uation of such problems" Thirdly!

And, as oi post-script, I should add the most despairing inference of all. All that
hay'. shared with you today has been based on the real experiences that our staff
hake had with h real imeople who have come 10 our door for help. Our deeper worry in
for those who don't come. who don't reach our fur help, who have given up. How
many parents with how many children have simply but painfully turned away from
us and from themselves?
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OAKLAND COUNTY CHILD AND ADOLESCENT CLINIC, PONTIAC, MIBASELINE DATA REGARDING

St RVICI S RIQUFSTS/SERVICES PROVIDED/AND SELECTED REFERRALS

1. NUMBER OF REQUESTS FOR SERVICE TO CAC-PONTIAC

Number Percent of base

I' '9 698 100
1980 /28 104
1981 133 105
1982 144 101
1983 /81 112

2 REFERRALS TO CAC-PONTIAC FROM OAKI AND COUNTY JUVENILE COURT AND PROTECTIVE

SERVICES

luveruie court

Number Percent of
bast

loft
Protecust servos

Percent o1

base

19/9 10 100 17 100
1980 9 50 23 135
1981 13 130 40 235
198? 10 100 24 141
1983 20 200 64 376

3. REFERRALS BY CAC-PONTIAC TO PROTECTIVE SERVICES

Number Percent of base

1980 4 100
1981 19 375
1982 15 275
1983 26 550

4. NUMBER OF CLIENTS SERVED BY CACPONTIAC

Number Perm! of base

19/9 439 100
1980 509 116
1181

623 142
1181 641 146
1183 6/7 154

STATEMENT OF ANN SHELDON, PH.D., COORDINATOR, METRO-
poLITAN SOCIAL SURVEYS PROJECT, DEPARTMENT OF SOCI-
01.0CY, WAYNE STATE UNIVERSIT1

Dr. SitEt.noN. My name is Ann Sheldon, and I am on the faculty
of Wayne State University in the department of sociology. My
report to you today is about information from a study done in mid-
1982. I am sorry that we do not have the additior.al information
from early 1984. This is not a topic that funding agencies are eager
to support.
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You had nientioned earlier that you welcome comments from
people stimulated by other panelist; and I want to start by com-
menting on something that you said, Dr. Rosenfeld.

In our research, we asked people about what they did about a
wide variety of problems that they were experiencing, and fewer
than 20 percent of the families who had some problems other than
illness sought help. In other words, people would try to get help
when they were really sick, but for a large variety of other prob-
lems, problems with children, with getting food and clothing, prob-
lems with having an emergency, fewer than 20 percent of the fami-
lies that we interviewed ever sought help from anybody.

I am not talking abort seeking help from churches, human serv-
ice agencies, or mental 'iealth clinics, I am talking about trying to
get help even from friends. So the situation that exists in the tri-
county Michigan area is of isolated households experiencing a lot of
difficulties. As to why they don't go anywhere for help, I don't
know. I will defer to helping professionals on that.

Going on to the points that are in this prepared testimony.
One of the things our research at Wayne State University hew

contributed is to focus on economic distress in general, rather than
merely on unemployment. I think it is "cell understood from re-
search about the Depression, and plant closings, and it comes as no
surprise to any intelligent person, is that there are bad things that
happen when there is lengthy unemployment.

Ilowever, economic distress also can be caused by shifts to lower
paid jobsto use sociological jargon, "Downward mobility,"to re-
duced hours, reduced pay, or increased demands on income, due to
the economic losses of relatives and children. Unemployment is
only one of the causes.

Based on our research, we think that it is economic distress, re-
gardless of whether it is from unemployment or downward mobili-
ty, increased demands on income, that has a negative impact on
both physical. health and emotional well being. It is not just unem-
ployment.

Therefore, in these data that I have prepared for the committee,
which come from a sample of 600 households in Macomb, Oakland,
and Wayne counties, we have compared families in four categories:
households in which there is maximum unemployment, those with
some unemployment of the primary adults, those which have had
full employment., but reported high economic distress; and then an
important comparison group of other relatively unaffected house-
holds.

Unemployment figures are very misleading. Our study of 600
households, given the method of selection of households that was
used, represents the metropolitan area very well to plus or minus 4

percent. You can think of this data as reflective of the whole met-
ropolitan area to a very high extent,

We found in our interviews, that 35 percent of those non-elderly
households had maximum unemployment at the time that we
interviewed them, 20 percent had full employment, but reported
high economic distress, :31) percent !IL in thin important comparison
group of others. And, 15 percent were partially unemployed. Eco-
nomic distress and unemployment are significantly higher than of-
ficial figures show.

'/
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The comparisons among types of families make a very compel-
ling case that both the maximally unemployed and the high-stress
employed people are more likely to report trouble with physical
health problems. These two groups of people are very similar in
the health situations that they report.

The maximum unemployed households and the other unaffected
households are very different. Many of you have in front of you a
set of tables we prepared. As the first table shows, the proportion
of households reporting three or more physical health symptoms
for adults is approximately twice as high, for both of the highest
stress groups, as compared to the partially unemployed or the rela-
tively unaffected other groups.

The same situation exists when you look at problems reported
with the children in the high-stress family. Other research that has
asked people to give self-ratings of health, generally shows that
self-ratings are highly correlated with the judgments that medical
professionals make. Using this approach, the health ratings for
children as well as for adults are more likely to be in the low cate-
gory for the high-stress groups.

he pattern of responses relating to mental health follows a
similar pattern with physical health. Because it is rare for parents
to tell you their children are having severe emotional problems, we
take the ratings of depression for children in our interviews very
seriously, the details of this depression our interviewers learned
about are especially significant.

I was asked to prepare some material for you comparing house-
holds with varying types of health insurance. I had not looked at
these before I was asked to prepare them for the panel. Three cate-
gories of households existthose in which the people had any in-
surance at all, and those with public insurance or private insur-
ance.

We found that very, very few people in our sample were without
any insurance. Many of the untroubled households did not have
any insurance, which is interesting. We did not find, in this re-
search, a dramatic difference when we looked at the effect of no
insurance on health, as some other research has shown.

However, when the number of symptoms that are reported are
considered, we see that those without insurance tend to report
much higher numbers of symptoms. They tend to report that their
children are sick; they say their own health, is poor. But I don't
think the evidence makes as strong a case for showing the effects
of a lack of insurance on health as do the general conditions of
maximum unemployment and high economic dist ress.

My two colleagues today have discussed with you the tragic situ-
ation of one-parent families, low-education families, nonwhite fami-
lies. I think the evidence about that is very compelling.

Hut the evidence from our studies presents a slightly different
picture in that we can focus on the people that are f lling into the
employed, but with high economic distress categor. They are the
people who generally ha. e had no experience with unemployment
in their lives. They do no show up in official statistics.

They tend to be white wo-parent families. Seventy-four percent
of those in this category are two-parent families and only 24 per-
cent of them are nonwhite. Fifty-four percent of them had some
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college. Many of them fall into professional occupational categories;
few of them are receiving any kind of public supported health as-
sistance. These are the people that are presenting the kind of vul-
nerability that our human services system is not set up to deal
with.

'These are people who have no experience with the formal help-
ing system. They are very proud. They are not in the kind of envi-
ronment in which they easily go any place for help. Needing help
is a stigmatized state, and they simply are not asking or seeking
help.

Our help: rig system, I believe, is set up to deal with the custom-
ary poor, the people that we are used to dealing with, and the new
poor. These are frequently single-parent families, nonwhite, low
education; there is another group of people in our community that
falls into middle class, normally employed, high skill, intact fami-
lies, and these families are in trouble also.

I will welcome any questions that you have.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Ann Sheldon follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANN WORKMAN SHELDON, PH.D., DEPARTMENT OF
84,41(n,oin'/Cr:NTEit FOR URHAN SWDIES, WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY, DETROIT, MI

My purpose in appearing before you today is to provide some information about
the effects of widespread unemployment, severe economic decline and the associated
economic distress on pc-c pie in the Detroit Tri-County Area. The economic situation
is this community is well known, and I will not review it now. What is not well
understood is the effect severe and sustained economic loss has had on families ,rom
all smio-economic levelson the assembly line worker, those in lower white collar
occupations, and on the middle-class professional or managerial family with little
prior experience with the kind of economic insecurity and stress that accompanies
am economic depression.

Economic distresswhether due to lengthy unemployment, shifts to lower paid
jobs, redly I hours or increased demands on income due to economic loss of chil-
dren or relativeA -has immediate effects on emotional well being, the ability of
people to adjust to new circumstances and, over a somewhat longer period, has neg-
ative impact on physical health. In order to understand the health related problems
in this communit y, it is important to consider more than unemployment, as impor-
tant as that is. We must consider the broader picture and examine the effects of
economic insecurity and economic loss as well.

In mid 1982, a small group of faculty and graduate students at Wayne State Uni-
versity conducted lengthy interviews of a probability sample of 600 households in
Macomb, Oakland and Wayne counties. Our goal was to gather as much information
as we could about life for a wide variety of people in this metropolitan area before
the 'ull effects of major re-directions of human services were felt here and then to
re-interview many of these households to assess the effects of very long term eco-
nomic distress and family coping strategies over time and to monitor the effects of
limited community resources on family ability to cope effectively. At this point the
information we have available is cross-sectional. We cannot tell you how the health
of families has been affected over timebut as comparisons are made between fami-
lies with different experiences with economic loss, some important inferences can be
drawn.

A set of tables is provided for your use. Only two topics are considered because of
limited time. the relationship between economic stress and adult and child health;
inul comparisons of health status associated with lack of nedical insurance and dif-
ferent types of insurance.

This information concerns economic stress, not just unemployment, and is orga-
nized to make comparisons across four broad categories of households: the fully un-
employed (i.e. those in which there is unemployment of two adults if it is a two-
Ault household or one adult in a one-parent family or single person household); the
partially unempioyed (i.e. those in which one of the heads of the household is unem-
ployed, the other employed; this sometimes is unemployment of the main breadwin-
ners; those who were experiencing high economic distress but who have full employ-
ment; ancl a comparison group of famiiies who have been relatively unaffected by
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the depression Because all families have problems, because most people are sick
from lime to time, this latter group is especially important. It provides a 'standard'
thai con he used to weigh the 11(1410km ! problems economic stress brings.

The comparisons make a compelling case Both the maximally unemployed and
the high stress-employed people are more likely to report trouble with some physi-
cal health problem and the two groutm are generally similar. As Table 1 shows, the
proiwrtion of households r -iorting three or more physical health symptoms for
adults is approxiately twice .s high for both stress groups than for the partially un-
mployed or the relatively unaffected other group. The same situation r.xists for the
children in the high stress families the number reporting two or more health prob-
lems is double that for the lower stress families.

Others have found self-ratings of health highly corretated with the judgments of
medical doctors and when this approach is used, ratings for children 21:4 well as for
adults are more likely to lw low for the high stress groups.

We asked about a Series of symptoms frequently used to measure emotional dis-
tress. but which seem to many people to be physical health problems (e.g. sweaty
hands, shortness of breath, sudden pounding of the heart, etc.). Clearly, maximum
unemployment is an important factor in mental stress symptom levels for both
adults and children, whether the focus is on physical manifestations of stress or gen-
eral self/assessments related to feelings of depression (e.g. feels like he/she might
have a nervous breakdown, worries about ability to keep going, etc.). The reports of
depression in children in families with high stress but with full employment are es-
pecially telling with one-third of such families reporting depression in one or more
of the children.

The some topics are used to compare households with no medical insurance, with
medicaid or medicare and with some type of private insurance (e.g. Blue Cross-Blue
Shield). (See Table 2., Eight per cent of the households we interviewed reported they
had no medical insurance, 13 per cent had some form of public support for health
care Most people, regardless of level of unemployment or stress, reported some pri-
vate medical insurance

Those with no insurance are more likely than other families to report many phys-
ical health symptoms for adults and children. There are no real differences in self-
ratings for adults, but the differences for children are great. The picture is different
when mental health state examined, as sio;wa in Thole 2. This is probably due to
differences in et:Ideation, which generally is ASSocir.ted with differences in percep-
tions of emotiona' state. (Shown in Table 3.)

In summary, the findings from this study of a representative sample of people in
this metropolitan area strongly support findings from earlier research relating
stress to physical health. Unemployment is an important cause of stress; loss of
income as well as status and dignity are important causes of stress, as well. But,
economic loss and economic insecurity, so widespread in this community, have as
important a part in worsening health as does unemployment. These findings strong-
ly suggest public policy needs to consider the underemployed and the downwardly
mobile as well as the unemployed when considered new or revised initiatives to
better meet health needs.

Phy

TABLE 1. THE EFFECT OF ECONOMIC DISTRESS ON THE HEALTH OF DETROIT AREA FAMILIES

IPercentages1

Imployt .11

C.11 health

Phyitcal With syntot ins noted by primary adults

R-11,01). II ''w401 hP1101 "I Inunali adults Douro! -,ayir4 (XX)/
.I(

np:iiih r hildron orrcrin1 port or lair
3c hnir,ehold problem

Maximum Partial .0 !min
it iimployment unempirryment economic

distress

Other

NIII,P
31 47 32 46

ow. to Iwo 25 32 31 31
!hop of .1111IP

44 22 37 23
Phy031 hpairti ',ymplomr, rptiorled for ChildrPn

NI)nP 54 61 41 63
Onr 30 10 39 29
r Afri ')I MOP 16 9 20 8

44 76 15 I/
14 3 10 2

31 28 24 10
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TABLE 1 THE EFFECT OF ECONOMIC DISTRESS ON THE HEALTH OF DETROIT AREA FAMILIES

Continued

'Percentages

maximum
uaempioyment

Partui
unemployment

EmPlov44 tit
with high
economic
distress

Other

Mental health

Mental stress symptoms reported by primary adults

None 46 64 62 14

One to two 26 23 21 20

Three or more 28 13 11 6

Mental stress symptoms reported for children

None 68 84 16 90

Ole or more 32 16 24 10

Ralinps of depression for primary adults 44 35 48 26

Ratings of depression for children 20 28 33 16

Emotional difficulties as household problem 20 16 16 10

TABLE 2.THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HEALTH AND MEDICAL INSURANCE

[Percentages,

No insurance
Medicad o

medicare

Private
IfIWNOCE

Physical health

Physical health

symptoms reported by

primary adults

None 20 34 46

One to hvo 38 28 27

Three or more 42 38 21

Physical health symptoms reported for children.

None 42 45 60

One 20 29 30

Two or more 38 26 10

Ratings of overall health of primary adults: percent saying poor or fair 30 33 21

Ratings of overall health of children Percent saying poor or fair ........ 12 9 4

Illness as household porti 18 21; 22

Mental health

Mental siiess symptoms reported by primary adults.

None 56 62 62

One to hvo 36 14 93

Three or more . 8 24

Mental stress symptoms reported for children.

None 93 74 90

One or more 1 16 10

Ratings of depression for primary adults 34 41 35

Ratings of depression for children . . 29 34 11

Emotional difficulties as household problem 12 12 15

TABLE 3. CHARACTERISTICS OF SAPLED DETROIT AREA FAMILIES

percentages]

(mowed
Maximum P lial hut with
unenspoy. one homy high Other

neat r. ent KOOOMIC

thitte53

No Public Private

insurance insurance insurance

Two parent family 43 84 14 89 81 15 14

Non white 58 35 24 18 26 39 24
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TABlE 3. --CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLED DETROIT AREA FAMILIESContinued

Peicenlages I

Employe.'
Maximum Partial but with
unemploy. 'sticky. high Other

mad ment economic

distress

No Public Private
insurance instance insurance

More lhan high school education 21 36 54 66 46 35 49
Children

None 67 54 48 52 fil 56 58
One 8 28 21 16 10 9 16
Two or more 25 18 35 32 20 20 15

Sources of lacome in household

Public assistance /4 9 12 5 26 58 3
Unemployment benefits 11 26 12 0 24 6 16
Food stamps 52 .3 9 6 36 61 4

Medical insurance

No insurance 1 5 8 10
Public insurance 15 13 11 12
Private insurance /5 82 81 78

Int malon is Rom a stratified protabkty sample of 600 households in Detroit, Out-county Wayne, Oakland, and Macomb.

Mr. IJEVIN. Well, I am very interested, indeed. Thank you so
much.

The hour is relatively late, and we have asked ourselves and a
number of other people to participate in a relatively long morning,
as it has become a morning-noon hearing.

But I think we do want to take advantage of the stimulation that
comes through this testimony and ask a few questions, at least.

Chairman MILLER. Who would like to start off?
I am not sure that I understand your statement about the

change in the caseload. You talk about the recovery and having de-
creased the overall unemployment rate from 15.5 p 3rcent to 12.3,
which you seem to attribute to the fact that more people are going
back to work in Michigan. Then you say, "However, when unem-
ployment is compared to the total number of public assistance re-
cipients, the need in 1984 does not reflect the decrease in unem-
ployment recipients."

I guess what I want to know is why is that so? I am not sure that
I understood your explanation.

My first thought was this was due to the fact that in some cases
we have a household where a divorce or separation is taking place,
and the State is inheriting part of that family on the caseload,
while the father or the mother may have gone back to work. Is
that part of this'?

Ms. TATE. That is part of it. When looking at the female head of
household, we try to see what was some of the primary motivations
for people moving off welfare, and the primary motivation is its
marital counseling with their husband; so that is some of that.

But the other thing that happens, typically, with our department
is that there is a lag period in regards to unemployment and recov-
ery. Part of that is due to benefits and so on.

For instance, when the unemployment rates first went up, our
caseload did not immediately go up, and so there is a delay that
occursI would say from 4; to 12 months delay.
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In regards to our experience and a decreased inu eased case-
load, as well as the decrease, to that is what we are saying, that
when the economy improves, that does not mean that automatical-
ly we see that decrease within the department. There is usually a
delay in the reactions to what happened in the economy.

Chairman MILLER. And you also seem to suggest that you would
concur with what we learned last week from the Census Bureau
that the number of families in poverty, in fact, has grown.

You mentioned the shrinking middle class, if you will, and the
increase in the number of families that would now be classified as
poor.

Do you accept that? You continue to believe that that trend will
continue in Michigan?

Ms. TATS. Well, as long as our current policies stay the same as
they are. Much of that is impacted by the Federal policies that de-
termines eligibility for many of the programs that we provide. And
1 think what. adds to that is the research that Ann has done, speak-
ing to another class of population who are employed, but at a lower
level than what they used to be. So what we see happening is the
middle class is being pushed into the lower income level.

I see that continuing unless there is a change in the Federal
policy that impacts on State policy.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. lxviN. Now, the testimony, I think, of two or youwell,

really, the three, if I might chime in, is that this is a group for
whom this is a relatively new experience, or a new one, and it is
really a group in a discrete way. But it is a group of people for
whom there is not much experience in the use of various services,
and it is a group for whom partly because it is not accustomed to
using servicesthere is hesitation to utilize the services for the
reasons of lack of familiarity, pride, and duress. And then some of
you point to the diminished service available.

I think your testimony is striking in terms of our not seeing
much beyond the tip of the iceberg in some cases, these families;
there is absolutely art overstatement in your testimony. You really
focused on that at the very end, and I am not sure that we got the
full impact.

Dr. SHELDON. I was asked to r, ally focus on health, but it seemed
to me that it was relatively unimportant, compared to some other
things. I could provide this material to the committee. The people
that are not yet in the public helping sysiem are the people that
we are ignoring and that we don't understand well. As families
begin to sell everything they own, they have to get down quite low
before they become one cf the cases in the category. They have to
come to the attention of someone before they move into his records.

People who have fallen into the public helping system, tend to
get hell). It is in this perie s before they get there, that they are
isolated. Some of them clearly would be pulled in an aggressive
church outreach program, such as you have heard about this morn-
ing. or aggressive outreach program, like that the Downriver com-
munity, but those are hitting almost no one.

We asked people, "Where did you go for help?" We didn't get
anybody at all telling us about going to any public agencies, only
the Department of Welfare. They are not going to Child Family
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Services, to mental health clinics. They are not talking to their
families. They are all alone.

If we know that happens with this kind of testimony about what
happens to the children, then the children that are out there
whose parents are not getting any help at all, are the cnildren that
we need to worry about for the future.

We have wondered why it was that more parents did notcould
nottell us more about what was happening to their children. And
in a small reinterview of about 50 households, we find very few
parents are able to identify the early warning signs for their chil-
dren.

They told us about nightmares, bed wetting, fear of going to
school. Those are identified as children being naughty, nut children
needing help. So it is not until the situation has gotten very acute
that pL.rents are doing anything about their children.

So you are quite right; that it is the tip of the iceberg, but when
you think of the tip of the iceberg, we usually think that perhaps
we are seeing 25 percent of the iceberg. I think we are seeing about
3 percent of the iceberg.

Dr. Rosin:mi.:Lir If I might add, Congressman Levin, you are talk-
ing about different populations. I think we can simply say that we
are concerned with two populations. The first population is the
people who call themselves the held down, and the second popula-
tion are the people who would now call themselves the going down,
and that for the people that are already there, I think their re-
sponse to the second group would be the same: "Now, you know
what it feels like."

So for the last group, the latter group, we are dealing with
people with some acute concerns because they have developed some
multigeneration coping skills: dealing with despair, dealing with an
acute new presence of dispair. I think we all have to ask ourselves,
if we multiply this effect over time, then we end up with the group
that will be a larger held down group.

Mr. CONYERS. Well, I would like to compliment this panel for
bringing a couple of things into a little sharper focus, but I am not
sure what it has really done, First of all, we are finding two kinds
of groups that need help; and I had a little discussion during the
intermission that focused on this.

When we talk about the new unemployed, then that really im-
plies that we are 4alking about a more white, more middle class,
more surburban consideration, since double-digit unemployment
has been in the black community, the inner city for so long. So
then when you look at the social welfare public assistance budget,
then you raise the question of who is to get what in this shorten-
ing. And I remember that many of the members of the State Legis-
lative Black Caucus were unhappy with the Michigan budget, as I
think applies to the social services portion, because there were
some varied major reductions that went on there.

I think that this needs to be examined. This is a very tough polit-
ical subject that this committee and you experts have to sharpen
up and reveal for us, because I think it is very important. I would
like you to comment on that because I think it is very important, a
very important part of our hearing here today ,n Detroit.
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Ms. TATI.' Well, speaking from the State, I think you pretty
much safely summarized what we are trying to say. The reason
that I keep going back to Federal policy is because where the new
administration, which is current, changed many of the rules in re
girds to assistance, public assistance programs that-

Mr. CoNYEas. Is that Federal administration or State administra-
tion'?

Ms. TATE. I am sorryFederal administration.
It had a direct impact on how we had to operate at State level in

regards to implementing and carrying out many of the changes
that were recommended to the Federal administration. So that is
why I keep bring: rig you back to Federal Government, because
these changes were implemented in 1980, and those have had some
very devastating impact in regard to those clients that we are able
to service.

There Ells been a drastic reduction in regards to who we are able
to service. And on top of that, when we add the fact that we had
those additional Federal grants and that Michigan was experienc-
ing the economic depressionI call it depressionthat we have
been gointr, through, that just added a double whammy to the clien-
tele that we were trying to service. So there is a real need to look
at those policies that have been put into play that carry an impact
back to the State in regards to trying to implement policy and pro-
vide services to the assistance of this State.

I would like to add one other thing. The concern that we have at
this point goes a little bit beyond what we are currently talking
about. We try and look into the future, and I have a real concern
about what is going to happen in 1985 and 1986. I am reaPv con-
cerned that Michigan is not going to be able to come out of U.: eco-
nomic recession that we are into.

I don't think that we are going to get out of double-digit unem-
ployment before, nationally, we go into another recession, because
you are going to have to deal with a budget deficit at the Federal
level. And that means that they are going to have tothat there
are going to have to be some decisions made in regard to dealing
with that deficit.

Based on how those decisions are made, if the Nation goes into
another recession, then Michigan will be hit again, disproportion-
ately, compared to the rest of the country. So there is real, a real
sense of urgency in regards to looking at this program and policies.

Mr. CoNmes. I am sorry that you raised the deficit in this other-
wise complex discussion that we have been having all day. That
opens up another set of hearings; but I think your point is well
made, Ms. Tate.

There is one final little point in our area of conversation, and I
got the impression from Dr. Sheldon that this inadequate coping
ability that middle-class people experience because they have never
had to be on welfare, you know, the inferences that they are people
who cope pretty well, that are on the bottom of the barrel; and
somehow I get the impression that there are a great number of
them that don't do too well eithei in the system.

I mean, everybody is suffering, but the impression can sometimes
he gained that it must not be so hard for these other guys because
they must be getting used to it by now.
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I am not quite sure if I want to leave that kind of impression on
the record if I heard it right, at all.

Dr. SHELDON. Well, you could be quite sure that I don't want to
leave that kind of impression on the record either.

When people become involved in the public welfare system, al-
though they do not have adequate help, there is the referral point.
It might not work very well, that there is a referral point.

In addition, people wi-) move into welfare have given up an
awful lot of something inside them and have moved into a stigma-
tized state that I believe makes it easier for them to use help.
When they are referred to it. It is not that they are used to it or
that they do it better; it is just that they have had to go some-
where, and once they have had to go someplace, it becomes easier
to go someplace else, from a sense of pride. And I don't mean to
imply that they get very good help when they go other places.

Mr. CoNmts. Well, the reason that I raised it is that in my office
a great number of constituent problems that we experience in De-
troit is just helping somebody get to a system. We keep asking our-
selves, "Couldn't they have gotten there otherwise?" and the
answer is clearly, no, or they would not be here.

I mean, we are intervening as a third-party agent, as it were,
almost like a public defender, coming in to help where there is
nootherwise, there is no role for us to play, except that these
people are not getting it.

Now, they are poor, they are normally black, they are people
that, as you described in here this morning, they shou'i not be
bothering us. And they are more than we can actually handle that
we are servicing, so that that is why I just had to intervene and
ask you to analyze these coping skills, because there are a lot of
people that are among the chronically unem., toyed that have no
coping skills, that have not accepted the stiz,..iatization, and that
are not easily showing up at these places.

These people, I submit, are having commensurate difficulty, not-
withstanding the fact that they have been in their situation for a
longer time.

Mr. Conics. I have to confess, as one of the few Republicans left
in the room, I am tempted to give a staunch defense, but I think
lunch is more compelling at this point than political rhetoric, so I
will forego that temptation.

I do have a couple of questions for you, Dr. Rosenfeld. You indi-
ated in your testimony something that is very disturbing to me
and I wish, you would elaborate on that.

You are saying that as parents, who are unemployed and fall in
the category of chronic unemployed, are displaced by advances of
roboticized induAtry, that their children may be industrially obso-
lete before even attempting to join the ranks of the work force.

Dr. ROSENFELD. Yes.
Mr. COATS. Now, are you saying that if someone's father holds a

skill that has been displaced by a new roboticized society or by a
new trend of the auto industry, or whatever, that his child is
doomed to be chronically unemployed simply because he is the
child of someone? This does not leave much hope to train that child
or to give that child hope in some other skill.

I guess maybe I am not following you.
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Dr. Rost,:moto.:). Well, the reasoning actually is coupled with the
belief that we have about people having faith in the overall system,
because we believe that we are seeing people who are leaving the
economic mainstream because of a lack of appropriate fields for
what is now happening in what I call--

Mr. COATS. I understand that; but due to the effects here on the
children, why wouldn't the father say: Look, son, I performed this
particular task for 40 years, but it is very clear now that Ford
Motor Co. is going to be doing this a different way. Now, what you
really need is this and this, and this. Here are some areas that you
ought to go into.

Why would it necessarily follow that the children of the dis-
placed parents are doomed to be chronically unemployed?

Dr. RusENFELD. Well, I would suggest that to your question, that
an answer to that question is in the lyrics of the song of "Allen-
town," where we really are seeing in the song and what we are
seeing in our clinic parents who could n.it give the answer, that
you are saying--because when you are posingwhat you are
posing is that a displaced father or mother would be able to tell
their youngster, "This is what happened to me. Now, you go to
something different because I will predict for you that within the
next 10 or 15 years, you will be in a safe and secure spot."

That is myth. The fact is that we know that in our educational
system that there is a substantial number a" dropout youngsters.
No. 2, we know that the youngsters that stay in are not receivalg,
in many areas, the qualified education that we know will be n?.ces-
sary for them for the future.

You can go to one community and find that kids are learning so-
phisticated computer skills, and you can go to another community
and find that kids are not even learning how to spell well.

I think that the relationship is not directly causal between the
father, and the mother, and the child; but that it is complex be-
cause parents who, heretofore, have tried to struggle their way up
through the system to get in, to get a job that they can hold onto
and plan for their family; that take that despair and couple that
with the prohlern of inadequate preparation of the youngsters.

You see, I would suggest thatand we have not had a testimony
today from people from our educational systemthat the educa-
tional system is not directly linked to our business-industrial com-
plex; that we are maybe not training the people for what they are
going to need 10 or 15 years from now, both in terms of job skills
and the ability to cope with this constant transition.

I can remember that when I was in the military, that the experi-
ence of being transferred 2rom one unit and job to another, there
was always a thing called transition point or something.

Now, for many of these fa nilies, we don't have transition points
except unemployment and po .ertv.

Now, how can we prepare children for being able to cope with
these problems when we look at the youngstersand I am not
picking on the Pontiac school system, but when we look at the
Youngsters that are coming out of there, 1, quite frankly, don't be-
lieve that they can look with much hope in 10 or 15 years from
now, that they are going to be able to move into Pontiac Motors or
General Truck and Coach.
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Maybe some of them, but a lot of the kidsthere are a lot of kids
that won't be able to cut it. Aside from my involvement with com-
munity mental health, I also do some college instruction, and I was
reflecting earlier today that some of the students that I now deal
with are people who were youngsters a few decades ago in similar
circumstances. It is appalling to me that when an instructor is
trying to deal with complex course meterial, that basic educational
skills have not been picked up by so many people.

I don't think that there would be much debate that the skill
level that is necessary for people to have the expectations for skills
moving in one direction; and that for many people in our society,
their skills and coping capacities are moving in the other.

Mr. COATS. If I could just ask one more question. I know we are
running late.

Now, unemployment is a problem that has plagued Presidents
and Congresses on both sides of the aisle, but you state here that
we have known for many years that unemployment and its related
problems are subject to solutions.

Do you have a good solution for us? I think that all of us on the
panel would love to take it back to Washington.

Dr. ROSENFELD. Well, I would suggest one thing that the commit-
tee, perhaps, ask a staff person or member of the committee to look
at a very profound article in the journal called "Backwards Map-
ping " That raises some problems about how we can connect the
problems that people experience from day to day life, to the prob-
lems on the street, so to say, with what bureaucracy from the Fed-
eral down to the local level do.

We are talking today from a very different vantage point. Ms.
Tate presented information that basically comes from, statistically
from Lansing. The information that I am presenting, really, is in-
formation that comes from the minds and thoughts of my staff.

I think that solutions to such th;.ngs as unemployment, et cetera,
really relate to trying to figure out what works; but first, basing
that on what we want. I think that looking attrying to find a
complexa simple statement to the complex question that you
raised, forces one into, perhaps, more protestant consideration, be-
cause I have heard some people say that we have moved in the
past 50 years from the New Deal to the Fair Deal to the bad deal.

You know, I cannot help but think that some of our macropoliti-
cal issues are major stumbling blocks for our local solutions. We
have heard testimony earlier about the public-private sector part-
nership, and we have heard testimony about how little programs,
perhaps, will work better than the bigger programs.

I would suggest that a major point that we have to look at is how
we can deal effectively with the absolute complexity of these prob-
lems because they are all so interrelated. And I think that at all
levels, from the street level, bureaucratic level, up to the highest
policymaking level, that we have to really come to terms with that.

Part of that, 1 think, has to do with the language that we use.
Congressman Miller, earlier, in reference to a statement made by
the two youngsters here, said somethinff like, "I guess that the
problem brings out underlying problems.'

That, io some respects, aid that we view the problems that
people hovo, which are consequences of problems that they now ex-
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perience; and that there is this dormancy there that lifts up all of
this latent stuff.

We would suggest that you just take a look at the desperation
that people have, and not imply from the . that the current stres-
liors bring out dormant problems, but, in fact, they are really re-
sponsible for recreating them.

Chairman MILLER. Well, I want to thank you very much for your
testimony and for your insight, and for some of your recommenda-
tions and warnings; for your help to the committee.

Thank you very much.
The committee will stand adjourned.
I would like, at this time, to thank Eileen and Veda from Con-

gressman Levin's staff who have been very, very helpful, and to
Ann Burgess and David Ball from the Childrens Village here for
helpiryf to put together this hearing, and for all the cooperation
that we have been shown. Thank you very much. And to all cf the
members who showed up once againthe attendance by the mem-
bers has been wonderful.

[Whereupon, at 1:30 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
'Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THERESE GNI:Z[3A, BUSH POST-DOCTORAL FELLOW,
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

rine. EFFECTS OF UNEMPLOYMENT ON FAMILY FUNCTIONING

Overview
The impact of unemployment on family functioning has not been extensively stud-

ied. Must of the research addrosing this topic has been conducted with specific
groups of unemployed married men who are the primary economic providers in
their families. The family variables used in studies of unemployment are often
global (i.e. family problems, family cohesion, marital conflict) and unclearly defined.
Morel Ore, it is inadvisable to suggest that the findings from this research are appli-
cable to all families experiencing unemployment.

Tb' available research suggests that unemployment alters family roles, routines,
and relations as stress and anxiety are incorporated into the family environment.
For some families, the impact of unemployment contributes to impaired family
functioning, but for other families it does not. Families experiencing negative conse-
quences of unemployment are likely to become less cohesive, disorganized, and sus-
ceptible to increased conflict in marital and parent-child relationships. In extreme
cases, children in these families may be at higher risk of being abused. Children of
unemployed parents may also show signs of stress ir. their behaviors at home, in
school, and in relationships with their peers.

The research literature suggests that the length of unemployment relates to
family functioning and that at different points in time, the family's experiences
with unemployment fluctuate. The immediate effects of unemployment may not be
particularly disruptive to family relationships or family life, but as unemployment
continues, the family becomes increasingly vulnerable to conflict and disorganiza-
tion The research literature suggest that family stress increases during the first six
to seven months of unemployment, stabilizes for a few months, and then may in
crpase dramatically if unemployment persists beyond one year. During periods of
unsuccessful job search and at the time unemployment benefits are exhausted, have
bean identified as times of particular family strain. According to the available evi-
dence, Nay collar families seem to experience stress sooner than white collar fami-
lies Although both blue collar and white collar wives are likely to experience anxie-
ty and depression following their husband's unemployment, blue collar wives tend
to experience stress sooner and to a greater extent than white collar wives.

Ilnemployment ;ouches the entire family. Although little evidence available to
clearly define the effects of unemployment on children and families, the research
indicates that for some families, unemployment can be potentially deleterious to
family relationships, individual family members, and family functioning.
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:.litrodution
The experience of unemployment has significant implications for unemployed in-

dividuals and their families ns they adapt to diminished financial resources and
changes in family dynamics. Unemployment, particularly for families in which the
primary breadwinner had previously been steadily employed, confronts the frtaily
with an uncertain and unsta'ile economic future. This economic ambiguity is related
to the length of unemployment and may interfere with the family's ability to satisfy
basic needs (food, shelter, medical care), may force families to curtail or indefinitely
delay major life choices (i.e. sending children to college, having another baby), and
may strain interpersonal relationships. In addition, the stress, anxiety, frustration,
hostility and depression felt by the unemployed worker may affect the family's over-
all emotional environment further straining family relations. Together, all of these
factors related to unemployment lead to changes in family roles, routines, and rela-
tionships and impact on the family's ability to cope with unemployment.

The purpose of this paper is to summarize the major findings from contemporary
social science research (post-Great Depression literature) which relate to the effects
of unemployment on family functioning, family members, and family relationships.
The literature reviewed in this paper is a compilation of studies focusing on the ef-
fects of involuntary unemployment of formerly steadily employed individuals. The
unemployed workers in these studies are most often married men who are the pri-
mary breadwinners in their families. In general, the research examines the effects
of unemployment on small, selected groups of individuals (i.e. unemployed profes-
sionals, workers laid-off as a result of a plant closing) who may not be representa-
tive of the majority of unemployed workers in the country. Most of the studies cm .
pan, a group of unemployed workers and their families to a group of continuously
employed workers and their families. Through these comparisons, changes that
occur in the family after unemployment can be identified and linked to the family's
experience resulting from the husband's job loss. In addition, the family variables
that are used in these studies are neither clearly defined nor studies in-depth.
Therefore, the information presented in this paper should be considered as a sum-
mary of available evidence on the effects of unemployment on families and is not
meant to be a definitive description of the impact of unemployment on all ft, ,nilies.
The findings presented suggest a range of experiences reported by families experi-
encing unemployment and are useful as a means of beginning to understand how
unemployment impacts on family life.

The available social science researrh iindings related to the effects of unemploy-
ment on family functioning suggest that families experience unemployment in a va-
riety of ways. For some families, unemployment of the primary breadwinner is re-
lated to increased family conflict, impaired marital relationships, and disturbed
parent-child relationships. For other families, the stresa of unemployment enhances
family cohesion, increases the quality of interpersonal relationships, and has an
overall positive effect on family interactions and family functioning. Regardless of
the positive or negative implications of unemployment, for most families, unemploy-
ment results in a restructuring of family roles, new family routines, and increased
time togeth-r. Much of the research literature suggest that blue collar and white
collar families experience unemployment differently, and that the duration of un-
employment is related to the family's adjustment and vulnerability to disruption
arid conflict.

Perhaps the most extensive research available on the effects of unemployment on
the family was conducted in the Boston area (Liem, reference note 1; Liem & Liem,
1978: Atkinson, Liem, & Liem, reference note 2). Half of the families in this re-
search had experienced unemployment of the primary breadwinner as a result of
extensive layoffs and cutbacks, and half of the families had husbands who were con-
tinuously employed. All of the families consisted of a married couple living together
with at least ore child at home. Half of the families were white collar and half were
blue collar families. Each family was interviewed within the first two months after
unemployment. at four months, sever, months, and twelve months. (The continuous-
ly employed families were interviewed at corresponding intervals.) The research ex-
plored family conditions prior to unemployment and examined how unemployment
contributed to family problems, family coping abilities, and threatened family stabil-
ity and well-being. The findings from this research suggest that the families who
eAperienced unemployment were significantly more stressed than families who did
not, and that these effects were round to be stronger for blue collar families than for
white collar families

The initial analyses of the Roston data suggest that the first few months of unem-
plie.inynt have a negative impact on the family environment adding stress and con-
flict in family relationships. Changes in mood and behaviors of individual family
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members become sources of potential family strain and can lead to a decrease in
family cohesion and organization and an increase in marital arguments. In addition,
am families adapt to unemployment, family roles and routines change. The family
vends more time together, and although many wives welcome the additional time
spent with their husbands, they are also likely to feel as though the husband is "in
the way," should be contributing more to household tasks, and may eventually feel
that his presence in the home during the day is disruptive to family routines. Wives
may also aamume a greater responsibility for family finances, and their roles in the
family may change. Parent-child relationships may also change as a result of unem-
ployment. Although both parents and children may enjoy the increased time togeth-
er, the unemployed parent who is unprepared and unaccustomed to spending long
hours with children may find the increased time together to be stressful. Some of
the unemployed workers in this research reported that the extended hours spent
with their children made them nervous and disputes would often arise between the
husband and his wife over how to handle the children.

The findings from the research in the Boston area suggest that unemployment is
related to disruption in family life, particularly for blue collar families. During the
first few months of unemployment, the family is likely to experience increased ten-
sion and upset in the emotional atmosphere of the home. Family roles and responsi-
bilities are changed, and routines are altered. Increased strain in marital and
parent-child relationships are likely, and although the family is able to spend more
time together, it is likely that the additional time will be marred with increased
argume -nts, conflicts, and disputes. The findings from this research suggest that un-
employment during the first few months has a negative impact on the family.

A research study conducted in Youngstown, Ohio (Buss & Redburn, 1982) follow-
ing the closing of the Campbell Works Plant lends some support to the conclusion
that unemployment has a negative impact on the family, and that the effects are
different for blue collar and white collar families. Unlike the Boston study, the
Youngstown study explored the long range effects of unemployment one to two
years after the plant closing. Although this research focused on mental health out-
conies of unemployment, some of the findings related to family functioning. The
people in this study included a group of unemployed steelworkers and managers,
and a comparison group of continuously employed workers. The families were inter-
viewed around one and two years following plant closing. At one year, the unem-
ployed blue collar workers experienced more family problems than the continuously
employed workers. By the second year, the family problems of the unemployed blue
collar workers had abated, and the unemployed blue collar workers reported compa-
rable levels of family problems to those of the continually employed. A different pat-
tern of family stress was found for white collar unemployed workers. For these fam-
ilies. an increase in family problems was found to occur at the second year inter-
view Infortunately, a clear definition of "family problems" is not discussed in Buss
and Redburn's research.

The two research studies reviewed so far, suggest that unemployment is related to
family problems and stress. There is some concern in the literature that extreme
family stress is associated with family conflict and may be manifested in violence
toward family members. Again, a controversy exists in the literature regarding the
direct link between unemployment and violence toward children, but the evidence
seems to suggest that children of unemployed parents are at a higher risk of being
alm:,ed than those of employed parents. In his analysis of national data of reported
cases of child abuse in the late 19flO's, Gil (1971) found that nearly half of the fa-
thers of these eases were unemployed at some point during the year in which the
abusive act occurred. Ile further found that approximately 12% of abusing fathers
were actually unemployed at the time of the abuse. Using Gil's data, Margolis 'ref-
erence note 3) developed a probability rating for child abuse related to unemploy-
ment. Ilis calculations suggest that children of unemployed fathers are three times
as likely to be abused as children of employed fathers. Using U.S. Census data,
Lig Ill 119711 also explored the relationship between unemployment and child abuse.

findings revealed that in large families where the father is unemployed, abuse
is more likely to occur. and in these families, abuse in must likely to be directed
toward the youngest child.

Steinberg, ('atalano. and Dooley (1981) investigated child abuse and neglect cases
in two communities in (7alfornia to determine the relationship between comtminity
ecatimilic change and reported cases of child abuse over a thirty month period. Al-
though their research findings did not show a direct association between unemploy-
ment and child abuse. their findings did show a relationship between the size of the
work force and child abuse. From this research, Steinberg, Catalano and Dooley con-
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eluded that declines in the overall work force are related to reported cases of child
abuse, but the abuse C11:401 do not necessarily occur in families of the unemployed.

Although inconclusive, the evidence does suggest a relationship between unem-
ployment and reported cases of child abuse. The literature is much less elem. about
the relationship between child neglect and unemployment, but it could be inferred
that within the context of a strained family environment, parents could be less
available and less nurturant to their children, and increased neglect might occur.

As suggested earlier, a controversy exists in the literature regarding whether or
not the effects of unemployment are always negative for families. Although the first
studies reviewed in this paper suggest negative impacts, evidence from other re-
search does not support this conclusion. Preliminary findings of Farran and Margo-
lis' (reference note 4) longitudinal study of families in a Northeastern community
experiencing the unemployment of the father as a result of a plant closing, suggest
that although the families were affected immediately by economic stress, few family
effects were found during the first two to six weeks after job loss. Farran and Mar-
golis suggest that it is possible that family effects may not have been found with
their unemployed families because it was too soon after unemployment for them to
develop. They also suggest that the respondents in their study were from a close-
knit, stable, blue collar community characterized by supportive friendships and ex-
tended family networks, and these factors may have mediated the negative effects of
unemployment on the family.

In their research with 90 middle age professionals and managers who had been
steadily employed prior to unemployment, Thomas McCabe, and Berry (1980) found
that unemployment did not necessarily impact negatively on family relationships
for white collar families. Of their unemployed workers, 48% reported that unem-
ployment had not changed their relationships with their wives, 15% reported im-
proved relationships with their wives, and 37% reported that unemployment had
had a negative effect on their marital relationships. When asked about the impact
of their job loss on relationships with children, 53% reported no change, 11% re-
ported improved parent-child relationships, and J7% reported a negative effect.
Thomas, McCabe, .and Berry's results were similar to those from a longitudinal
study conducted in the 1970's by Root and Maryland (as cited in Thomas, McCabe, &
Berry, 1980) in which laid-off blue collar workers and their wives were interviewed
following the closing of a packing plant. Forty percent of these families reported
that the unemployment experience had acutally been good for the family, 27% re-
ported a neutral effect, and 30% reported that job loss had a negative effect on the
family. Ninety-four percent of the families reported that the husband had not lost
his status in the family as a result of unemployment, and 94% reported that mari-
tal conflict had not increased Together, the Thomas, McCabe, and Berry research
and the Root and Maryland study suggest that unemployment may not have detri-
mental effects on the majority of blue or white collar families. However, concern for
the minority of families experiencing difficulties as a function of unemployment is
still crucial.

The findings from two other recent studies also suggest that the effects of unem-
ployment on the family may not be universally negative. Briar (1978) interveiwed a
group of 52 men and women unemployed during the 1970-72 recession. Twenty-four
of the group were professionals and 28 were nonprofessionals. The average length of
unemployment at the time of the interview as approximately months for tile pro-
fessionals and four months for the nonprofessionals. Of the 22 married people in the
study, only eight reported increased family tension following job loss. Some of the
respondents described more conflict in their family relationships, but suggested that
an increase in enjoyable times overshadowed the conflict. The respondents reported
that family roles often changed as fathers assumed more responsibilities for house-
hold tasks and child care, but generally, the unemployed workers did not perceive
their marriages as deteriorating, nor did they feel that their family life was disrupt-
ed as a result of unemployment. Some of the wives of the unemployed men reported
that their husband's job loss encouraged his greater involvement at home and en-
hanced communication and sharing among family members.
Impart of unemployment on the spouse and children

To understand the impact of unemployment on the family, it is important to look
beyond the change in general family functioning to effects on particular family
membersspecifically, the spouse and the children. There is little research that spe-
cifically investigates the effects of unemployment on the spouse, but of that avail-
able, the findings suggest that the spouses response to unemployment is similar to
that of the unemployed worker, but delayea. Liem and Rf yman (1982) suggest that
although wives do not personally experience the loss of the husband's job with an
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accompanying set:se of guilt and stress. they are exposed to the changes in the
family envirotimei precipitated by his unemployment. During the first months of
unemployment, the husband's ride performance and supportiveness in the family
decreases, and the wife begins to develop increased emotional strain, depression,
anxiety, fearfulness, and sensitivity in interpersonal relationships. Wives show the
strongest reaction to their husband's unemployment anound three to four months
after his job loss tiniem, reference note 2).

Looking at differences between wives of unemployed blue collar and white collar
workers in the Youngstown study, Buss and Redburn found that at twelve months
after the husband lost his job, blue collar wives showed more signs of aggression
than wives of unemployed white collar workers. At 24 months, the differences be-
tween these groups of wives increased. Although both blue and white collar wives
were experiencing mild depression, blue collar wives reported more aggression, anxi-
ety, helplessness, distrust, avoidance of other, more somatic problems, and greater
alcohol consumption than white collar wives. However, Buss and Redburn concluded
from their results that by 24 months, both groups of wives were coping adequately
with their husbands' unemployment.

On:), two studies were found in the contemporary literature that specifically dealt
with the effects of parental unemployment on children. In Buss and Redburn's
Youngstown study, the children of the laid-off and continuously employed workers
were interviewed at approximately one year after the plant closing. The children of
the unemployed workers were more likely than those of employed workers to avoid
social interactions, and were more likely to be distrustful. All of the children of the
unemployed workers reported reactions similar to those of their fathers. Children of
unemployed blue collar workers reported more family problems and somatic symp-
toms than children of unemployed white collar workers, and telt more immobile,
helpless. and victimized. Buss and Redburn suggest that alt. occupational status of
the unemployed father (blue collar or white colkir) relates to the child's reaction to
the father's unemployment., but whether or not the father is employed does not
seem to have that much effect on the child's behavior one year following the fa-
ther's job loss.

Although Hayman and Bluestone (Leim & Rayman, 1982) did not specifically
measure children's responses to their father's unemployment, they did question un-
employed parents about their perceptions of their child's reaction. In the Hartford
Project. Rayman and Bluestoi!e investigated the responses of the community and
the family to periods of*economic busts and booms in a community highly depend-
ent on the aircraft industry. The parents experiencing unemployment in this study
reported that their 'children seemed more moody at home, had increased problems
at school, and were experiencing strained relationships with their peers following
the parent's job loss. The parents were also concerned that their children woul4
sense the parents' anxieties over family finances, and wondered how the child's
view of the world of work would be influenced by the parent's unemployment. Be-
cause so little research information is available, it is not possible to conclude wheth-
er or not unemployment has significant effects on children.
Impact of the length of unemployment on the family

As suggested in earlier sections of this paper, the effects of unemployment on
family life seem to he a function of the length of time the primary breadwinner is
out of work. Drawing on research evidence, the literature suggest patterns of family
reactions related to the duration of unemployment. As mentioned earlier, Buss and
Redburn's research suggesns that family problems increase by the end of the first
year of unemployment for blue collar workers and abate by the second year. For
white collar workers. family problems increase by the second year. Similarly, Atkin-
son. Lim. and ',lent found a relationship in the Boston area research between the
length of unemployment and the quality of marriage in white collar families. The
white collar workers who experienced short periods of unemployment suggested
that the quality of their marriages improved, but for white collar workers who had
long periods of unomployment, the quality of their marital relationships declined.
Therefore. in this research, long-term unemployment was related to increased mari-
tal strain over time for white collar families.

hem ireference note I) suggests from the Bostor area data, that families experi-
unemployment often achieve a sense of stability around six or seven months

;liter job loss For families who achieve this stability, family members become accus-
tomed to new and shared family roles, and communication patterns become open.
I lowmer, it at 12 months unemployment persists, family stress is likely to heighten
significantl, hem suggests that it is at this time that the family becomes most vul-
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nerable to separation and divorce. This, too, may be the time when family violence
initiated by the unemployed family member may become particularly intense.

Some researchers have begun to structure the effects of unemployment within the
context of models that account for the duration of unemployment. From their re-
search with 50 professionals who had been unemployed between two and 18 months,
Powell & Driscoll 09731 developed a model of stages through which unemployed in-
dividuals are likely to progress. The stages incorporate changes in emotional and
behavioral patterns. At each stage different vulnerabilities to family stress and con-
flict are evident. According to Powell and Driscoll, the first stagePeriod of Relax-
ation and Reliefoccurs for about the first 25 days after job loss. The unemployed
individual expresses a sense of being in-between jobs and is optimistic about reem-
ployment. This stage is characterized by increased family time as if the unemployed
individual were on vacation. Family equilibrium is the norm, and family relation-
ships remained unchanged. The second stagePeriod of Concerted Effortlasts
about three months and is a time of conscientious systematic, optimistic job search.
During this stage, the family becomes a source of maximum support and encourage-
ment. Driscoll and Powell suggest that durinif this period, the wife's emotional in-
volvement and optimism toward her husband s job search is directly related to his
stamina and resiliency looking for a new job. If his job search is unsuccessful, the
third stage beginsPeriod of Vacillation and Doubt. This stage lasts around 6 weeks
and is characterized by an erosion of optimism, sporadic job seeking, self-doubt, and
mood swings. During this stage, family relationships are most vulnerable to disrup-
tion and deterioration. Unemployed husbands may feel like a burden to the family
and may become overly critical of family members. Wives may become moody, an-
noyed with their husbands, begin to doubt his abilities and begin to see him as a
failure. Bickering and badgering may occur frequently between husband and wife at
this time. At the onset of the fourth stageMalaise and Cynicismfamily relation-
ships improve, roles within the family shift and become more equally shared. The
unemployed worker looks for work less frequently, becomes apathetic and listless,
and begins to feel that. he's losing control of his vocational life. According to this
modal, family relationships are initially unchanged, become supportive and positive,
become strained, and then stablize as unemployment becomes sustained.

From a slightly different perspective, Ferman 119611 developed a model of stages
of unemployment. In Ferman's model, particular periods are identified in which
family problems are most likely to occur. In Ferman's model, the job loss period is
stressful, especially for couples with young children since these families have high
levels of economic and family demands. After this initial stage, the unemployed in-
dividual is faced with the exhaustion of benefits period. At this point, family roles
are realigned and normal functioning patterns are disrupted. Nonemployed family
members may enter the labor force, and older children may defer their education
and curtail activities. The family is now prone to heightened levels of crises.
Ferman suggests that during this period, families are susceptible to great interper-
stlid stress. and separation and divorce may occur. Without describing the direct
impact on the family, Ferman suggests that unemployed workers progress to a
period of intensive job seeking which can be a time of great emotional distress and
self-doubt. If the jolt search is unsuccessful, the unemployed individual may then
drop out of the formal labor market. If the job search is successful, then the family
niust engage in a period of readjustmrtnt to a new life style. Since many unemployed
workers who become reemployed find jobs with less pay, fewer benefits, and less
professional status, the new job phase may impact on the family by precipAating
reassessment of family goals, aspirations, and family plans.
Corichiston

Although there is not much research exploring the effects of unemployment on
family functioning the literature that does exist suggests that unemployment re-
SilltH III changes in the family environment. For some families, unemployment has
negative consequences, and for others it does not. Unemployment may contribute to
stress and conflict in marital and parent-child relationships, and in extreme cases
may relate to irreparably impaired relationships and child abuse. The severity of
thou negative effects of unemployment seems to be related to the length of unemploy-
ment. ;Ind hlue collar families seem to experience greater stress sooner than white
collar families The effects of unemployment on family members, family relation-
ship:, and family functioning fluctuate with the duration of unemployment. Even
though t he research evidence is limited, it suggests that unemployment has the po-
tential of contrthuting to disruption and conflicts in family relationships and family
functioning
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PREPAEED STATEMF:NT OF MARY TREPANIER, ED.D.. PRESIDENT, MECEC, ASSOCIATE
PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION IN EARI.Y CHILDHOOD AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-
DEARBORN

1 am Mary Trepanier, an Associate Professor of Education in Early Childhood at
the University of Michigan-Dearborn. I am writing in behalf of the Michigan Early
Childhood Education Consortium. As a group of professionals involved in the educa-
tion and welfare of young children and their families, we are very concerned about
the effect of unemployment on children.

In my review of the literature on the effect of unemployment on young children, I
was very surprised at the lack of empirical evidence regarding this issue. A comput-
er search of the last 10 years identified only three appropriate articles. Although
much is written about unemployment, stress and families in general, little research
has investigated the effect of unemployment specifically on children.

Some findings that I did uncover were the following:
(1) Nearly 17% of a nation-wide sample of families with children under 18

had an unemployed breadwinner.
12) Young familiesfamilies with preschoolerswere more likely to have

their major breadwinner unemployed as were black families at every life cycle.
(3) 25(7, of the families with unemployed breadwinnrs has inadequate

income.
(4) 40% had economic hardship with either inadequate income or major

income loss.
tro Children and adolescents from families with paternal unemployment were

twice as likely to he admitted to a pediatric emergency room for a suicide at-
tempt. The researchers state that "parents preoccupied with economic concerns
may be less able to attend to psychosocial stress in their offsprings (Gal finkel,
Froese. & flood, 1982, p. 1260).'
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Further research on the effect of unemployment on children is definitely needed
and must be ,mcouraged by various public and private agencies.

Although the research findings may be limited, daily observation of children in
schools and child care settings suggest a profound impact. Whenever families are
under stress children are at risk. Family economic problems affect children's physi-
cal and mental health, their nutrition, and educational opportunities and aspira-
tions. Young children are often the victims of parental frustration. Certainly we can
all cite cases in which children's needs were not met or where children were abused
psychologically or physically as a result of parental stress. Unemployment is cer-
tainly a major cause of parental stress.

It is imperative that our country attend to the needs of young children who suffer
from the effect of parental unemployment. Legislation and public and private agen-
cies vhich will promote the physical, social, emotional, and intellectual needs of
these children must be supported and encouraged, Prenatal care, health and nutri-
tional care, child care, family counseling are just a few of the services that must be
supported. Hopefully the children and their families will find that support soon.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF UNITED COMMUNITY SERVICES OF METROPOLITAN DETROIT

United Community Services of Metropolitan Detroit is a citizen- based community
organization with a strong commitment to serve the troubled population of Detroit.
It has carried out many planning activities that support children and families, and
that help people facing problems associated with unemployment.

In- addition to planning activities in recent years, UCS has managed several
projects that:

(1) Carried out a Special Outreach to the Unemployed project. This project was a
crisis intervention program which took place in eight Family Service Agencies
which provide counseling to tri-county are people suffering serious personal pro:)-
lems because of job loss. More than 3,200 families sought help from participating
agencies in thi3 two-year program.

(2) Do/eloped Project BRIDGE which was funded by the Webber Foundation and
coordinated with Jewish Vocational Services. This project assisted older displaced
workers to gain skills to re-enter the job market. 300 persons completed this three
week program.

(3) By means of a contract from Wayne County, provided "work experience pro-
grams" for 250 youth which resulted in jobs for over 50% of them.

(4) Carried out a Michigan Youth Corps Program which provided placement and
supervision services fcr 250 youth.

(5) Operated the W. K. Kellogg funded Project BOLD, which extended a helping
hand to nearly 6,000 Detroit youth by means of a leadership development/activity
progra m.

(6) By means of the United Foundation funded Campership Program and Special
Summer Programs, provided thousLaids of Detroit youth with summer camp experi-
ences as staff and as program participants.

United Community Services is pleased that the Select Committee on Children,
Youth and Families scheduled this hearing in Detroit. We commend the Committee
for its focus on the effect on families on long term unemployment. From our experi-
ence, we want to call the Committee's attention particularly to four areas.

I. IN SUPPORT OF FAMILIES

A full copy of this (XS study report is enclosed, and a copy of the UCS Board
Policy Pi attached. The second chapt:r deals with "Economic Problems of the
Family", and spells out concerns about the severe impact of unemployment on De.
troit families.
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II. CHILDREN OF THE UNEMPLOYED

The Children and Youth Division of UCS held a series of hearings in the Metro-
politan Detroit area late last year to obtain information about the effect on children
of unemployment. Some information from these hearings has been shared verbally
with Committee Staff and with Congressman Sander Levin's Staff. A full report of
the hearings will be available in May, and will be shared with the Committee at
that time.

III. LONG TERM CONSEQUENCES FOR THE YOUTH OF THE UNEMPLOYED

There are no real "experts" about the impacts on children due to parental unem-
ployment, but over the years, studies have been done on problems faced by "mi-
grant families"; by "returned veterans" by "single or divorced young parents % "the
long term disabled"; as well as the problems faced by the children of each of these
groups. They are duplicated in the unemployed population and are identified in the
many reports which described the results of the projects which United Community
Services has developed and managed.

The "american dream" is based on "hope". Unemployment means a disminish-
ment of hope It means the removal of satisfying productive activities, and financial
support, forced moves, forced sharing of homes, strained and unrealistic relation-
ships, the removal of satisfying leisure, mobility, and generally, unemployment is a
debilitating situation.

Some of the best research available on this issue of the Youth of the Unemployed
issue is, a longitudinal study of children of the great depression by Glen Alder (The
Swell Impacts of Mass Layoff, CRSO Paper 254, University of Michigan). The
author states hint even though post war prosperity enabled children of hardship to
succeed in their work lives, their psychic well-being remained Impared throughout
their adult lives, as noted in increased levels of the decline of energy, heavy drink-
ing, and use of psycho therapy.

Today, the outlook of the children of the currently unemployed, is in some ways
even more bleak Unemployment is not widely distributed as it was during the de-
pression. It is a fate that has choosen a select minority of working class people
whose skills are nu longer in demr,nd due to rapid technological change.

The so-called "economic recovery" will not create new employment opportunities
for these displaced blue collar workors, and certainly not the high wage manufac
turing jobs which they formerly held Rather, the few new jobs being created are in
the services sector. and are split between "good" jobs that require college educations
and very "poor" jobs that offer low wages, reduced benefits and no upward mobility.

Families of displaced blue collar ,corkers are faced with a kind of economic de-
cline that is not shared by most of the rest of society, The implications of this prob-
lem for children of the unemployed are not completely documented, but it is known
that children tend to internalize the outlook of their parents. If life now appears
bleak. hopeless, and unfair to parents, this will certainly affect their children s view
of the world. Children without hope do not strive to succeed, and are not interested
in giving up present gratification for future gain. It seems only logical to predict
that many will escape into substance abuse, rejection of learning, and other forms of
ant isocial behavior.

A meaningful response to this problem will have to provide economic opportunity
hir both parents and for youth. Youth need to be instilled with a perception that the
application ()I their creative labor power can lead to positive outcomes. The best way
to le int! ahout this perception is to make it real open up avenues for achievement
And riiiils till success.

It'. A I'AMPIN(; FOtt'AED EXAMINATION OF THE me/wt. OF UNEMPLOYMENT ON YOUTH

Camping pro ides a positive personal growth environment which is removed from
sockil pressor. In ,nil turn, family stress, common socio-economic discrimination,
and floral 11)01 ia rat died school and neighborhood social structures. As such it is an
1de,11 ion in which to help people with personal development and social issues
for ;invone, but ecpecially for those who are disadvantaged, victims of broken

child abuse. rive.ative potential influences, family or social adjustment prob.

L11111111W Cxpi.r.oncps are unique in that partieioants are removed for a time from
hi' 11.,!, field home environment The relic: of ~tress creates a psvhological oppor-

ltinit address plohlems objectively. Stmf who are pri.perly tr .nod to deal with
Ih' .pechic pqsichological and social dimensions of unemploymen , facilitate the de-
elopment of positive attitudes and specific coping
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The Camping environment is both non-threatening and stimulating. Children, ir-
respective of social-economi backgrounds quickly accept one another, make friends
and share problems, issues, and concerns within a context which is supportive.
When perceived issues can be dealt with by effective counselors, psychological, atti-
tudinal and behavioral change occurrs.

Through 1981, funds made available in the tri-county through TITLES II-A and
XX, and from voluntary contributions provided summer camping opportunities for
about 3,000 minority low income, or children and youth with special needs and prob-
lems.

In 1977, and then in 1981, the federal programs administered by Macomb and
Wayne Counties and the State of Michigan withdrew funds for camping purposes.
Since that time the demand for financial assistance for these populations has re-
mained constant. No noticeable increase has been recorded among these special pop-
ulations due to the rise in unemployment among those already in low income and
special population's categories.

'n 1982 and again in 1983 there has been a signficant decline in camp enrollment
of children and youth from blue collar families in the Detroit area. These are fami-
lies who in IMO and 1981 caused an increase in camp enrollment. That increase was
due to the fact that sending children to organized camps was a less expensive
summer alternative to family vacations.

These data confirm a negative impact of unemployment on children by demon-
strating significant changes in leisure time use options for blue collar families.
Where family vacations once were an affordable means to maintain positive family
relationships and CO provide feelings of psychological well-being, personal and social
status and sense of security, and hope for the future, the absence of these create a
reaction The reactions in most ways is much more damaging to personality develop-
ment, feelings of self-esteem, and social development than would occur if these chil-
dren had never had these normal and rightful life experiences.

Efforts to deal with this problem in the absence of federal and state funding op-
tions in Southeast Michigan have been to try to divert existing voluntary contribu-
tions away from other centers of need to provide some services for this new needy
population.

Positive strategies
(11 Target funding priorities to specific programs to help the affected population.

Directed use of federal chapter funds for camp scholarships for children of unem-
pllyed families would provide positive growth experiences.

(21 Fund the development of camping programs for families of unemployed work-
ers. Such programs should deal with the change in family dynamics and the stress
of individual family members caused by unemployment. Such camping programs
would preserve family continuity in the absence of costly vacation options, and
would provide all family members with some handles enabling them to deal with
the social and psychological impacts.

iai Provide Federal Grants to established Camping Services providers to develop
out-of-doors programs for children of the unemployed workers and their families.

United Community Services hopes this testimony will add to the Committee's doc-
umentation of the harmful and long-lasting negative effects of sustained unemploy-
ment on youth and families. United Community Services looks forward to further
contact with the Committee as it continues its significant work.

THE MICHIGAN ASSOCIATION Or CHILDREN'S ALLIANCE,
Lansing, MI. March 5, 1984.

MEMO

To Nleinhers of the }louse Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families.
Prom Edward .1 Oversleet. MACA Legislative Committee.
Re: Michigan Hearing.

The Michigan Association of Children's Alliances welcomes you and the House
Select Committee to Michigan for this special field hearing. We are delighted that
you :4el-tedilled a meeting in our state, and that you are giving an opportunity to
Michigan people to testify concerning family and child welfare problems.

During the past year, MACA has had a numbor of special task forces meeting on
relating to children and families. We attach the results of thew meetings and

present this written testimony for The consideration of the Committee. We hope, es-
-
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pecially, that you will take into consideration various suggestions that we have
made in each section.

Thank you for this opportunity to present written testimony.
Attachments.

MICHIGAN'S CHILDREN-1984, a MACA REPORT

1. CHILDREN IN FAIV11..1FA;

r'a't sheet. Unemployment, poverty, and public assistance
As of March, 1983, 720,00() of Michigan's workers were unemployed. Only 55 per

cent of those unemployed workers are gtill receiving benefits.
The most recent unemployment figures for Michigan and the United States are as

follows:

(In percent]

Michigan United States

March 1983 11 10.1
March 1982 .. :5.5 9.1
March 1981 . 12.3 7.6

During 1981, non-white workers nad an unemployment rate nearly three times
that for whites. The figures for teenagers were even more dramatically different:

1981 UNEMPLOYMENT RATE BY RACE

(In percent]

White Nonwhite

Overall rate 9.6 21.6
1h to U years 22.5 11.4
18 to 19 years 19.6 60.0

During the 27 months from February 1980 to April 1982, Pontiac, Michigan had
unemployment rates in excess of 20%, peaking at 29.8% in February, 1982.

Female-headed families in Michigan are suffering the most, with 32% of them
living below the poverty level in 1980. The number of single-parent familie, has
doubled since 1970. Currently, 21% of all families with children under lo ire
headed by si.igle parents, while 50% of all such black households are headed by a
single parent.

In 1980, 13% of Michigan's children lived below the 1975 poverty level for a
family of four ($5.5001. In 1980, the Federal Register reported a new poverty level
fru: a family of four at $7,450. Statistics are not yet available to determine how
ninny or Michigan's children currently live in poverty.

In 1980, 11.2% of Michigan residents were receiving some form of public assist-
ance from the Michigan Department of Social Services.

In 198(t, 2.3% of year-round housing units in Michigan did not have a complete
bathroom.

In 1981. the AFDC program in Michigan was serving three times as many recipi-
ents can increase of 200%) as it did in 1970, while the population of the state had
increased by less than 5%.

Between the years 1978 and 1981, the General Assistance caseloads in Michigan
increased by 183%, rind Medicaid caseloads increased by 20.3%.

References: Michigan Employment Security Commission, Bureau of Research;
Michigan Coalition for Children and Families: United States Bureau of the
Cenr.us--1980; United Community Services of Metropolitan Detroit, 1982.
Pact sheet. Family violence

Approximately ono) million children are abused in the United States each year.
Nearly ome of every four murder victims in the United States is a family member.
In homes where spouses abuse each other, the likelihood that the child will be

abused is greater.
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In 1980, there were over 28,000 confirmed victims of child abuse /neglect in Michi-
gan, nearly 1% of the child population. Considering that most cases still go unre-
ported, it is estimated that as many as one of ten children is being mistreated.

The National Committee for the Prevention of Child Abuse found that 45 states
reported increases in child abuse related to increases in unemployment.

More children under the age of five die from injuries inflicted by abusive parents
that' die from tuberculosis, whoop,ng cough, polio, meacles, diabetes, rheumatic
fever, and appendicitis combined.

According to a national survey ( Gelles and Straus, 1979), three out of one hundred
children were kicked, bitten, or punched duri, L; the previous year; one out of one
thousand children had been threatened with a gun or knife during the past year;
and three uut of one hundred children had been threatened with a gun or knife at
some point during their lives. These figures were reported by °areas.

"Single inciuent" cases make up only 6% of all child abuse eases; therefore, 94%
of cases involve multiple incidents of abuse and neglect.

The frequency of abuse in low birth-weight babies is reported at three tines that
of the general population.

References: Children's Defense Fund, 1983; Gel les and Straus, 1979; Straus, Gt 'les,
and Steinmetz, : ...79; Michigan Coalition for Children and Families, Alfaro, 19' fzi
White House Conference on Families, 1980; United States Department of Heath,
Education and Welfare, 1979.

Fact sheet: Adolescent pregnancy and mot ierhood
13,506 abortions mnre performed on adolescents in Michigan in 1981.
18,697 infants were born to adolescent mothers in Michigan in 1981. Theat babies

constitute 130/0 of the total number of infants born in Michigan that year.
25.8% of adolescent mothers had complications during labor and delivery it-, 1981.

Of the adolescents who h id complications, 29% are non-white.
Of the adolescents who did not receive any pre-natal care during 1981, 49% of

them were nun- white.
Adolescent girls represent the highest med.cal risk category of all groups of preg-

nant women.
Only about 1/4 of Michigan's school -aged pregnant adolescents are in specially sup-

ported programs for completing their high school education.
The infant mortality rate for black infants in Michigan is approximately double

the rate for white infants.
References: Michigan Department of Public Health; McKenry, Walters, and John-

son. 1979; Michigan Coalition for Children and Families.

MICHIGAN'S CHILDREN-1984

Introduction: The family as primary agent of socialization
Throughout history, the one social institution that has provided individuals with

services such as socialization, education, child care, care for the elderly, economic
proclu.:lion, growth in sexuality, and opportunities to internalize values and social
skills necessary for interaction with larger society, is the family. Few will dispute
that the family remains as the primary and most effectve agent of socialization (Set-
leis, 1978; Zimmerman, 1978). We view the family as one of our most valuable re-
sources, and one which ought to be preserved and supported at all costs.

"We can no longer afford to take the family for granted; we need to choose it as
that social institution that is central hi our society and primary h ur lives. This
choice must be reanifebt in services, patterns of practice, and the es` .oishm.int of a
national social policy that preserves, strengthens, and enhances the preciousness of
this vital and essential human resource." (Setleis, 1978)

We question the extent to which current and proposed policies are supportive of
family life in the United States today. For example, when federal and state reim-
bursement is made available for a child's residential care outside the home, but not
for family services that might prevent out-of-the-home placement, we question
whether such a policy is supportive of the family, or even cost effective. In those
states where foster care placements cannot be made with relatives because they
cannot be legally reimbursed for their services, is this supportive of the children s
bonds with their extended family, and is this in the best interests of the child?
When AFDC mothers are asked to participate in menial workfare jobs and place
their children in daycare settings with licensing standards based on the characteris-
tics of the physical plant rather than on the ability to provide nurturance and soci-
laization, is this also supportive of family life. particularly during the critical devel-
,pmental ages of 3 to i years?
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Federal policies ...an be supportive of the family by funding programs such as
public child ease s..srvices, health-care services adoption assistance subsidies, and tax
incentives for !aisinemsem offering their employees child-care assistance, flexible
work schedules, adequate health insurance, and a decent wage. Our purpose here is
to prevent several major problems faced by Michigan families today and to offer a
statement about the kinds of programs which do or do not support family life.

A survey of families in Michigan indicates that among their major problems are
unemployment, poverty, and stressful family relationships which often lead to some
form of domestic violence (Family Function and Support Task Force, 1981). We also
see adolescent pregnancy as a major problem. Each of these will be discussed, and
recommendations presented.

Pm,erty
According to the 1980 census, 10.4% of all persons in Michigan lived below the

roverty level, and 13.94 lived below 125% of the poverty level. What effect did this
have on Michigan's children? The impoverished state of these Michigan families af-
fected 361.353 children, i.e., 13.1% of Michigan's children lived below the poverty
level

Public assistance
The effects of unemployment and poverty are best evidenced through the public

assistance statistics. During 1980, 1,0.11,849 residents, or 11.2% of Michigan's papu-
lation (on a monthly basis) were receiving some form of public assistance from the
Michigan Department of Social Services i.e., AFDC, Gcaeral Assistance, Emergency
Needs Prograin or Food Stamps (United Community Services, 1982). From 1978 to
1981, this caseloads for general assistance, Medicaid and Food Stamps increased by
183%, 20.3%, and nearly 100%, respectively (United Community Services, 1982). To
compound the problem, the increases in monthly benefits to recipients have not
kept up with inflation. For example, the average monthly payment to an AFDC re-
cipient inereast.d from $351.40 in 1979, to $384.14 in 1981. To account for inflation,
the recipient needed $445o2 in order to maintain their buying power.

impact of unemployment and poverty on families
The unemployment problem in Michigan due to the decline in the auto industry

and related supplier industries has had an alarming effect on the families of work-
er, who have lost their jobs. Unemployment has affected the financial status of fam-
ilies in several ways. First, families are less able to provide such basic needs as food,
clothing, ono shelter when economic resources are so greatly reduced. Secondly,
families cannot afford needed health services due to their loss of health insurance.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield in Michigan reports a loss of 556,633 beneficiaries due to
factory layoffs and closings, (Child Welfare Planning Notes, 1983), Thirdly, financial
hardships have made it difficult, if not impossible, for families to finance their col-
lege students' ed.ication. Finally, the masses of unemployed workers do not contrib-
ute tax dollars, reducing local, state and federal tax revenues at a time when such
revenues are urgently needed.

Unfortunately, the unemployment problem in Michigan not only impacts upon
this financial status of families, but also on the social and emotional well being of

Several studies have shown a correlation between unemployment and an in-
creased riots of mental health problems (Brenner, 1976; Dumont, 1977; Stathpoulos,
1980) In addition, in assessing the effects of unemployment we must consider the
in(livilual loss of self esteem and pride, and the feelings of hopelessness on the part
of the head of the hou,;ehold who is forced to accept and rely on public support.
What about the children whose parents are chronically unemployed? Do they bear
the brunt of their parents' frustrations? Who will be their role models for develop-
ing good work habits and job-finding strategies?

ham 'Iv violence
A wealth of research studies support the hypothesis that unemployment corre-

lates directly with he incidence of family violence, including spouse abuse and child
abuse 'Ayoub and Pfeifer, 1 )79a and b; Bottom, 1981; Cater and Easton, 1980;
Dumont. 1977; Genes and Straus, 1979, Mayer and Black, 1977; Taitz, 19801. Gelles
and Strati a y 197in report an inverse relationship between level of income and family
violence rile National Committee for the Prevention of Child Abuse found that 45
snites spurted increases in child abuse related to increased abundance of evidence
linking child abuse with unemployment; we have good reason to be very concerned
about the safety of children in Michigan.
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Adolescent pregnancy
In addition to unemployment, poverty and family violence, families it Michigan

are faced with thousands of pregnant adolescents in need of services According to
the Michigan Department of Public Health, 18,697 infants were born to adolescent
mothers in Michigan in 1981, constituating 13% of the total number of infants born.

The ever-increasing phenomenon of adolescent pregnancy and motherhood is
problematic for several reasons. First, "adolescent girls represent the highest medi-
cal risk category of all groups of pregnant women," (McKenry, Walters and John-
ron. 1979), with 25.8% of them having had complications during labor and delivery
in 1981 in Michigan (Michigan Department of Public Health). E -ondly, the pre
natal care afforded to the adolescent is different for whites and ion- whites, with
nearly half of those not receiving pre-natal care being non-white. Thirdly, only 1/4 of
Michigan's schoolaged, pregnant adolscents are in specially supported programs for
completing their high school education. A pregnancy during adolescence is very
likely to affect a young woman's education and, according to Wright (1978), may be
a significant factor in unemployment.

Having outlined these major problems facing families in Michigan, we present our
recommendations for helping these families.
Recommendations to improve employment

Resolving massive unemployment in Michigan will reduce many of the hardships,
both c:onomic and emotional, that families face, and promote a safer and healthier
environment for our children.

We are in support of proposals for public works jobs to help families support
themselves while rebuilding roads and bridges, or staffing child care facilities. We
also are supportive of tax incentives that would encourage existing institutions such
as businesses and public schools to assess the employment needs of the future and
r 1e training programs to prepare individlals to meet those needs. For example:

(1) Federal income tax incentives for employers providing services to their laid-off
workers. The following services are suggested:

(a) Training new employees for new, high-tech jobs such as computer pro-
grammers, or

(h) Providing career counseling, or providing workshops in job finding strate-
gies.

(2) Federal income tax incentives for hi-tech companies to provide equipment to
high school students in computer science.

Only through the cooperative efforts of industry, labor, and government can we
hope to provide the training and education needed to improve the employment rate
for Michigan.

Finally, we advocate strongly for the implementation of employment practices
which are more supportive of family life. To this end, there is an urgent need for
such work arrangements as:

( ) Flextime;
(2) Job-sharing programs;
(3) Child care options, i.e., leave of absence for mother or father;
(4) Part-time jobs with pro-rated pay and benefits;
(5) Child car( centers within the workplace; and
(6) Sensitivity by big business to the possible adverse effects on family life of

relocating.
(7) Flexible benefit plans that allow employee to cho, from a range of bene-

fit options with a set maximum and with some optic» related to family func-
tioning.

Recommendations to improve the status of AFDC and other proverty.stricken fami
lies

The administration has proposed numerous budget cuts that would eliminate a
total of $722 million in AFDC funds for fiscal year 1984. We stand opposed to any
further reduct'ons in the AFDC budget. The most objectionable proposal is that of
mandating workfare for all able-bodied recipients. The proposal represents a $275
million reduction in funds, but according to one source (Report on Preschool Educa-
tion, 1983), administrative documents indicate the hope that mandatory workfare
would save up to $ur) million because some Food Stamp and AFDC recipients would
refuse to participate in such programs. Our objections to such a program are four-
fold:

(1) While some job assignment3 might encourage self-sufficiency or offer worth-
while job experience, there are no protections against punitive job assignments.
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(21 Allowing states to require that parents of children ages three to six register for
work programs if child care is available, without defining specifically what consti-
tutes appropriate child care for MIX! children, is negligent and invites gross dis-
crimination. Quality day care for low-income families is already problematic and
cannot be ignored as a major obstacle to the "success" of a workfare program.

(3) Administrative costs to the states would be substantial.
(4) The private sector is capable of creating real jobs, and every possible encour-

agement should be used to support that effort.
A second major reduction that we oppose is the elimination of the Work Incen-

tives (WIN) program, requiring a $271 million budget cut. According to a study con-
ducted by the United States Department of Labor (1977):

"WIN training helps certain welfare recipients improve their earnings and length
of time in jobs . . . Whatever policy choices are made, they should be made with
awareness that the current inability to turn welfare into workfare resides primarily
in the limitations of the job market system and only secondarily in the characteris-
tics of welfare recipients."

We oppose the elimination of a program which provides much needed and helpful
job counseling, training, and placement for AFDC recipients who are seeking perma-
nent employment.

Recommendations to reduce family violence
With regard to the funding of programs for fiscal year 1984, we support continued

funding of the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act, and for the National
Center on Child Abuse and Neglect. We support continued funding of programs for
abused and neglected children under the Title XX Social Services Program (now the
Social Services Block Grant). Although the administration's budget proposal for
fiscal year 1984 indicates a $50 million increase ($2.45 billion to $2.5 billion) in the
Social Services Block Grant, currently funded at $348 million, and the assumption
that ;ts services will b& funded by the Social Services Block Grant (Children's De-
fense Fund 1983). We support an increased level of funding for the Social Services
13Ioek Grant which would account for the $348 million Community Services Block
(rant which was previously funded separately,

In addition to those budget recommendations, we see a need for increased support
services for families and youth involved in abusive home situations. We support the
following recommendations:

(1) Bybee (1979) recommends a range of family support services to help reduce
stress on parents. Programs such as drop-in day care, medical and mental health
services, and employment programs may help to reduce the potential for violence in
families.

(2) Garbarino (1980) recommends continual support of research on child abuse and
neglect. Important issues to be considered include cultural norms regarding punish-
ment, incidence of physical and emotional abuse and neglect, violence toward youth
in residential and foster homes, efforts of prevention programs, and studies of adult,
who were abused as children and now do not abuse their children. What factors con-
tribute to breaking the cycle of child abuse?

(3) Children s Defense Fund recommends federally funded shelters for battered
children. Our sentiment is that the government ought to be laying plans for shelters
for children, not silos for MX missiles! Garbarino (1980) recommends comprehensive
youth serving agencim and youth hotlines. A range of services could be provided to
include ahuse/neg;ect services, runaway shelters, counseling, gynecological services
and help with re-entering the education system.

(4) Children's Defense Fund recommends supplemental funding to the pt blic
schools to develop training for young adults in child development, and effective,
non-violent means of controlling children, and education to improve adolescents'
and young children's awareness of child abuse, The schools could also sponsor Par-
ents Anonymous groups. Since the schools are currently the major reporting source
of child abuse, they could easily be utilized as a source of prevention.

RITOMmewlations regarding adolescent pregnancy and motherhood
We recommend that serious efforts be made toward preventing adolescent preg-

nancies. Prevention services can take two forms: education and access to family
planning services. We support the incorporation of family life curriculum into all
school programs. The schools could be supportive of family efforts at educating
youth in the areas of human sexuality, reproduction, contraception, peer pressure,
values classification and child development.
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THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LAITER-DAY SAINTS
Bloomfield Hills, MI, March 13, 1984.

Re: Congressional Hearings Children, Youth, and Families.
Congressman DANIEL MARniarr,
Washington. DC.

DEAR CONURESSMAN MAssicrrr: Pursuant to the request of Dr. Donald Kline of
your staff concerning activities of nongovernment groups that are assisting the
needs of individuals in Southeast Michigan, I am giving a brief overview of the pro-
gram sponsored by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter -D.. Saints.

Almost since the days of the founding of the Church of Jesus Christ of LatterDay
Saints in 1830, our leaders have taught that the spiritual and temporal needs of
man are blended. One cannot effectively be carried on without the other. We do not
feel that it is possible for men and women to be good and faithful Christian people
unless they can also be good, faithful, honest, and industrious people.

When the welfare system of the Church was formally organized in 1836, the First
Presidency wanted to assure that the formal organization did not take away the in-
dividual's incentive to help himself, and established the following guidelines for its
implementation: "Our primary purpose was to set up, in so far as it might be possi-
ble, a system under which the curse of idleness would be done away with, the evils
of the dole abolished, and independence, industry, thrift and self respect be once
more established amongst our people. The aim of the Church is to help the people to
help themselves. Work is to be re-enthroned as the ruling principle of the lives of
our Church membership." (Conference Report, Oct. 1936, p. 3)

With this orientation, the current goals of our welfare services program are:
(1) To help individuals and families care for themselves.
(2) To obtain the resources necessary to help those in need.
(3) To prnvide Church assistance Or those who qualify.
Each of these items is further explanined below:

I. Personal and family preparedness
In order to help others, individuals and families should first live providently and

care for their own needs. Careful attention is to be given in the following areas: Lit-
eracy and Education; Career Development; Financial and Resource Management;
Home Production and Storage; Physical Health; Social-Emotional and Spiritual
Strength; Emergency Preparedness.
2. Rendering and accepting assistance

The responsibility for each member's spiritual, social, emotional, physical, or eco-
nomic well-being rests first upon himself, second upon his family, and third upon
the Church. Members of the Church are encouraged not to accept unearned govern
ment assistance. If an individual accepts unearned govern nent assistance, he may
not accept Church commodities or financial assistance at the same time.
.1. The storehouse resource system

The Storehouse Resource System of the Church consists of a number of interrelat-
ed resources: an employment system, Bishops' Storehouses, production projects, LDS
Social Services, Deseret Industries, fast offerings, welfare ser "ice missionaries, and
various other welfare resources. The immediate objectives of the system are to:

(a) Provide cash resources, social services, and rehabilitative assistance to
help those in need;

(h) Produce, process, store, and distribute needed commodities;
(C) Help find regular jobs for those who are able to work;
(d) Provide temporary work within the Storehouse Resource System, when

possible, for those who cannot be employed otherwise;
(e) Serve as a resource to Church leaders in meeting local needs.

With the above orientation, I will attempt to provide a brief synopsis of the assist-
ance rendered through the Storehouse Resource System in Southeastern Michigan,
recognizing that considerable unrecorded assistance haf also been provided external-
ly to this portion of the program.

The LDS Employment Services in the D'+roit Center is staffed by one and one-
half persons. During 1983, 320 persons were .tially placed by the Center, and
through the efforts of local members another 80 to 90 persons were placed. Addi-
tionally, 269 persons were interviewed by the staff to assist them in their employ-
ment efforts upon recommendation from their local bishop.

The LDS Social Services group has two licensed persons on staff and during 1983
provided considerable service to our membership as follows:
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Unwed mothers Nerved 15
Infants placed for adoption 7
Foster children served 10
Adoptive applicants served 18
Licensed foster homes 18
Clinical assessments (one or two visits to the office):

Individuals 159
Couples 95
Families 78

Clincial ongoing therapy (more than two visits to the office):
Individuals 37
Couples 43
Families 7

The Detroit Bishops' Storehouse enables the bishops to assist needy families with
food when other previously defined avenues have been exhausted. During the past
six months, the following services have been rendered:
Food orders filled 1,603
Families served 351
Number of persons served 3,717
Average cost per order filled $72
Donated hours of labor at storehouse 2,264

Additionally, in 1983 more than $150,000 in fast offering funds were used to assist
in payment of rent, utilities, medical expenses, etc.

In a further effort to care for its membership, the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints has committed to build a small cannery in the Detroit area which
will enable the processing of fruits, vegetables, meats, etc., grown and harvested by
the local Church membership. It is anticipated that this facility will be completed
by mid-1984 and will begin operrtion with volunk.er labor.

It is hoped that this brief synopsis will drovide some insight into the efforts of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints to assist those in Southeastern Michi-
gan. As you are probably aware, the needs have been extensive for the past several
years.

If you have questions or if we can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate
to call.

Very truly yours,
Bishop LARRY F. BOWMAN,

Bloomfield Hills Regi(in Welfare Agent.

STATEMENT OF FATHER LAWRE' 'CE M. VENTLINE, PASTOR OF ST. CHRISTINE CATHOLIC
CHURCH, BRiGHTMOOR COMMUNITY, DETROIT, MI

My name Father Lawrence Vent line. I am the pastor at St. Christine Catholic
Church which is situated in northwest Detroit in the Brightmoor community, locat-
ed between Telegraph E. .1 Lasher on Fenkell Avenue.

The late Monsignor Clement Kern once remarked: "We have to run with the door
wide open."

My remarks are made with bewilderment as I wonder and ask: Is the door of this
nation wide open anymore? Has the door slammed in the face of budget cuts that
lay most heavily oil the poor, near-poor, and modest income families?

Because of St. Christine's commitment to the poor and needy of Brightmoor end
its surroundings, we have etched deeply within our hearts the task to sittak up
while we run with the door wide open to God's people.

In 1930, the Catholic Bishops of the United States said something that needs to be
said again: "Our country needs, now and permanently, such a change of heart as
will intelligently and with determination, so organize and distribute our work and
wealth that no one need lack for any long time the security of being able to earn an
adequate living for himself and for those dependent upon him."

Because the role of the priest is largely a supportive and encouraging one, I tell
you this: This nation is now reaping the effects of unemployment and the lack of
purposelessness and disdain that it causes in dividing families in my parish and
community. The family abuse stemming from the anger brewing in countless homes
in Brighttnoor's 20,000-resident community has to stop. The violence and abuse is
hardening this nation's heart. The violence is becoming a way of life. Violence is
becom*ng as acceptable as blowing one's nose. It is looked at as routinely as reading
about it in the newspaper acid turning the page in one's helplessness to find leaders
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willing enough to come and see what violence and perhaps unemployment is doing
in a City where some 47 rapes have occurred.

There are those who question poverty in America: To those who deny it I ask you
to sit with a jobless breadwinner in St. Christine's soup kitchen each Tuesday and
Wednesday from 3-6 P.M. I ask you to witness the fellowship there and see adults
and children who number about 300 meals each day.

Come and see 41 percent of Brightmoor's households that have one or more
member who is 17 years of age or younger.

Come and see countless numbers of childrenand, in some case, adultswhose
only entertainment and recreation are video machines because of little creational
facilities in Brightmoor. Come and see these same persons made in the image and
likeness of God as they walk the streets in search of work, of food, more social work-
ers in our community schools, shelter for battered persons, better transportation
services, more day-care facilities in an ever-increasing single-parent household.

Locking the door will only bring this nation down with the violence that comes
with shutting out society's needs.

Countless energies are spent assisting families to alternatives to violent living.
Programs enabling families to live together in the face of the "door's slamming in
their faces" are increasingly becoming our focus at St. Christine's. Individual coun-
selling and supportive services have increased over the past two years. Our St. Vin-
cent De Paul Conferencea group who assists the needybegan in September of
1982 has spent over $8,000 in utilities, rent, clothing, food and furniture.

Come and see.
Then, close not the door on God's needyour brothers and sisters!

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. PRICE, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

I want to consider three questions about the impact of unemployment on children,
youth and families. (1) What families are disproportionately affected by unemploy-
ment and what is the financial toll? (2) What effects does unemployment have on
family aspirations, roles, distress and discouragement? (3) What policy alternatives
exist for families, youth and children facing unemployment? The answers to these
questions are important to a substantial portion of tie United States in the eighties
and beyond and are of particular concern to those of us in Michigan who have expe-
rienced the severe impact of the recent recession.

WHO IS AFFECTED BY UNEMPLOYMENT AND HOW

The results of the most recent recession are still being examined. However, the
results of the 1975 recessionary period have been carefully examined and provide us
with a variety of important answers. Data from a nationwide sample of American
families studied by the Michigan Panel Study of Income Dynamics indicate that one
family in six, or approximately 17% of families with children, had a breadwinner
who was unemployed at some time in 1975 (Moen, 1982). Furthermore, those fami-
lies who were unemployed, approximately 40% experienced either an income loss of
at least 30% or had fallen to poverty level income.

Three groups of families were particularly hard hit by the loss of financial re-
sources associated with unemployment in the 1975 recession. They were (1) single
parent families headed by women, (2) black families, and (3) families early in the
life cycle who had preschool children. Both black families and families headed by
single parent mothers tended to be unemployed longer than white families or fami-
lies in which the father was the major provider. Young families, those with pre-
school children, are particularly vulnerable. As Moen (1983) observes, "young fami-
lies are less likely than established ones to have resources necessary to cope effec-
tively with economic adversity. For example, parents of young children are often
themselves young and lack resources such as seniority, experience and job skills
that would enable them to regain employment quickly. Since parents of preschool-
ers are also ones most likely to lose their jobs, the largest toll of an economic down-
turn :s paid by families in the early years of childbearing and childrearing" (p. 752).

Furthermore, the distribution of income supports including Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) and unemployment insurance does not perfectly match
these groups of particularly vulnerable families. Thus, while AFDC payments are
important sources of support for female headed families and while unemployment
insurance does indeed soften the financial blow for those who receive it, unemployed
families where the male is present tolled to receive proportionately less of the sup-
ports.
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Some differences between the current most recent recession end that of 1975 : ve
increased the hardships file the unemployed as well. Even though the unemploy-
ment duration is longer and the rate is higher in the recent recession, the duration
and breadth of distribution of unemployment benefits is clearly lower. Thus, while
the need has increased, supply of benefits has diminished under the current admin-
istration. In Michigan, families of displaced auto workers may exhaust their unem-
ployment benefits but still not be eligible for Medicaid and other needed forms of
public assistance leaving them virtually without options.

While there: statistics focus on vulnerable families, it is important to recognize
that official statistics understate the job low problems because they fail to include
discouraged workers who are no longer seeking work and who are therefore not in-
cluded in unemployment statistics. Also omitted are those who are involuntarily
working part-time or have retired involuntarily. Furthermore, unemployment has a
rippling effect on the families and communities of the unemployed so that we
should be speaking of unemployed families and communities of unemployment
rather than uliumployed individuals (Buss & Redburn, 1983).

When communities and families experience unemployment over long periods of
time and have little hope of immediate re-employment, discouragement occur; both
increasing family distress and reducing the hope and motivation for re-employment
(Bowman, Jackson, Hatchett and Gurin, 1982). These effects have been well docu-
mented in the Institute for Social Research Survey of Black Americans and the
ripple effects of unemployment have been well demonstrated by Buso and Redburn
(1983) in their communRy study of the closing of a steel plant in Youngstown, Ohio.

The Buss and Redburr study is notable partly because it examines the impact on
the families of both steel workers and managers who had been steadily employed for
long periods of time in the Youngstown community. This group of families eepre-
sents a relatively new phenomenon in American working life. These are families
with a previously stable relationship to the labor market who now face downward
social and economic mobility (Thurow, 1984).

In summary theft, who is affected by unemployment and how does it affect their
family resources? Single parent families are at higher risk for unemployment and
for longer periods cf unemployment. Black families, even with two parents in resi-
dence, experience higher risks. Families with preschool children having fewer re-
sources to fall back on are both more vulnerable to job loss and are more powerfully
affected by its financial consequences. Finally, a new class of unemployed families is
emerging. These are families with a previously strong attachment to work and
career who will not be returned to their previous jobs or income status. They will
either be forced into early retirement, part-time work, or much lower paying jobs
despite family commitments and responsibilities undertaken in earlier more °ph-
ir.istic times.

'.THAT 18 THE IMPACT OF UNEMPLOYMENT ON FAMILY ASPIRATIONS, STRESS AND
DISCOURAGEMENT

So far, I have briefly described the types of families which seem to ba at greatest
risk for unemployment and its financial impact. But what do we know about the
psychological and developmental impact of the experience of unemployment on fam-
ilies and children? Evidence comes from a variety of sources including the study of
unemployment during the 30's and more recently during the 70's and early 80's.

The accumulated evidence can be divided into two major classes of findings. Tho,
first has to do with family adaptation to unemployment and its effects on goals, as-
pirations and socialization of children. The second set of findings considers the
impact of job loss on family distress and discouragement. Here again, the process of
family coping and its impact on the child in particular is of considerable interest.
Family adaptations

The impact of various family adaptations to reduced resources can have S'abtle
hu,t far-reaching consequences. Moen (1983) observes that job and economic loss pro-
duces the necessity for a family restructuring of roles and resources and a reap -
praisal of the family's current situation and prospects for the future. In particular,
family *oals are likely to be reduced. Home improvements will be postponed, and
preventive health care will be delayed. Future uncertainly will mean that home
ownership may be foregone, and the families' aspirations for higher education may
be reduced or eliminated. Children will be less likely to become financially inde-
pendent and will continue to rely on their family of origin for longer periods of
time. In some cases, plans for retirement may be postponed. Thus, faced with these
prospects for the future, the family lowers its aspirations in ways which will have
multiple consequences for the family ft-r generations in the future.
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Children in families with reduced prospects will soon perceive themselves as
having less control over their own lives. We know that problem solving skills (or a
lack of them) are taught in the family and passed generation to generation. These
families are learning that they have less control over their lives and that their
levels of aspiration are perhaps unrealistically high. While not as dramatic as some
of the short term consequences of unemployment, such as alcoholism or child abuse,
these changes in goals and aspirations in the family may be at least as significant in
their longrange impact for these families and their children.
Family distress and discouragement

A number of studies documenting the mental healtl- impacts of unemployment on
individuals and their families have been conducted. The evidence available suggests
that economic instability and unemployment increases the risk of a variety of nega-
tive health and mental health outcomes including increase in alcohol and substance
abuse (Brenner, 1975), distress and depression (Catalano, & Dooley, 1981), increase
in health problems (Catalano & Dooley, 1983), and suicide (Pierce, 1967). These gen-
eral findings, however, do not enlighten us about which families are most at risk for
these outcomes.

Gnezda (1984) has summarized the available evidence on the effects of unemploy-
ment on family functioning. While the amount of evidence available is not great
and the results of various studies far from unanimous, two studies--one in Youngs-
town, Ohio conducted by Buss and Redburn (1983) and another in Hartford, Con-
necticut conducted by Liem, Rayman and their colleagues (1982)provide us with
some compelling information on marital relationships among unemployed families
and the impact on children.

Liem and Rayman (1982) found that wives of unemployed husbands are not imme-
diately affected by the husband's unemployment, but as the family environment
changes over time, shifts in the marital relationship have an impact on wives. As
Onezda observes, "during the first mcnths of unemployment, the husband's role per-
formance and supportiveness in the family decreases and the wife begins to develop
increased emotional strain, depression, anxiety, fearfulness and sensitivity in inter-
personal relationships. Wives show the strongest reaction to their husbands' unem-
ployment around three to four months after his job loss."

The Youngstown study conducted by Buss and Redburn followed both blue collar
and white collar workers for two years after the Youngstown plant closing, and Red-
burn found that 12 months after job loss, blue collar wives showed "more signs of
aggression than unemployed white collar workers. At 24 months, the differences be-
tween these groups of wives increased. Although blue and white collar wives report-
ed more depression, anxiety, helplessness. distress, avoidance of others, more somat-
ic problems and greater alcohol consumption than white collar wives."

The Youngstown study also tells us something about the effect of parental unem-
ployment on children. Children of unemployed workers vere more likely than those
of the employed workers to avoid social interactions with th-ir peers and were more
likely to be distrustful. Children of blue collar workers seemed the most dramatical-
ly affected and reNrted feelings of immobilization, helplessness, and being victim-
ized. The Hartford study did not ask the children themselves directly about their
experiences, but parents in the Hartford study saw their children as being more
moody at home, having increased problems in school, and experiencing strained re-
lationships with their peers after parental job loss.

Agreement is converging around another major risk variable, length of unemploy-
ment, in the study of impact on families (Buss & Redburn, 1983; Ferman, 1981;
(inezda, 1984; Powell & Driscoll, 1973; Rayman & Liem, 1982). While the details of
these research studies vary somewhat, a common pattern seems clear. After initial
periods of optimism about re-employment, a period of concerted effort and energetic
job search occurs. During this period the family becomes a source of maximum sup-
port and encouragement. If, however, after several months the job search is still un-
successful, another stage of vacillation and doubt occurs, optimism is eroded, job
seeking becomes more sporadic, self-doubt and self-blame become more promiment
and generalized demoralization is more likely. Families in these later stages of un-
employment will experience a variety of negative health and mental health out-
comes in many cases. lkwman (1983) reports that black families with their restrict-
ed opportunities for re-employment are particularly at risk for discouragement and
demoralization.

POLICY ALTERNATIVES

Governmental policy options for coping with the impact of unemployment on chil-
dren. youth and families have in the past existed in two broad classes of initia-
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tives(1) macroeconomic fisci.1 and monetary policies, and (2) the provision of social
services and supports.

Fiscal and monetary policies to stimulate the economy have been described as "a
tide that raises all ships" and in the recent past has been the preferred governmen-
tal strategy for dealing with economic dislocation. But there are at least two r. ajor
problems associated with this strategy that deserves our attention. First, we krow
that in the case of unemployed families, even a rising economic tide does not -Elise
all families equally, aad many including families of discouraged workers are not
likely to benefit from the results of these Fiscal and monetary policies to the same
degree as other groups. In addition, the time idg between governmental macroecon-
mic initiatives and a response in the economy can be substantial. Meanwhile, the
financial and emotional toll on families of unemployed workers can be very severe.
Many families may move through the cycle of family crisis to unsuccessful job
search and finally to discouragement and dependency while macroeconomic changes
are, in some cases, only slowly developing.

The second major policy alternative for copi with the impact of unemployment
in families involves governmental and private provision of social supports and seiv-
ices including unemployment insurance, job creation, joh restructuring, job training,
and job finding. Moen (1983), in her review of the impact of the 1975 recession, de-
scribes three conditions that buffer the impact of unemployment for families and
children. They are: (1) the provision of unemployment insurance, (2) a shortened
period of unemployment, and (3) the availability of secondary wage earners in the
family.

But in considering how to implement service policies aimed at promoting these
conditions that may protect the workers, families stand in different temporal rela-
tionshipm to the event of unemployment. Some families, having already experienced
long periods of unemployment and exhausted whatever benefits were available, may
have fallen into the discouraged r.zker group. Other families, newly displaced, are
coping with the crisis of unemployment. Still other families are not yet unemployed,
but are vulnerable to both financial and emotional impacts of unemployment it
occurs because of a lack of additional resources and/or a shrinking local economy. It
is obvious on reflection, but sometimes forgotten, that family needs and receptivity
to service will vary depending on their circumstances and length of unemployment.
Furthermore, it is well to remember that more families will be entering each of
these various stages of unemployment in the event of future economic downturns.
Consequently a differentiated services and support policy aimed at preventing fami-
lies from moving from vulnerability to crisis to discouragement is needed. Let us
consider some of the options for families in each of these groups.

Families of discouraged workers having experienced unemployment or under-em-
ployment for long periods of time need a broad array of services including AFDC
benefits, unemployment insurance for immediate survival as well as retraining pro-
grams to increase their economic viability in the market place. Moreover, children
and adolescents in families of discouraged workers may soon attempt to enter the
world of work carrying with them experiences of hopelessness and self-blame. Pro-
grams in schools designed to interpret the experience of unemployment and to coun-
teract hopelessness are important to consider.

For families recently experiencing the crisis of unemployment, several options are
possible. The first priority is programs direr ted at shortening the period of unem-
ployment and helping unemployed workers to consider the options of relocation, r_
training and job search. A good example is the Employment Transition Program de-
veloped at the University of Michigan.

Families experiencing the crisis of unemployment may also be in need of mental
health and social services, but as Buss and Redburn (1983) note, most workers per-
ceive traditional mental health services as irrelevant to their problems or are un-
aware of the more appropriate services that may have been made available. Fur-
thermore, they observe that many workers who have used these services have felt
discouraged from further help-seeking. Mental health and social services have not
traditionally been oriented to displaced workers as a potential client group and are
not organized to identify and serve them. Instead, these services are oriented to
their more traditional clientele. Nevertheless, coni,nunity-based coordinated efforts
among human service organizations are not only possible but have been implement-
ed with some success in the past (Taber, Walsh & Cooke, 1979). Furthermore, if sen-
sitized to the problems of displaced workers, human service agencies can serve as
referral sources to job search programs which may aid families in coping with un-
employment and decrease the duration of unemployment.

Companies shutting down a plant can also play an important role in helping dis-
placed workers to cope. Price and D'Aunno (1983) have described in detail how
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human service managers within companies can serve as "t Insition managers" link-
ing union officials, workers, community agencies and community officials in a net-
work of re-employment assistance. Developing such a network is frequently in the
company's interest as well as in the interest of the workers and the community.
Poorly managed transitions by companies carry with them the threat of strikes,
vandalism, lawsuits and regulatory legislation enacted in reaction to the human
costs of poor management. It is in the company's interest to manage work force re-
ductions in such a way as to minimize human casualties.

The raftl set of policy options open to us are genuinely preventive in nature. They
should be directed at vulnerable families not yet unemployed but at risk to move
from a state of vulnerable employment to the crisis of unemployment and ultimate-
ly to discouragement. Here is perhaps our greatest opportunity to provide conditions
where families can build their own protective resources to buffer the impact of un-
employment. You will recall that t he presence of secondary wage earners in fami-
lies are important protective resources. We need policies and programs that help to
create '..he circumstances where secondary wage earners can enter and remain in
the Icbor market. Since many secondary wage earners and families are women, this
suggests that day care policies, non-discrimiliatoey hiring practices, and non-dis-
criminatory wage practice are all policies which have the potential to allow a family
to develop its own protective mechanisms to cope with economic dislocation.

In addition, companies, governmental agencies and unions can engage in policies
which allow the reallocation of work (Kahn, 1983). Job sharing (Meier, 1979) is a
prime example of this type of policy initiative. This policy allows companies to re-
spond to economic downturns by reducing the number of hours worked rather than
laying off workers. Instead, reduced workers hours and pay are supplemented by
unemployment Insurance. Professor Lewis Margolis (1982) has investigated a wide
range of policy options available to buffer the stress of unemployment for families
and concludes that job sharing strategies represent a highly desirable option among
all of those that are available. However, many employers and some unions still per-
ceive economic barriers associated with this important alternative.

While the recent economic upturn has led s me to be optimistic about the prob-
lem of unemployment and its impact on families, shifts in the American industrial
base for the rest of this century will continue to produce displaced workers and de-
pendent families. The problem will net go away. Short term initiatives are needed
to reduce suffering, but we are best served in the long run to focus our energies on
preventive efforts to help vulnerable families not yet unemployed, creating circum-
stances in which they can weather the blow of economic displacement and where we
can minimize the human tragedy that will otherwise occur.
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PACTPARENTS AND CHILDREN TOGETHER,
Detroit, MI, January 16, 1984.

MH. VEDA PARKER-SHAM',
Constituent Service Senior Representative,
Southfield, MI.

DEAR M. PARKER .SHARP: Pursuant to our telephone conversation last Thursday, I
am submitting this written tl.stimony for Congressman Sander Levin's Select Com-
mittee on Children, Youth and Families,

PACT/P:irents and Children Together is an alternative to foster care project af-
filiated with the Family and Consumer Resources Department at Wayne State Uni-
versity. PACT began as a pilot in 1977 providing service to approximately 60 fami-
lies. Last year, PACT served 340 families and 1104 children in Wayne County.

Unemployment among the PACT families is very high. Among our December
active caseload of 180 families, 85% were listed as unemployed. If the Committee is
attempting to gather information about the effects unemployment has on family
functioning, we believe we can present a strong case for a correlation. between child
abuse and neglect and unemployment. Abuse and neglect has been substantiated in
all PACT families and referrals have been made to the program in lieu of foster
care placement.

We know that many of our families are suffering, not from recent unemployment,
but long term unemployment. We know that families with very limited financial re-
sources are often forced to make very difficult choices i.e., to skimp on basics such
as food and utilities in order to piece together enough for a security deposit on a
new flat or apartment when "improved housing" is court-ordered for the return of
their child(ren) in foster care.

Unemployed families do not always seek medical care, even when it is available
at no or low cost because they do not have the transportation costs. In some families
with several small children, the parent must travel with an infant, 2-year old and 5-
year old by public transportation (45-60 minute waits are common during non-rush
hours). to the clinic or doctor's office.

Unemployed families love their children, but so much of their time and energy is
consumed in trying to survive that there is little left for their child(ren). In fact, it
is sometimes a child's normal behavior that triggers the parent's out of control, abu-

IS'f'

Recent research on increase and decrease in recidivism rates confirmed housing
services. transportation. child care, family planning, education and training were
the services identified with a decrease in return of the child to protective services.
We need to provide these services for families if we are serious about preventing
child abuse

If we can he given 2 3 days lead time., we would like to invite Congressman Levin
to one of our Parent GrOUI) Sessions HO that he may hear firsthand about the effects
of unemployment on family functioning.
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We hope the Committee will find the verbal and written testimony helpful in
their attempts to deal with the pervasive problem of unemployment.

Sincerely,
DOROTHY Kt/WERT,

Project Director.
Enclosures.

PARENTS AND CHILDREN TOGETHER (PACT), WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

PACT is the acronym for Parents and Children Together, a short-term, intensive
home-based program which is affiliated with the Family and Consumer Resources
Department at Wayne State University.

PACT is funded by the Foster Care Unit of the Wayne County Department of
Social Services. All referrals to PACT are made by either Foster Care or Protective
Services. Family participation in PACT is voluntary.

The basic goals of PACT are to (1) prevent a foster care placement of children at
risk by working with their family; (2) to return children who are in foster care to
their biological family; and (3) to make recommendations that may assist the Wayne
County Department of Social Services and the Juvenile Court in making permanent
placement plans for the child(ren) when a return to the family is not possible.

PACT is a tripartite program providing service to families, training for graduate
students who are planning to work in the human services field, and program eval-
uation in order to assess the effectiveness of PACT's intervention approach to work-
ing with high-risk families.

The major service component of PACT is in-home counseling. The counseling is
provided Sy PACT Counselors who are Wayne State University graduate students
selected by PACT for a one year internship. The students earn 12 graduate credit
hours while carrying a maximum caseload of eight families.

The goals of the in-home counseling service are:
(1) To maintain at least 75% of the children at risk of foster care placement in

their families for a period of 90 days or longer after PACT services are terminated.
(2) To return at least 25% of the children in foster care at the time of admission

to their natural families or to have had r permanent placement plan developed by
termination.

To attain thase goals, PACT's specific objectives are to assist in creating a more
wholesome environment for the child by:

Improving the families' ability to organize and maintain a safe and healthy
home environment;

Providing knowledge and skill in low-income budgeting;
Increasing parents; sensitivity to the child's needs;
Increasing the utilization of appropriate child management and discipline

techniques;
Improving health and nutrition standards;
Increasing knowledge and use of community resources.

The monitoring of PACT's progress toward meeting its goals adheres to the tradi-
tional model utilized in social service projects:

Initial status of the family is assessed, major problems are identified, and a
treatment plan is developed;

Goals and objectives are operationally defined and include realistic time lines;
Ongoing service records are maintained providing the nature of the service

and the approach used;
Ongoing case assessments are made by counselors in collaboration with sui,er

visory and auxiliary staff;
Units supportive to PACT's major service component are:

Parent groups
Four groups are run concurrently on an eight week schedule. Sixteen to eighteen

parents are enrolled in each group. Transportation and chi'd care are provided for
parents who are participants in Parent Groups. The major o'jectives of these groups
are to

Improve the parent's parenting skills, especially in the area of discipline;
Enhance the parents own growth and development as an adult;

Intake and referral
Reviews all referrals made by Wayne County Department of Social Services to

PACT and determines whether or not the family meets PACT's eligibility criteria.
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Trunsi)ortation, donations and home repairs
Provides the transportation for families participating in Parent Groups. This unit

secures and delivers donations to families identified as in need of material goads.
Moving services are provided to families needing household moves, and home and
appliance repairs are provided to PACT families when requested by the counselors.
Support services

The P ,CT support staff provides all the typing of needs assessments, court re-
ports, and all other official records and documents. It handles all of the incoming
telephone calls and is responsible for relaying all messages received on the PACT
24-hour answering service during the regular work week.

It has beer well documented since its inception that PACT does, in fact, save
Wayne County of Michigan subatantal monies by keeping children at risk of place-
ment in their natural homes and by returning children in foster care to their own
families in a shorter period of time.

PAC! does b.,. s t in developing a permanent placement plan for the child before
teriortion wher it is impossible for the child to return to its family, but its major
thrust is to work to keep "parents and children together."

mi. SHEET

What is PACT?
PACT ir, a short-term, in-home, family-based service program mr highrisk fami-

lies in Wayne County. It was established in 1977 by the Michigan-Wayne County
Department of Social Services and is affiliated with the Family and Consumer Re-
sources Deparinent of Wayne State University. To serve the best interest of the
child, PA(T's aim is to shorten or prevei." foster care placement or to facilitate per-
manency planning. PACT provides ongoing supervision and professional training to
graduate students emphasizing interventl.on skills, parenting skills development,
and the ecology of family systems. Ongoing research and evaluation are conducted
and encouraged in an effort to generate new knowledge in this area.
Who benefits?

Service
Services were provided to 340 families and 1104 children in 1982-83.
950/r of the children referred and who were at high risk of foster placement re-

mained at home.
di% of the children in foster care at the beginning of service were returned home.
5r/r of the children were provided permanency planning ).:orvices.
7 months was the average length of service received by families.

Training
Over 100 students have been trained in year-long internships in providing family-

based services to high-risk families with infants and children.
Cos /sa uings

The daily cost of maintaining a child in foster care in 1983-84 ranges from $7.30
to $113.18 per day.

pm-r has been successful not only it, reducing the state/county cost of foster
care. but more importantly in making permanency a reality for many children.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEVEN C. GOLD, MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH CONSULT-
ANT, NUTRITION SERVICES, WAYNE COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, WESTLAND,
Ml

Wayne County has been hit exceptionally hard by unemployment in recent years,
with :many communities experiencing unemployment rates greater than 15%. The
toll in failed businesses, foreclosed home mortgages, and unfulfilled goals and expec-
tations of all sorts is staggering.

The Health Department comes into close contact with the victims of unemploy-
ment, and sees the human toll as well as the statistical indicators. The supervisor of
one ambulatory health center in the blue-collar Downriver section of the County re-
calls one startling incident a year ago, when a mother walked in the door carrying a
four-week-old infant who had nothing to eat for twenty-four hours! The parents had
had no contact with public health or social service agencies before the husband had
lost his job, and they literally did not know where to turn for food for their infant.
The staff was shocked by the sight of a starving infant, and took quick action to get
the child under appropriate care.

In the early 1980's, with laid-off workers numbering in the tens and then hun-
dreds of thousands, it became common to see out-of-work fathers bringing their chil-
dren into the health center. These were the relatively fortuate families in which the
mother had managed to find a low-paying job to keep food on the table, though usu-
ally such jobs were insufficient to maintain the family's former standard of living.
In families where neither parent could find work, both child abuse anJ spouse abuse
became frequent occurrences.

Demographic data from the Health Department's Maternal and Infant, Children
and Youth health centers reveal significant changes in the population served in
recent years:

(1) As families lost insurance coverage provided through their jobs and became
unable to afford private health care, the number of referrals from the private sector
to publicly-funded services increased dramatically: Private physicians referred 54
patients to these health centers in 1979-80, and over 300 in 1982-83. Referrals from
private hospitals. whic!-, accounted for 11% if all health center registrants in 1979-
80, grew to 18% of all registrants by 1982-83.

(2) College-educated parents with no previous experience in using public health
services found their way into County health centers in increasing numbers. For ex-
ampie, while 294 college-educated mothers used these services in 1979-80, 690 such
women participated in 1982-83.

(3 Predictably, family incomes fell during this time period. Between 1979-80 and
1982-83 families with total incomes leus than $3000 per year increased from 20% of
all registrations to 29% in Wayne County exclusive of Detroit.

(4) Nor were these families picked up by the Medicaid "safety net.' Fifty-five per-
cent of all registrants were Medicaid-enrolled in 1979-80; only 44% were poor
enough to qualify for Medicaid in 1982-83though as we have shown, these families
could no longer afford private health care.

The lowbirth-weight rate, which is a sensitive indicator of the health status of a
population, has showed a significant worsening for minorities in Wayne County in
recent years. Low-weight births among Blacks climbed from 13% in 1980 to 13.7%
in 1981 to 14,7% in 1982one out of every se n Black infants at risk of serious
medical problems.

The Michigan Department of Public Health has investigated the number of
women in MiLhic--..1 at risk of such complications by studying those below 185% of
the poverty lin 'acking private health insurance or Medicaid coverage. These
are believed tt. "new poor," those who have fallen through the cracks in the
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hualth care system Women caught in this dilemma are unable to afford adequate
in some cases, any prenatal care, and are therefore three times more likely to
have low birth weight odium, than are women who have adequate care.

The mDPit study showed that 9500 women- -7.2(:; of all births--are at risk by
hese criteria. Fourteen hundred of thew women lived in Wayne County.

In order to address this problem, MDP11 is proposing that prenatal care for non-
Medicaid but medically indigent women be funded in part by the State of Michigan,
with some !lunching assistance from the Federal Government. Such a plan can
reduce maternal and infant morbidity and mortality, and will also help to contain
health cure costs (Every dollar spent on prenatal and postpartum preventive health
care saves between four and six dollars in intensive care hospitalization costs.) We
hope the members of the Select Committee on Childern, Youth, and Families will
support the Federal match for this proposal when it reaches the Congress.

The Wayne County Department of Ilealth is grateful for this opportunity to share
intOrnmtion and express our concerns, and will be happy to provide any additional
data the Committee may desire.

PRP:PANED SIATEMENT o Oe KaAllow Glez Doww, Fool) CoorEHATIvE Svsnods,
Milton, M1

In December of I982 Coleman A. Young, Mayor of the City of Detroit, declared a
Statt Hunger Emergency. A year later the status of this condition still exists as
Detroit's struggling economy continues to experience the adverse affects of radically
high unemployment.

114ing 1979 1983 statistics as a basis for analysis, the unemployment rate almost
doubled from 111.6r; in January of 1979 to 17% in October, 1983. These figures do
out include discouraged job seekers or those that are underemployed. Of the total
number unemployed. :11.8 percent are Black.

The results of Detroit's decadent econony are multi-faceted. Between 1970 and
1980, the City's impulation has experienced a decline of over 20 percent (from
1,511,01l1 to 1,203,1391. The number of total households have dropped from 497,753 to
111,488 Of those remaining, over 400,000 people are receiving some form of public
assistance The General Assistance Program is experiencing the largest increase
wherein 68,000 people are receiving this form of aid. The doubled increase over a
five year period in G.A. benefits can be directly attributed to the increase in unem-
ployment and exhaustion of unemployment benefits.

Families, unable to cope with the economic and emotional stress, are becoming
increasingly fragmented. The proportion of one parent households has increased
from 22 to -10 percent in the past five years. Combined with the number of children
living with guardians, over half of Detroit's children do not live in traditional two
parent homes.

Faced with sub zero temperatures this winter, people on fixed incomes are forced
to succumb to higher utilities. With entitlement programs being cut, thousands will
be without heat.

The most dramatic effect is the level of hunger and need for emergency food. In
1983 Detroit experienced an increase of over 300% in demand for emergency food.
This year the number of soup kitcher has risen from 14 to 20 and tens of thou-
sands wait in line at food distrihution programs for USDA food commodities.

The affects of poverty and hunger directly and indirectly have taken its toll on
Pignut's youth. 86 percent of children involved in school lunch programs rely on
government subsidies. The infant mortality rate is 21.3 deaths per 1,000 live births.
Maternal nutrition has direct correlation with infant mortality and child growth
and development.

Both the private and public sector have joined forces to address the problem of
hunger One such agency is Operation Get Down, a non-profit community program
servicing the Detroit area since 1970. In 1975 OGD initiated a food coop. Function-
ing as both a pre-order food cooperative, warehouse and delivery system, the coop
has grown from two locations in 1975 to eleven. 61,000 low income members recei,.e
fresh non-processed produce, grains, dairy and household needs. An average of 100
volunteers per week take orders, unload and bag produce and deliver resulting in
minimal operational cost.

Through the Department of Ao. ial Services funds, Operation Get Down distributes
emergency food boxes to 54,000 disenfranchised poverty income families by incorpo-
rating their cooperative process to furnish food boxes to 18 state certified locations
in the Wayne County area. Committed to providing food with high nutritional
value, the agency uses non-processed fresh produce which has been approved by the
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Michigan Department of Agriculture. Non-perishable generic foods such as cheese,
powdered milk, et' ire supplemental commodities to the more nutritional items.

The c(xperativr distribution system combined with the quality fotd furnished and
low operational cost makes Operation Get Down's cooperative the most unique in
the City.

With an average size of 2.7, this community oriented program provides food to
over 300,000 people in the Metropolitan Detroit area.

CONCLUSION

The state of Detroit's economy has resulted in high unemployment having greater
impact on Blacks. The affects of unemployment has directly effected families forced
to live on limited restricted income. This has forced a dramatic increase in the need
for food and while greater concentration are with minorities, poverty and hunger
have touched all segments of Detroit's populace regar less of race, age or socio-eco-
nomic backgrounds.

PREPARED STATEMENT OE JACQUIMINE SCHERER, PH.D., PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY,
OAKLAND UNIVERSITY, ROCHESTER, MI

After examining the testimony collected by United Community Services of Detroit
from public hearings on "Children of the Unemployed," and reviewing relevant
social science research, including data from several studies in progress, I think it
will be useful to compare the ways in which children and families appear to be re-
sponding to joblessness in 1984 with family responses in 1932 -1933. Fortunately, the
earlier experiences have been documented and analyzed by Glen H. Elder in his im-
pressive study, "Children of the Great Depression: Social Change in Life Experi-
ence." (University of Chicago Press, 1974.)

Elder notes that the usual coping behaviors of families facing unemployment in
the Great Depression consisted in cutting back on expenses, modifying life styles,
and rt'ducing consumption drastically. This seems to be the predominant coping
style for families in the 19808 as well. According to one current study, G. L. Fox, R.
Kelly, A. W. Sheldon, "Family Responses to Economic Distress in the Detroit Metro-
politan Area," Wayne State University, May, 1982, the most common adaptations
are cuts in necessary expenses, sale of assets and borrowing, and major shifts in life
style.

A key factor in determining the severity of distress, according to Elder, is the
meaning attached to critical events. Thus Elder Found that fathers who viewed job
loss as personal failure, were more distressed that men who saw joblessness as a
social condition. The higher the status of the famlly before economic decline, the
more status consideration affected allocation of resources. For example, hiding need,
keeping up appearances, etc. However, as unemployment continued, these factors
had to be reduced and survival became the domino it theme.

We saw a similar pattern in the t.,...stimony of ulemp;oyed parents who have held
stable jobs until recently. They could not believe that this was actually happening
to them and did not immediately switch to survival budgets until the severity of
unemployment became clear.

One of the most persistent views about the impact of the Depression on children
was that it brought families closer together: that members shared their misfortune
and worked as a unit. Elder's analysis showed that in the middle-class, the family's
economic deprivation did lead to resourcefulness and stimulated adaptive skills.
However, poorer families did not do as well because they had fewer resources to
work with and less opportunity to make significant changes. He concluded that al-
though poorer families were better prepared psychologically for unemployment on
the basis of life experiences, (unemployment is a shock to middle - class families),
they hod fewer options than families who had been better off economically.

This was verified in the hearings. For example, one mother described the activi-
ties she has substituted for more expensive recreation since she had been unem-
ployed. On the other hood, other parents report their desperation when they have
used up all their resources. Elder s conclusion is as true in 1984 as in the 1930s:
"Economic conditions which severely limit options and resources are known to
foster apathy, restricted needs and goals and identity foreclosure." (Elder, p. 32)

In 1980 and 1930 children are expected to assume more tnature responsibilities
and help with family household responsibilities (baby - sitting) and, especially for
teenagers, paid work where possible. Adult-like experiences are extended downward
in both periods. Also similarly, children report increased self-consciousness among
peers. a loss of self esteem and discomfort because they can't keep up socially and
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are somehow different It is not clear whether these feelings are long-term "scarring
effcts" or features that are Overcome later in adulthood. (Louis I('erman, "Remarks
Delivered before the Committee on Llama. and Human Resources," Sept. 18, IMO.)

One proposed solution to unemploymnit has been mobility, and the migrations of
the 193as are now part of our folklore Similar migrations have taken place in
recent years, accompanied by the same trauma for families who pull up roots.
Today, however, we have more documentation of the hardships. For example, we
are aware of the problems of hunger "(American Hunger Crisis: Poverty and Health
in New England," Harvard University School of Public Health, 1984) and the
impact of joblessness on physical and mental health. (H. Brenner and A. Mooney,
"Unemployment and Health in the Context of Economic Change," Social Science
and Medicine, Vol. 17, # 16, pp. 1125-1138). Families postpone needed health care.
The physical and emotional iroblenis of children are pushed into the background.
An all-inclusive term: "stress is used in the literature to discuss problems that in-
clude: child abuse, an ',crease in the nutnber of neglect cases, suicide, alcoholism,
and substance abuse. Social service agencies in Michigan record significant in-
creases in all of these stressful areas.

However, there are major differences between families facing unemployment
today when compared with families in the thirties. The most obvious is the extent of
unemployment was more widely recognized in the earlier period because it affected
people nationwide. Unemployment was given top priority in the national conscious-
ness and widely perceived, whereas unemployment at the present moment has af-
fected particular regions and populations of the country more drastically than
others. As a result, those who are unemployed are more bewildered and distressed
because they at, not understand why they personally cannot find work in spite of
their efforts They often remain silent about their condition, blaming themselves.
Joblessness is always destabilizing for families, but when it is thought to he an indi-
vidual problem rather than a social issue, it is even more difficult to bear.

Another important difference lies in the level of expectations that Americans
have about the good life. Families are exposed to constant bombardment from ad-
vertisements on television and radio: they have immediate and daily access to vi-
sions of affluence. Moreover, many parents grew up under more prosperous condi-
tions and are unaccustomed to hardships. They are less prepared and more reluc-
tant to accept a restricted view of economic well-being.

Most of the unemployed are concentrated in urban areas rather than small towns
or farms. They do not have close kin groups or familiar neighbors and are more
dependent upon urban institutions. Both children and adults are easily exposed to
alcohol and drugs at at time when they have few social supports to help them resist
these dangers. Sheldon's 198:1 research (Ann W. Sheldon "The Effects of Economic
Distress on Children and their Families," Wayne State University, 1983) shows dra-
matically that unemployed families are isolated and disconnected from the social
mainstream. Ironically, many programs that came into being to form an infrastruc-
tore of public support, are weakened and diminished by budget cuts at a time when
they are most needed. (See chart) Agencies have all they can do coping with de.
minds, let alone develop strong outreach systems. In particular, we find those fami-
lies struggling the hardest to keep together, often fall between the cracks.

The lesson that the committee should gather from this brief comparison is that
unemployment has profound negative impacts on families. It did so in the thirties,
and it is doing so today. In many ways, policymakers have been lulled into compla-
cency because they believe the problems are not as severe or that social programs
already exist to ameliorate the stress. This impression is wrong. There must he
more jobs. more social support, and more recognition that tnany families need help.
The evidence is clear: children and unemployed families are in serious trouble.

A SAmets CATF.Goatcnt, Camotti.:N's PROGRAMS CUT SINCE: 1981

MoRF. THAN :to eFutl.:Nr 130 TO 100 PERCENT!

Reliabilitat ion Services;
Rollaway Youth;
,1uvenile Delinquency Prevention;
Child Abuse State Grails;
Social Service Demonstrations in Foster Care, Adoption Assistance, Child Welfare

Services. Child Welfare Training;
Developmental Disabilities;
School Breakfast;
Child Care 1 ood:
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Child Care uipment;
Summer Fc
Nutrition Education;
Commodities;
Special Milk Program;
Supplemental Food (Women/Infants/Children);
Compensatory Education;
Bilingual Education;
Vocational and Adult Education;
Indian Education;
Follow Through;
Women's Educational Equity;
Student Financial Assistance (Pell, Work/Study, Upward Bound);
Job Corps;
Other Youth Employment;
Public Housing.

CUT BY 20 TO 30 PERCENT

Preventive Health Block Grams;
Mental Health Block Grants;
Community Health Centers Block Grant dealing with Migrant Health, Family

Planning;
Maternal and Child Health Block Grant except WIC;
Handicapped Education.

BY 10 TO 20 PERCENT

Immunization;
Venereal Disease Prevetion;
School lunch,
Source: Children's Defense Fund, "A Children's Defense Budget: An Analysis of the Presi-

dent's Budget and Children," 1982

PREPARED .'TATEMENT OF ALMA STALLWORTH, PRESIDENT, STATE REPRESENTATIVE,
METRO-DETROIT AFFILIATE, NATIONAL BLACK CHILD DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE, INC.,
DETROIT, MI

The Metro-Detroit Affiliate of the National Black Child Development Institute is
grateful to this Committee for the opportunity to present testimony on the effects of
long-term unemployment (and underemployment) within the City of Detroit. Inas-
much as the National Black Child Development Institute founded in 1970 as a non-
profit, membership organization is dedicated to improving the quality of life for
Black Children and their families through public policy advocacy, we are quite con-
cerned about the impact of unemployment on the lives of our people. The well being
of the nation, now and in the future, is no where more clearly evident than here in
Southeastern Michigan.

Our organization, having been among those who petitioned the Congress for the
creation of a Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families, is aware of the
fact that the Committee does not have legislative jurisdiction; we are also very
much aware of the overall importance of the Committee's areas of authority. In par-
ticular we recognize the impact members of this Committee can have in shaping na-
tional policy as it addresses issues related to families and the services they may re-
quire.

We, therefore, commend and encourage the Committee for holding a hearing
which focuses on long-term unemployment, particularly in Michigan, as a new reali-
ty which must be given consideration when making future policy decisions.

We interpret the request for testimony to be presented on this occasion as part of
a process which represents preparation for budgetary considerations at the federal
!eve! which will be crucial in providing the much needed support for these families
at risk. Policy development, as we interpret it, is a two part pro.ess, the written
statement which frames it and the allocation of funds which support the statement.

It is with this awareness that we address what we believe are some of the conse-
quences of unemployment and its meaning for people and again for this community.
Our commeiiis today will be directed toward are in which we feel this Committee
can begin to provide the leadership necessary to bring about positive changes in our
approach to services for children and their families at risk.
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It t4 nut our aim to prolong this statement by documenting in great detail the
considerable evidence that the situation is desperate. Rather we welcome the oppor-
tunity to assist you in placing' on the record our concerns for the millions of persons
whose lives and whose laws are limited by the consequences of unemployment
within our state.

One of the most important changes to come from these hearings should be a new/
different view of families in need, which we would hope would lead to a new ap-
proach to the provision of services. Although often denied or unacknowledged, serv-
ices at present are provided in relation to an underlying assumption that normal,
competent families do notshould not--need help. Decision makers at all levels are
influenced by this assumption., As a result, policy directives for providing services
all too often reflect restrictive and inconsistent attitudes. The negative views of
people and their circumstances frequently results in services being provided only
after the family has endured great hardship.

It is clear that the fastest growing segment of the population living at or below
the poverty line is children. The number of children living in poverty has increased
by 35(Y( since 1959. For children who live in single parent households headed by fe-
males, the likelihood of their living in poverty can be dramatically documented. We
recognize that unemployment is not synonomous with poverty, but is certainly a
contributini., factor.

Unemployment is significantly Iiir,her among Black Americans. For many years
the unemployment rate for Balcks has been two to two and one half times higher
than the rate for Whites. For young people, these rates are often double the rates
experienced by the general population and the unemployment rates for young,
Black Americans is generally four times the average. A more significant fact is that
the "upturn" in the economy in late 1983 has not greatly improved the unemploy-
ment rate for these citizens.

As a isissible policy option, the Canadian government has a youth training and
employment program worthy of examiaatIon as a model which may be adapted to
our needs here in the United States. During 1983, economic revitalization efforts
within the state yielded some unique achievements. The Government and the State
Legislature provided funding for the Michigan Youth Corp which became one of the
most successful job programs in the United States. It created 25,000 summer jobs for
youth. Project Stepping Stone provided career counseling for 10,000 of those young
people and set up interviews with Michigan corporations and associations fi,r 5,000
of the participants.

A statewide public works program has also created over 20,000 jobs for skilled
workers and invested over $800 million in Michigan.

The Federal Job Training Partnership Act has generated plans for special pro-
grams which will meet specific needs of Michigan's unemployed serving displaced
workers, older workers, and hard to place workers. Training will be emphasized in
order to fulfill our state's commitment to train or retrain workers for any company
wishing to do business or expand operations in Michigan. The Governor has recom-
mended $35.5 million, including $1.1 million in State General Fund dollars, for
these programs. This same kind of on-going commitment is needed at the federal

It is our concern that the most serious consequences of unemployment and the
poverty which surrounds it cannot be easily measured in statistical terms. In past
generations the "American Dream"if not attainable for all--was at least envi-
sioned by all. The immigrant, whether from another country, or as is often the case
in Michigan, from another state, found that their labor was neededeven if it was
riot always compenstated fairly. There was hope that opportunity for advancement
and improved living conditions could come, if not within their lifetimes, than cer-
tainly within the lifetimes of their children. This was the belief, the "dream"and
essential to fulfilling that dream was the opportunity and the ability to find employ-
ment Employment establishes an ordera reference for organizing one's life and
time The sucess or failure of one's performance as a family member is often associ-
ated with unemployment.

Fragmentation of the family can occur in many ways within the Black communi-
ty For example, it may result from state intervention related to child abuse and
neglect. While such abuse occurs equally i.r stahle and unstadle marital status fami-
lies most parent perpetrators have less than full high school education and are
either unemployed or unskilled According to the Michigan Department of Social
Services, Office of Children and Youth Services, in 1982, 37,561 referrals were re-
ceived and considered appropriate for investigation. Of those, 15,902 were substanti-
ted From that figure the total number of victims was 26,474; 7,363 were Black.
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Severity of injury is disproportionately high when the perpetrator is a teenager, or
is black, or when the ictim is 0-2 years of age and is black.

In addition, the 'aichigun Department of Social Service has indicated that over
the past 36 months the overall figures reveal some significant facts regarding trends
in child welfare:

There has been a gradual and statistically significant drop in the Department's
total child welfare caseload since January, 1981. The drop in this population (foster
care, delinquency, and adoption) is the result of fewer White children being served.
In spite of the overall drop, however, significantly more Black children are being
served. This is particularly true of the 12 and over Black child population which
increased by 8,1%.

!n addition, considerably more Black children are served in every age group than
would be expected given their representation in the general population. In Janu-
aryMarch, 1981, 52% of all 7-11 year olds, and 36.6% of all children 12 and older
who were served were Black.

In terms of placements used for children in the Department's care, there has been
a significant increase in the average number of placements. Black children are in
placements significantly longer than White children. However, Black children have
fewer permanent placements.

The Department's figures for handicapped children in placement show a distinct
racial bias. Analyses show that Black children with handicaps are more likely clas-
sified as mentally retarded; White children are more likely classified as having
learning disabilities. Black children are also more likely to be handicapped as a
result of health conditions and White children are more likely to be handicapped as
a result of emotional illness.

We would also like to bring to your attention some of the statistics which point to
serious increases in the need for community based mental health programs.

There are more than 40,081 clients in the Wayne County community mental
health system. Of these, 21,538 (53.7%) are male, 18,543 (46.3%) are female. Ethnic-
ity 18,136 (45.2%) are white, 20,827 (52%) are black. Other ethnic groups represent-
ed are American Indiansless than 1%, Hispanic-1.6%, Asianless than ' /2 %,
and other representing .8%. Income-15.6% of the clients are on social security;
22.1% on public assistance; and 18.2% have incomes under $10,000. Combining the
first two figures, there are 55.9% unemployed and living within a poverty level, i.e.,
with incomes under $10,000.

Data on children and their families served within the county mental health
system: There are 2,867 children and their families being served in the mental
health system. 2,216 of these are under 17 years of age which is more than 57% of
the children represented. The young adult group considered 18-21 represent almost
3%. Sex-56% of the children are male, 44% female. Ethnicity-47% white, 51%
black, 2% representing Hispanic, Asian, American Indian, and other ethnic groups.
Income-4.6% of the children and families are receiving social security, 45% receiv-
ing public assistance, and 16.4% with incomes under $10,000 for a total of 66% of
the children and their families within the poverty range.

Of the 2,867 children being served in the County mental health system, there is a
disproportionate number of males, almost 56%; a majority of Black and other mi-
norities, representing 53%; and almost 58% of the children are under age 17 and
they are in poverty with severe emotional disturbances.

In addition to the need for increases in funding for community based mental
health services. availability and access to all types of quality, comprehensive health
care is essential for these families at risk.

Wayne County continees to rank among the top five counties with the highest
infant mortality rate in , ae state. Michigan's infant death increases have been asso-
ciated with many causes, however, two-thirds of all deaths are associated with low
birth weight. Not only are these babies at high risk of dying, they also require care,
sometimes for long periods of time in neonatal intensive care units at a cost which
may exceed $1,000 per day.

Low birth weight infants are many times more likely as heavier infants to die in
their first year of life. Maternal factors associated with the high risk of having a
low birth weight infant include: Socio-economic, behavioral and biological character-
istics such as age, race, socio-economic status, education, marital status, weight gain
during pregnancy, cigarette smoking, drug use, alcohol use or insufficient prenatal
health care.

There is no mystery concerning what is needed to increase birth weights and
reduce °Aunt mortality. Early and sustained comprehensive prenatal care is one of
(he most effective services to prevent low birth weight, infant deaths and other com-
plications of pregnancy which cause severe illness and diribility to newborns. Care
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Tshould begin in the first trimester and continue until delivery, with an average of
12-14 visits.

We urge the l'origress to expand the eligibility for prenatal care and to include all
aspects of comprelwrimive care for pregnant women regardless of age. The current
reduction in the Maternal Child Health Block Grant will seriously impede our cur-
rent preventive programs. It will represent a loss of $3.2 million and services to
40,000 mothers and children!

We also urge the Committee to oppose proposals being made at the federal level
to reduce Medicaid matching dollars for the State of Michigan and to require co-
payments from recipients. The 3% reduction in Medicaid matching dollars would
mean a loss of approximately $41.8 million to the State. This low would result in
drastic cutbacks in vital programs and services. Requiring a recipient to make a co-
payment would result in many of the most needy citizens being denied health care.

It is our hope that testimony from this hearing will reinforce for the Committee
our belief that long-term unemployment in our state has resulted in the need for a
new approach to the provision of services to families in need. We would like the
Committee to further explore the following recommendations:

Develop a ne...: approach to the provision of services to families;
Strengthen the services provided to children in our child welfare systems;
Establish an on-going commitment at the federal level to employment and train-

ing programs of our most disadvantaged citizens;
Access to quality, comprehensive mental health and health care services, includ-

ing increased funding;
No reduction in Medicaid matching funds and no requirement that recipients

make cc payments for badly needed services.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF EUGENE E. PETTIS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, DETROIT EAST,
INC. COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

I am Eugene Pettis, Executive Director of Detroit East Community Mertal Health
Center, one of the 42 service providers of mental health services in Wayne County
under contract with the Detroit-Wayne County Community Mental Health Board.
We receive federal block grant funds from the State Department of Mental Health
administered by the Detroit-Wayne County Community Mental Health Board.

The following data on mental health clients within Wayne County is from the De-
troit-Wayne County Community Mental Health Board's Service Activity Systems,
Client Demographic Summary Report on All Clients with Direct Service for the
Period October 1, 1982 through September 30, 1983.

Percent

Total all clients 40,081

Sex

Male 21,538 53,7

Female 18,543 46.3

Ethnicity

While 18,136 45.2

Black 20,821 52

American Indian 105 .3

Hispanic 632 1.6

Asian 50 .1

Other 331 .8

,ncome

SS 6,236 15.6

Public ass.,lance 8,812 22.1

Income under $10.000 7,254 18.2

Total 23,362 55.9

Total children 2,867

Sex

Male 1,601 55 8

Female 1,266 44.2
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Pewit

Ethnicity

White 1,348 47.0
Black . 1,413 51.4
American Indian 6 .2
Hispanic 16 .6
Asian . 3 .1
Other . 21 .7

Income

SS 132 4.6
Public assistance 1,291 45
Income under $10,000 413 16.4

Total. 1,896 66

There are more than 40,081 clients in the Wayne County community mental
health system. Of these, 53.7% are male and 46.3% are female.

Ethnijty-45.2% are white and 52% are black. Other ethnic groups represented
are American Indian, less than 1%, Hispanic, 1.6%, Asians, less than 1/2%, and
other ethnic groups representing .8%.

Income-15.6% of the clients are on social security, 22.1% or. public assistance,
and 18.2% have income under $10,000. Combining these figures, a total of 55.9% are
unemployed and living within a poverty level, i.e., with incomes under $10,000.

Specific data on children and their families served within the mental health
system are as follows: There are 2,867 children and their families being served in
the County mental health system. 2,216 of these children are Lader 17 years of age
which is more than 57% of the children represented. The young adult group consid-
ered between the ages of 18-21 represented almost 3%.

Sex-56% of the children are male and 48% are female.
Ethnicity-47% are white, 51% are black, and 2% representing Hispanic, Asian,

American Indian, and other ethnic groups.
Income-4.6% of the children and their families are receiving social security, 45%

are receiving public assistance, and 16.4% of the children are in families with in-
comes under $10,000 for a total of 66% of the children and their families are being
considered within the poverty range.

In addition, there are 47 children in residential placement being supervised by
our Community Case Management Agency and there are 31 children who are in ad-
olescent Partial Day Programs and 109 in Partial Day Programs for children under
twelve years of age. This represents a low number of children in these special pro-
grams for the need is mud) greater.

The most frequently occurring diagnostic categories of the children served in the
mental health system are as follows: the highest, 309 diagnosed as Adjustment Reac-
tion, the seconc most occurring is under "Socialized Conduct DisorderAggressive
Type", and third, "Paranoid Personality Disorder" which concludes that the chil-
dren served are in the three most severe diagnostic categories.

As director of Detroit East Community Mental Health Center, we are only one of
the 42 community mental health agencies in the County servicing children and
their families. We formerly provided twelve (12) programs under previous communi-
ty mental health legislation (Public Act 94-63). With the change to Block Grant
method of funding, we are now only required to provide five (5) servicesoutpatient,
partial hospitalization, consultation and education, court screening services, and
emergency services. With the Block Grants, our funding was reduced and we are
now required to make up any reduction in funding by increased revenue from Med-
icaid or Title XIX funding. However, any increase in revenue gonorated by this
method must now cover Wayne County deficits to fund the Wayne County jail and
other county mental health services not previously covered by County mental
health dollars as well as covering reductions within the mental health system to
agencies which are not eligible for Medicaid or Title XIX reimbursement. This
method of covering a portion of the County deficit creates a greater shortage of al-
ready scare( dollars for mental health services and further erodes the total system.

We have had to reduce our Children's Service staff from seven highly trained
social workers to three and one half social workers and our caseload capacity was
reduced from servicing 300 children and their families to the current caseload of
less than 200 children and their families.
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The need in Wayne County continues to increase, not only for Children's Services
but fur all populations--those persons being released from the State Mental Hospi-
tals, new families or clients who are experiencing stress due to unemployment, high
crime, and other social conditions, alder adults who are afraid to venture out into
the community, the high incidents of teenage pregnancies, infant mortality, and
many other social conditions too numerous to enumerate. We urge for an increase
in federal funds for community mental health services which will help to alleviate
the strain we are now under due to current socio-economic conditions,

STATEMENT or MARIE-LUISE FRIEDEMANN, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF NURSING

EDUCATION, EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY YPSILANTI, MI

The aim of the study was to address the impact of economic stress and unem-
ployment on intact families and their kindergarten children. Fifty-two white, pre-
dominantly blue-collar families were visited in their homes in summer 1983 and
interviewed extensively. Of these families 57% had been unemployed during the two
years ending at data collection; 27% were unemployed when visited. In addition, the
average family had suffered a loss of income of 24%. Economic stress was measured
in terms of length of unemployment in months, family income setback (difference
between highest earned income and 1982 family income) and the 1982 gross family
income.

Impact on the kindergarten-age child was investigated by observing the behavior
of the child with peers on the school playground. (Collaboration with Ypsilanti, Lin-
coln Consolidated and Wayne-Westland Schools). The assumption that family stress
may delay the child's social development and that social inadequacy may be mani-
fested when the child interacts with peers was tested. The children's behavior acts
as leaders or followers of the group or as loners were scored. The peers' responses to
the child's behavior were also scored.

Effects of economic stress on the parents were measured in terms of depression
(measured with a standard instrument) and the marital relationship (as reported by
the parents).

Analysis indicated that eeonomically stressed fathers were more likely to be de-
pressed than fathers with less severe finanical problems. Economic hardship also af-
fected the marital relationship and marital problems seemed to increase both the
mother's and the father's depression. A supportive marital relationship acted as pro-
tertion against depression.

Children of families with income setbacks of 31% or more scored more negative
peer responses during play than other children (mainly being excluded from the
group). Such children withdrew from the group more often and were less involved in
play.

Another behavior pattern was evident also in connection with high family stress:
the child was assertive with peers, attempting to be the center of attention and
often lending the group. Peer responses were mainly positive. This pattern was be-
lieved to be a compensation for unmet needs in the family.

Evidence showed that both behavior patterns were pronounced in children from
families with longstanding stress. Economic stress was a factor in most but not all
families, and in all cases other stress was present also. Economic stress and unem-
ployment seemed to act by intensifying preexisting friction between marital part-
ners and making coping more difficult. Effects on children were not seen in families
where fathers used the relationship with the child to counteract their own depres-
sion and were able to maintain their status within the family. However, if parents
used up their coping resources and no longer supported each other, depression
seemed to become chronic and to affect the child.

Vulnerability of children in terms of emotional problems later in their life seemed
high for children who tended to withdraw from peers. While the assertive behavior
pattern was clearly adaptive at the time of observation, its future outcome seems
uncertain. To keep respect of peers such children are required to continuously
adjust to changing group norms. A lag in social maturity due to family stress may
make such adaptation difficult and may lead to failure.

Results of this study cannot be understood as concrete eiidence since the project
was exploratory and limited in scope. Findings have to be treated with caution but
serve as a warning since there is a possibility that relatively benign symptoms may

"Peer Group Behavior of Kindergarten Children As9ociated with Unemployment, Family
Economic Stress and Parental Depression," Marie-Luise Friedemann. Eastern Michigan Univer-

sity
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turn into severe problems for individuals and the society, such as emotional and
mental illness or social problems.

Economic stress and unemployment cannot be considered a cause of social and
emotional ailment but it poses great danger to marginally functioning families with
few coping resources (education, social skills, intelligence, etc.) Social policy forma-
tion needs to be directed toward this population segment.

COMMUNITY CASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC.,
Detroit. MI, March 5, MU.

Hon. SANDER M. LEVIN,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Southfield, MI.

DEAR CONGRESSMA:4 LEVIN: We are very pleased to learn that the Select Commit-
tee on Children, Youth and Families is holding this very important field hearing
regarding the impact of unemployment on family functioning.

As you are aware, Detroit, as well as some other cities, is largely an industrial
town and economically has been vastly affected by the large reductions in the auto-
motive companies reduction of labor forces.

As the wage earner's unemployment benefits become e.:hausted, family pressures
mount at all levels emotional Ind financial. A large number of children from these
families are beginning to be referred for the first time to mental health services; a
very large number of formerly "self-supporting families" are also applying for vari-
ous levels of public assistance. Single parents who have lost alimony and child sup -
pert funds are also turning to Aid to Dependent Children's Services and/or General
Assistance for assistance with basics; i.e. clothing, food vouchers, medical and rent
vouchers.

With our agency (Community Case Management Services, Inc.) being one and one
half blocks from a kind distribution center, we can observe the two and three block
hill day) lines of people waiting in all kinds of weather for the distribution of free
food (cheese, dry milk, etc.) The dramatic increase in the large number of people
and growing long lines is very apparent of the "new poor".

Our children's placement staff has noted several instances of parents withdrawing
their children from placement facilities, terminating treatment, in order to have
their ADC grants increased, as the restored allocation to their grants increases their
food and clothing allowance. A few parents have also withdrawn their children from
residential facilities once their younster become SSI eligible. These monies are then
utilized for the entire family, even though the younster clinically needs/requires the
recommended residential treatment program. Therefore, the end result becomes
that of sacrificing one child's chance for improved mental health for the "good" of
his/her ''tire family. Some families have also been unable to participate in the
family treatment aspect during the child's placement due to lack of funds for their
own transportation.

Although we have no hard figures to support the following, it is apparent that
many families in the unemployed are also not seeking outpatient clinic help for
their children who are having difficulties because of the cost of transportation in
getting the child to the clinic for service, even when the clinics have waived a nomi-
nal fee ino clinic refuses services because of inability to pay).

Sincerely,
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..tiOniversity_Assodates_
EVGIUStIOn and Research N 1034 rest Spins* Lansing, Michigan 46306 N (517) 372-2261

May 10. 1984

Judy Weiss
Hours Select Committee for
Children, Youth & Families,
H2-385 House Annex No. 2,
Washington, D.C. 20515.

Dear Ms. Weiss,

Jeffrey Taylor of the Michigan Department of Health's Division of
Maternal and Infant Health has informed us that you have
requested some information from our recent Michigan Prenatal
Hospital Survey. The final report on the project is now at the
printer and should be available in few weeks. We would be glad
to send you copy when they become available.

In the meantime we are sending you the Executive Summary which
provides an overview of the methodology that was used, as well an
a summary of the major findings. Additionally we are including a
breakdown that compares the responses of the unemployee and
employed respondents with the total sample. The responses for
eaLh sample are presented on copies of the actual Prenatal Survey
Questionnaire. The number of respondents for each sample can be
found in the upper right hand corner of each questionnaire.
Please note that because of some missi-m data these numbers do
not n fly represent the actual number of respondents to any
single item. Responses to the alcohol question were
uninterprotably and therw+ore have been omitted.

1 hope you find the enclosed informatiun useful. We would be glad
to accomodate any more extensive analyses that you might need at

a nominal charge to cover our computer wxpensea. If we can be of
any assistance in the future please contact me directly.

Sincerely,

Joseph M. Bornstein
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This summary is intended to serve as an
findings of the needs assessment survey
Michigan Department of Public Health's Speci
Prenatal Care.

Michigan has experienced double digit
approximately four years. This problem di
ability of nearly three quarters of a mill
unemployed citizens to provide food, shelter,
health care for themselves and their families.

overview of the
conducted for the
al Task Force on

unemployment for
rectly affects the
ion of Michigan's
heat, clothing and

In addition, Michigan has experienced a concurrent rise in
infant mortality rates. In 1981, Michigan was hit with its
greatest single yearly increase in infant mortality rates since
World War II. Rates rose to 13.2 deaths per 1000 live births.
This ranked Michigan near the bottom quartile, 36th o, 50 states,
substantially below the national average. Several cities and
counties have been hard hit by this problem. The Detroit Metro
area in particular has been identified as an area in great need
of assistance with this problem.

The utilization of prenatal care has been closely tied to
infant birth weight. Low birth weight is one of the primary
predictors of infant death. In addition, unemployment and
poverty have been identified as major correlates of infant
mortality. Most health care professionals would argue that these
are causally linked factors rather than mere correlates of infant
mortality (Children's Defense Fund, 1984).

Michigan is attempting to address thie health care crisis. The
Michigan legislature called for the Department Of Public Health
to submit a proposed program statement to make prenatal care a
basic health service. University Associates was awarded a
contract to establish a source of data from which to empirically
derive an accurate estimate of the need for prenatal care in
Michigan.

Through scientifically rigorous survey methodology, prenatal
care patterns of Michigan mothers wero determined. Women
delivering in Michigan hospitals during tho month of December
1983 were administered surveys by hospital staff. Eighty-nine
percent of the women (n.31079) who delivered during a specified
time interval in ninety-five percent of Michigan's hosnitals with
Obstetric Units responded to the survey.
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lbw 37.-item Prenatal Care Questionnaire was specifically designed
to obtain information about the prenatal care received by the
woman, the availability of sources of payment for prenatal care,

the self-reported need for assistance in obtaining prenatal care,
and a variety of demographic information.

A woman in need of assistance in obtaining prenatal care was
operationally defined by the Blue Ribbon Prenatal Task Force to

have the following characteristics:

$ Family income below 105% poverty level.

$ No alternative sources of payment for
prenatal care (e.g., insurance).

$ Not Medicaid eligible.

Survey results indicated that 7.2 % of Michigan women were in
need of assistance in obtaining prenatal care. This proportion
represents 9504 women. Ninety percent confidence bounds were
established around this projected figure. This confidence
interval ranges from 7,020 to 11,100. '....etter than one in four of
those identified as financially 'needy were in the tri-county
Metro area (i.e., Wayne, Macomb and Oakland co.witios).

Approximately 39% of the women in Wayne County were from
families where the major income earner was unemployed. However,
two-thirds of the Bleck women in Wayne county were from such
families. Unemployment in general has an enormous impact on many
factors related to prenatal care. For example, women from
families where the major wage earner was unemployed were twice as
likely to deliver low birth weight babies and twice as likely to
experience some delivery complication.

In addition, 72% of those from unemployed families were living

below the United States Department of Agriculture's 100% poverty
guidelines. Less than 10% of the employed group were living in
such poverty. Nearly 80% of the women from unemployed families
received Medicaid benefits that provide for prenatal care.

However 20% were withott this form of support.

The "financially nereu,, ' group (defined by this program
statement as below 185% poverty) was compared with the Medicaid
group and the insured group. On many dimensions (e.g., trimester
prenatal care began, age, educational level of the mother), the

financially needy occupied a central position between the

extremes defined by the Medicaid and insured groups. On tie

other hand, the financially needy more closely resemble the

insured group on other variables of interest (e.g., racial
breakdown, proportion of mothers under 18 years of age).
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Race has been a major factor of interest when attempting to

determine the need for human services. Survey'results suggested
that 9.5% of those deemed financially needy were Black. However,
the proportion was considerably larger in the Mayne County area

(36%). Race is also frequently confounded with the general income
level of the individual. In fact, survey rest/As, showed no
relationship between Race and eligibility when the effect due to
income is held constant.

Findings suggest that a substantial number of Michigan woman
are currently experiencing sufficient economic hardshfps that

they are finding it difficult to pay for preventive prenatal

care. Additionally, significant numbers of the insured and

Medicaid groups reported difficulty in obtaining prenatal care
due to a variety of barriers including transportation, the
availability of providers willing and able to provide care, and

legal complications associated with pregnant women who are

underage. Most importantly, the infant mortality issue is
everyone's problem, in that the need is spread across the entire
state.
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